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Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various public services examinations.
The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations
today.However, an aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from an exam
perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that may or may not be useful for the
exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining
notes for the current
affairs.
Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, relevant from the exam perspective at
oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found wasting their time in search of current affairs material.
It is with this problem in mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information
Bureau(PIB).
The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary of the important news and current
affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and
effort, as you get all the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form.
The Crux is particularly helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.
The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful for both- objective and descriptive sections.
Our aim is to help the candidates in their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication
inspire us to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.
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National

and was sent to the Andaman Cellular Jail.
“I don’t know how to react,” said Mr. Omar

explanation
The complete draft of the updated National
Register of Citizens (NRC) has proved to be
a great leveller, as it excluded people across

marginal farmers to soldiers and MLAs.

was missing from the NRC.
‘Deliberate exclusion’

Political parties such as All India United
Democratic Front have attributed the exclusion
of names of many genuine Indian citizens to
parochial NRC officials besides vindictive police
officials and Foreigners’ Tribunal members.
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Among the 40,07,707 people dropped from
the list allegedly for lack of proper documents

were former President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed’s
nephew Ziauddin Ali Ahmed and his family.
No guarantees

“It seems being related to a former President
of India is no guarantee for inclusion in NRC.

But we are a bit worried because the name of

my father (Ekramuddin Ali Ahmed) is not in the
legacy data,” Mr. Ahmed said from Rangiya,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

local college years ago, on finding that his name

m.

the social spectrum — from daily-wagers and

Ahmed, who retired as the vice-principal of a

co
m

NRC update: some exclusions defy an

about 50 km from Guwahati.

Mr. Ahmed is in good company. Omar Saaduddin

Ahmed, great-grandson of Bahadur Gaonburah

— a legendary figure in eastern Assam’s Jorhat
who participated in the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857

“There are reports that documents have been
rejected deliberately,” party leader Aminul Islam
said.

The exclusion of the name of Shah Alam
Bhuyan, an assistant sub-inspector of Assam
Police recruited in 1985 and resident of Roumari
Pathar in Barpeta district, has been cited as an
instance. He was marked a D-voter despite his
father Affaz Uddin Bhuyan figuring in the 1951
NRC.

Linguistic and religious minority organisations
said there were scores of people whose
ancestors figured in the 1951 NRC, but were
missing from the updated register 67 years
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The Minister’s comment followed a review

declared an Indian by a Foreigners’ Tribunal but

meeting on the progress of the mission and is

marked D-voter again. The name of his father

in line with the government’s commitment to

Keshav Dhali is in the 1951 NRC.

ensure that 80% of the Ganga is clean by May

‘Doubtful process’

2019.

Similar is the case of Subrata Dey, who died

298 projects

in the Goalpara detention camp for declared

The 20,000 crore Namami Gange mission

co
m

later. The list included Nihar Dhali of Udalguri,

m.

foreigners on May 26. His father Krishna Pada consists of 298 projects — 194 of which
Dey was listed in the 1951 NRC as a 10-year-

deal with constructing STPs, rural sanitation

old along with his grandfather Manoranjan Dey,

and

—

largely

spanning
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bioremediation

40, grandmother Makhan Bala Dey, 26, and Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal,
uncle Dwij Pada Dey. “Such cases makes the

Bihar and Jharkhand, which are responsible for

very process of marking ‘D’ or ‘doubtful voters’ most of the pollution.
under doubt,” said Bidhayak D. Purkayastha,

Sixteen out of 31 sanctioned STP projects

an activist for linguistic minority rights.

in Uttarakhand are complete and work is in

Speed up Uttarakhand Ganga projects:
Gadkari

Union Water Resources and Ganga Rejuvenation

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Minister Nitin Gadkari instructed officials and

contractors involved in the Uttarakhand Namami

Gange Project to complete all infrastructure

work relating to sewage treatment plants,

progress on the remaining 15 STPs. Projected
sewerage generation in the year 2035 in
Uttarakhand is 122 MLD (Million Litres per
Day) while the existing treatment capacity is
97.6 MLD. The projects under implementation
will create a capacity for treating 131.7 MLD
sewage after completion.

cleaning the ghats and restoring crematoria by

Cabinet

clears

Bill

to

December 2018.

provisions of SC/ST Act
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of Criminal Procedure — which deals with

ruling alliance as well as from the Opposition,

anticipatory bail — shall not apply to a case

the Centre has decided to introduce a Bill to

under this Act, “notwithstanding any judgment

restore the original provisions of the Scheduled

or order of any Court.”

Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention

Paswan hits out at critics

of Atrocities) Act, 1989, which the Supreme

The Amendment Bill’s provisions were made

Court had struck down in a March ruling.

public by Mr. Paswan, whose party had given

The Union Cabinet had given its nod to the

the government an ultimatum to restore the

m.

co
m

Facing pressure from Dalit leaders within the

stringent provisions by August 9. MPs from the

to introduce it in Parliament during the ongoing

Dalit and tribal communities — including several

session, Food Minister and Lok Janshakti Party

from the BJP and its allies — had backed the

leader Ram Vilas Paswan told reporters after

demand. Calling it a “historic decision,” Mr.

the Cabinet meeting .

Paswan said the Amendment Bill was “a slap in

The decision comes ahead of a planned ‘Bharat

the face of everyone who has been criticising

bandh’ by Dalit groups on August 9.

the Modi government as being anti-Dalit.”

The Amendment Bill seeks to insert three new

Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad declined to
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Amendment Bill and the government would try

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

clauses after Section 18 of the original Act. share details of the decision in the official postThe first stipulates that for the purposes of the

Cabinet media briefing, citing the need to first

Act, “preliminary enquiry shall not be required

inform Parliament. “This government is ready

for registration of a First Information Report

to do whatever is needed for the betterment of

against any person.” The second stipulates

Dalits and Adivasis,” he said.

that the arrest of a person accused of having

On March 20, the Supreme Court issued a

committed an offence under the Act would

slew of guidelines to protect people against

not require any approval, while the third says arbitrary arrests under the Act, directing that
that the provisions of Section 438 of the Code

public servants could be arrested only with the

Visit Aspirantforum.com for guidance and study material for IAS Exam.
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the Visakhapatnam Fishing Harbour, one of the

while in the case of private employees; the

oldest in the country, at a total cost of Rs. 40

Senior Superintendent of Police concerned

crore.

should allow it. A preliminary inquiry should be

Several stakeholders from the fishing industry

co
m

written permission of their appointing authority,

conducted before the FIR was registered to have cried foul over the decision, describing it
check if the case fell within the ambit of the Act, as a big setback for modernising the harbour
to increase exports to the European Union and

court ruled.

the United States.

m.

and whether it was frivolous or motivated, the

Visakhapatnam is a major fish landing centre

from Dalit groups, which said the order diluted

and the seafood export turnover is estimated
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The ruling was greeted by a storm of protest

the law. On April 2, violence during a nationwide

to be around Rs. 7,500 crore. Frozen shrimp

bandh left at least nine people dead and

comprises a lion’s share in the consignments

hundreds injured. However, the court refused

sent for exports. The decision to reject the

to stay its ruling, leading to the demand from request on technical grounds was announced
Dalit groups that the government introduce

in the Rajya Sabha by Union Minister of State

an ordinance or an Amendment Bill to restore

for Commerce and Industry C.R. Chaudhary,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

the provisions. Protests intensified when the in response to a unstarred question by YSRCP
government appointed Justice A.K. Goel, who

member V. Vijaya Sai Reddy.

authored the March 20 verdict, as the Chairman

MPEDA recommendation

of the National Green Tribunal on his retirement.

“The

Centre

shoots

down

proposal

to

modernise fishing harbour

The Union government has shot down the grant
sought by the State government for modernising

Government

of

Andhra

Pradesh

has requested for funds under the Trade
Infrastructure

for

Export

Scheme,

which

requires a commitment to meet 50% of the funds
by the sponsoring organisation/agency. The
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project has not been considered on account of

Dolphin Boat Operators’ Welfare Association

deficiencies,” Mr. Chaudhary stated in his reply. president Ch. Satyanarayana Reddy said they
Products

Exports

Development

were shocked to know about the development.

Authority (MPEDA) as well as the State

“We want the Centre to keep its promise on

Fisheries Department had recommended the

releasing funds for the modernisation project,”

modernisation of the harbour, which was built

he said.

by the Visakhapatnam Port Trust in 1976.
modernisation

project

envisaged

improvement of storage, drainage and other

The harbour, home to 700 mechanised boats
and 300 beach landing crafts, is spread
over 26 acres. It has 11 jetties. The harbour

was devastated in the aftermath of cyclone
Hudhud in 2014, after which everyone thought
funds would flow to give it a new look. “The

Centre’s disclosure has come as a bolt from

the blue. Lack of hygiene in the harbour area

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

The complete draft of the updated National
Register of Citizens (NRC) published on July
30 has made the Gorkhas of Assam feel they
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amenities with world-class jetties and repair
yards.

Gorkhas of Assam feel left out

m.

The

co
m

Marine

has hit exports to the European Union. Once

conditions improve, our turnover is bound to go
up,” A.P. Mechanised Boat Operators’ Welfare
Association president P.C. Appa Rao told The
Hindu .

are paying the price for India’s treaty with Nepal
almost seven decades ago.
While the focus of the NRC has been on the
exclusion of Bengali Muslims and Hindus —
two communities often suspected to be illegal
migrants — an estimated 100,000 of some 2.5
million Gorkhas in Assam have not found their
names in the updated draft.
This has come as a rude shock to the Gorkhas,
most of whom are descendants of soldiers
recruited by the Assam Rifles that was born
as Cachar Levy in 1835. A few trace their
origin to Ratikanta Upadhyaya, a follower of
medieval Assamese saint-reformer Srimanta
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Sankardeva, who had a couple of Vaishnav LS passes commercial courts Bill
monasteries built in Jorhat and Nagaon in the

The Lok Sabha passed the Commercial Courts,

16th century.

Commercial Division and Commercial Appellate

co
m

“Data collected from the districts imply about Division of High Courts (Amendment) Bill, 2018.
1 lakh of our people are missing from the It will designate some courts as commercial
NRC, the highest being in Baksa district

courts for speedy disposal of commercial

followed by Sonitpur and Golaghat. They disputes

will

reduce

the

pecuniary

jurisdiction of these courts from Rs. 1 crore to

m.

should never have been excluded because

and

the March 24, 1971 cut-off does not apply to Rs. 3 lakh.

Minister of Law and Justice Ravi Shankar
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the Gorkhas,” Prem Tamang, president of the

All Assam Gorkha Students’ Union, told The Prasad said this was aimed at improving the
Hindu . The 1951 NRC has been updated on ease of doing business in India.
the basis of the cut-off date prescribed by the
Assam Accord of 1985 for detection, detention

and deportation foreigners, specifically from

Bangladesh. This means migrants who have
documents establishing their stay in Assam up

to the midnight of March 24, 1971, are eligible

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

for inclusion in the NRC.

Mr. Tamang referred to the 1950 Indo-Nepal

Treaty of Peace and Friendship that ensures
free movement of Indian and Nepalese people
into each other’s territory and allows them to
own property and enjoy other privileges.

New SOP for those left out
Applicants left out of the National Register of
Citizens (NRC) may be given a personal hearing
under a fresh Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) being devised by the Home Ministry.
The Registrar-General of India (RGI) and the
Home Ministry are exploring several options
to provide adequate opportunity to 40 lakh of
the 3.9 crore applicants whose names were
not included in the final NRC draft published on
July 30.
Ensuring credibility
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RGI Sailesh told The Hindu that the SOP would

Asked if it would be appropriate to call the

ensure that filing claims and objections was a

40 lakh applicants “infiltrators”, as they were

fair and credible process. “There may be many

being referred to by some political leaders, Mr.

co
m

applicants who may not understand the process Sailesh said: “We don’t have any nomenclature
and the required documentation. So we have to for them. We have the list of eligible people
for inclusion in NRC and the total [number of]

and the assistance required,” he said.

applicants in NRC. For us they are applicants.”

An official said the circle officers or block

The Home Ministry had earlier told the Assam

m.

see that every person has the right information

development officers would be asked to give

government that no action should be initiated

personal hearings to applicants even after they by the administration or the police based on
the draft NRC. The RGI has been asked to

objections”.

use all means of communication, including

On July 31, a Supreme Court Bench had ordered

websites, toll-free numbers and SMS, to provide

the government to frame, in consultation with

information to the public about the draft NRC.
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had exhausted the option of filing “claims and

State NRC Coordinator Prateek Hajela, a “fair”

SOP to deal with the claims and objections of
those who did not find their names in the draft
NRC.

“The SoP will also go into the aspects of disposal

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

of claims and objections,” Mr. Sailesh said, “so
that reasonable time and adequate opportunity
are given to applicants. The rules say that
any person can make an objection against an

inclusion and any person whose name is not
there can file a claim.”

Adultery law violates the dignity of
woman, says SC
The time has changed since it was commonly
accepted that it is the man who is the seducer
and not the woman, the Supreme Court said ,
while questioning if the ‘archaic’ law on adultery
would stand the test of right to equality.
A five-judge Constitution Bench, headed by
Chief Justice Dipak Misra, made the observation
while hearing a case challenging the validity of
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responsible.

punishable only for men and not the consenting

Advocate Kaleeswaram Raj, appearing for

women.

petitioner Joseph Shine, an Indian living in Italy,

Penal provisions

said adultery remains a ground for divorce in all

Section 497 in the Indian Penal Code, which

personal laws.

defines adultery, says that a man could be

“However, penalising adultery and jailing citizens

punished up to five years in jail if he has sexual

for engaging in consensual sex is a different

intercourse with another man’s wife. However, it

thing altogether. There is no compelling state

m.
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the penal law, which makes adultery an offence

interest or even a valid rationale for the state to

the “consent or connivance” of the husband of

do so,” Mr. Raj said.

the woman.

Mr. Raj clarified that he was seeking to strike
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is not an offence if the sexual intercourse is with

The Bench, also comprising Justices R.F.

down the provisions as unconstitutional and

Nariman, A.M. Khanwilkar, D.Y. Chandrachud

looking to make its provisions gender neutral.

and Indu Malhotra, said the IPC section treats

Senior counsel Meenakshi Arora said most

a married woman as “chattel” (a personal

countries have done away with adultery as a

possession) of the conniving husband, which

criminal offence, including Bhutan, Sri Lanka,

was “absurd”. “When a woman is treated as China, South Korea.
chattel, her right to dignity is affected,” the
Bench remarked.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

The Bench also observed that decriminalising

adultery was not “a licence for people to go
indulge in it”.

It also remarked that adultery is a sign of marital

breakdown as marriage as an institution has
two pillars where both parties have to be equally

Lok Sabha passes sports varsity Bill
The Lok Sabha passed a Bill establishing a
National Sports University in Manipur as part of
a vision to enhance country’s standing in sports.
The National Sports University Bill, 2018, which
sought to replace an Ordinance promulgated
on May 31, was passed by a voice vote.
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Pankaj Saxena, Divisional Railway Manager

the debate why an Ordinance was required on

said, ‘A programme would be held in which

such routine legislation. He also said a university

the changed name of the station would be

had to be autonomous in character, something

unveiled. The boards of other stations will also

which the provisions of the Bill did not suggest.

be changed. This is a historic moment for the

Sports Minister Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore

railway.’

said that the legislation was introduced in the

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, Bharatiya

Lok Sabha in August 2017, but could not be

Janata Party (BJP) president Amit Shah and

m.

co
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N.K. Premachandran of the RSP asked during

passed. As the institution had already become Railways Minister Piyush Goyal will inaugurate
the renaming ceremony on August 05.
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functional and the Budget session was a

washout, the Ordinance route was used to In June last year, the Uttar Pradesh government
safeguard the future of the students. He said

headed by Adityanath had decided to rename

the university, set up at a cost of Rs. 524 crore,

Mughalsarai Junction in Chandauli district, the

would promote sports coaching and research.

station, among the busiest in the country, after

Century-old Mughalsarai station gets
saffron coat

The century-old station Mughalsarai Junction

Upadhyaya, who was found dead here under
mysterious circumstances on 11 February,
1968.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

railway station was touched up with saffron Kashmir on the boil over Article 35A
paint ahead of its renaming to RSS ideologue

hearing in SC

Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Junction railway

Jammu and Kashmir’s major regional parties

station.

— the People’s Democratic Party (PDP) and

The borders of the railway station are painted

the National Conference (NC) — hit the streets

saffron at places and signboards with the new protesting moves to scrap Article 35A, which
name being put up as part of the programme.

defines State subject laws.
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The Supreme Court is scheduled to hear three The north Indians excluded from the updated
draft National Register of Citizens (NRC) in

Separatists have called for a two-day shutdown

Assam resent being called ghuspethiye ,

over the issue.

meaning infiltrator.

PDP district president Mohammad Khurshid

Though NRC State Coordinator Prateek Hajela

Alam led the protest in Srinagar. “PDP president

has said that the 40 lakh persons left out of the

Mehboba Mufti’s firm stand as Chief Minister on

draft cannot be marked “illegal migrants”, many

this Article is well known and in consonance

political leaders call them infiltrators, even in

m.
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petitions challenging Article 35A on August 6.

with honour and dignity of the people,” said Mr. Parliament. “What pained me more than the
exclusion was the implication that those who

Leading another protest, senior NC leader Ali

missed out are foreigners or Bangladeshis. Is

Muhammad Sagar said, “An assault on Article

U.P. in Bangladesh,” asks a Guwahati-based

35A was a direct assault on the State’s special

businessman, Manoj Singh.

status and won’t be tolerated at any cost. All

Mr. Singh, 49, and his family had relocated from

political, social and religious organisations of the

Jaunpur in Uttar Pradesh in the 1980s. The

State are united in their resolve to fight against

NRC officials rejected his documents, as was

these ploys and J&K National Conference will

the case with Hindi writer Satyanarayan Mishra

fight this battle from the front lines.”

from Chitrakoot, also in U.P.

Protests were also staged by the Jammu

Like them, scores of people from U.P., Bihar,

Kashmir Democratic Youth Federation, the

Jharkhand,
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Alam.

Madhya

Pradesh,

Rajasthan,

Tourism Trade Fraternity, Rahul Gandhi’s Fans Haryana and Punjab have not made it to
Association and the All Tribal Coordination

the list. They include Surinder Singh, a Sikh

Committee.

businessman whose family shifted to Guwahati

When Indians are called infiltrators

from Imphal in the 1970s.
Mr. Singh’s forefathers had settled in Manipur
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from Punjab more than a century ago. His

Chowk to the United Nations office here. Later

parents were listed in the pre-1971 electoral

in the day, the Supreme Court adjourned the

rolls in Imphal, “but it is impossible to get hold hearing to August 26.
The major regional parties have urged the

Many cases

Centre to safeguard the special status of

Rajkumar

Sharma,

a

51-year-old

media

professional, and his businessman brother

co
m

of those rolls to prove we are genuine Indians”.

Jammu & Kashmir.
PDP stance

m.

Gajanand Sharma from Haryana’s Bhiwani, face “The Constitution of India is the supreme law
a similar situation. So does Dibrugarh-based

of India and it has conferred special status to

Sarada Devi, 48, despite producing documents

J&K. Any attempt to fiddle with it will amount to
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linking her to Ramgarh in the Jhunjhunu district violating its basic structure. Now it is for the nation
of Rajasthan.

to respect that decision in its entirety. Instead of

She had provided papers linking her daughter

attempting to dilute J&K’s special status, they

and two sons to her deceased husband Fakir should embrace it and treat Kashmiris with
Chand Bhargav’s family tree.

Valley in lockdown over Article 35A

Life was affected in the Kashmir Valley for the

second day following the shutdown called by

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

separatists over the challenge to Article 35(A)

in the Supreme Court. Offices, educational
institutions and business centres remained
closed.

The police foiled a protest march of the Kashmir
Economic Alliance, a traders’ body, from Lal

dignity,” said Peoples Democratic Party (PDP)
president and former Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti.

“Deferment of hearing on the Article is not a
solution, though it has brought an interim relief
to the people. But with uncertainty looming over
its status, it has unleashed a wave of anxiety
and panic amongst the people of J&K.”
National Conference (NC) spokesman Junaid
Azim Mattu said the adjournment did not remove
the sense of anxiety and apprehensions. “In the
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of around 1,400.

the Article through a counter-affidavit, the

Tahir Samma, the Sub-Divisional Magistrate

challenge to the State’s special status remains,”

of Siwana tehsil, said that during the pre-

he said.

Independence period the name of the village

The separatist Joint Resistance Leadership

was ‘Mahesh Ro Bado’ which changed to ‘Miyon

(JRL), comprising Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz

ka Bara’ over the course of time.

Umar Farooq and Mohammad Yasin Malik,

Home Ministry nod

organised a two-day shutdown.

“The local residents were facing difficulty,

took

vice-president

potshots

at

Omar mainly in finding marriage proposals and

separatists.

matrimonial matches for their children because

“Protecting Article35A is a tacit acceptance that

of the village’s name. They approached the

J&K’s future lies within the Constitution of India

government authorities with the request to
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Abdullah

Conference

m.

National

co
m

absence of the Central government defending

otherwise how it would matter if it were struck change the name,” Mr. Samma said.
down or diluted,” he tweeted.

The Home Ministry examines the proposal for

Miyon ka Bara becomes Mahesh Nagar

changing the names of villages, towns, cities,

In Rajasthan, the name of a village called ‘Miyon railway stations among others once the proposal
ka Bara’ was officially changed to ‘Mahesh

is received from the State government. “After

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Nagar’ after residents complained that they consulting other agencies, if found appropriate,
were not getting matrimonial matches for their

the Ministry conveys its no objection to the

children as the name gave an impression that

State concerned and the gazette notification is

the village was inhabited by Muslims.

issued,” an official said.

The Union Home Ministry recently approved

Resolution passed

the change of name and conveyed the decision

“The village panchayat passed a resolution in

to the Rajasthan government.

favour of changing the name to Mahesh Nagar

The village in Barmer district has a population

and forwarded it to the Barmer Collector. From
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the Lok Sabha earlier this week.

Revenue Department and finally to the Union

The amendments provide that no preliminary

Home Ministry. After the proposal was approved,

enquiry will be required for registration of an

the name was changed in the revenue records,”

FIR against any person under the Act; and the

Mr. Samma said.

investigating officer will not require approval

Seven more proposals

for arrests, if necessary. The provision of

co
m

there, it went to the Rajasthan government’s

In March, the Home Ministry had informed anticipatory bail as allowed by the Supreme
Court has also been done away with.

2018, it received 27 proposals from State

Special courts in States

governments requesting a change of names of

Replying to the debate on the Bill, Minister for
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Parliament that from January 2017 to February

villages, towns and railway stations.

Social Justice and Empowerment Thawar Chand

Rajasthan submitted eight proposals, including

Gehlot said: “Prime Minister Narendra Modi has

Miyon Ka Bara. The other proposals were

assured his government’s commitment towards

to change the name of Ismailpur village in

backward classes. I today say that we are

Jhunjhunu district to Pichanwa Khurd, village

committed towards safeguarding their interest.”

Dhani Daroga as Jasawant Pura and Narpara

He said 14 States had already constituted 195

as Nurpura.

special courts for deciding cases under the Act.

RS passes amendments to SC/ST Act

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

The Rajya Sabha unanimously cleared the
amendments to the Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities)
Act, overturning a March 2018 Supreme Court
judgment pertaining to safeguard against the
arrests under the Act. The Bill was passed by

Some States have declared district and session
courts as special courts.
The amendments include a timeline of two
months for completing the investigations and
filing a chargesheet after registering the FIR.
The cases are to be disposed of within two
months of filing the chargesheet.
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Although the Congress supported the Bill, schedule and sought a provision for fast-track
courts for speedy justice.

the government’s intention, saying it had brought

JD(U)’s Ram Chandra Prasad Singh said the

in the amendments due to public agitation and

cases should be probed by an officer of the DSP

co
m

former Union Minister Kumari Selja questioned

pressure from the Congress-led Opposition. Ms. rank and above. K. Keshava Rao of the TRS
Selja said the law should have been brought expressed apprehension that the amendments
under the 9th schedule of the Constitution (for would be challenged in the court again.

amendments would be challenged in the court
again.

nuclear deal’

India has gained exponentially from the Indo-
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Samajwadi Party’s Ram Gopal Yadav sought
proper representation of the reserved categories

in the judiciary, stating that it had virtually
become the “third chamber” of Parliament and
was encroaching upon its duty to legislate.

AIADMK’s Vijila Sathyananth demanded a
comprehensive anti-discrimination law, pointing

out a very low conviction rate under the Act
and that also, raised the issue of 9th schedule.
Sanjay Raut of the Shiv Sena also supported

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

‘India gained exponentially from U.S.

m.

protection against judicial review), or else the

the Bill, but said there was an apprehension

that the law will be misused and innocents will
be punished.

Concurring with Mr. Yadav’s views, CPI’s D.
Raja also raised the issue of judiciary, the 9th

U.S. civilian nuclear deal, said former Foreign
Secretary Shyam Saran, at an event to mark 10
years since U.S. nuclear restrictions were lifted
on India. He listed permanent access to nuclear
fuel and a change in international perception
as the biggest benefits for India since the U.S.
Congress passed the deal in September 2008.
“Today we have long term agreements for fuel
with at least a dozen countries. From being a
target of technology denial regimes, and also
[being targeted for nuclear] testing, we are now
not a target. No one now objects when India
conducts a missile test,” said Mr. Saran, who
was subsequently Prime Minister Manmohan
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Singh’s special envoy and Chairman of the

1967 the cut-off date for declaring nuclear

National Security Advisory Board.

powers, which India missed as it conducted

Three errors

its first nuclear test in 1974, which resulted in

co
m

Speaking at the same function, organised by sanctions and cutting off of assistance from
the Society for Policy Studies, former Foreign western countries. In 1998, after the Pokhran
Secretary S. Jaishankar said India’s decision to tests, India faced further sanctions, which led
to many hardships, said Mr. Jaishankar, as

was an effort to reverse “three strategic errors”.

he described the journey to 2005, when India

m.

go ahead with the civilian nuclear deal in 2008

“There was the error of partition, where we

and the U.S. signed a breakthrough defence

lost our territory, the error of economics where

framework agreement that changed the course
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many of the reforms of the 90s should have of the relationships.
come earlier, and on the nuclear side, had we Both Mr. Saran and Mr. Jaishankar were part of
pushed our nuclear programme as consistently

the Indian diplomatic team that travelled to the

as China did in the 1950s, we could have made

U.S. in July 2008, and negotiated the contours

the Non Proliferation Treaty deadline.”

of the agreement that would have to be cleared

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Speaking about China’s opposition in 2016 to by the U.S. Congress where many opposed the
India’s membership application for the Nuclear

George Bush plan to end nuclear restrictions

Suppliers group (NSG), Mr. Saran said he didn’t

on India and begin nuclear trade. “Our biggest

think it was “likely” that the membership would

problem was that a gentleman called Barack

come through in the “near future,” although, Mr.

Obama posed the most difficulties about the

Jaishankar said he would “not rule it out,” given

deal and he was not even prepared to meet

geopolitical shifts that could change China’s

us,” said Mr. Jaishankar, to laughs from the

perceptions.

audience, as he described “killer amendments”

Cut-off date

that the former U.S. Senator, who later became

The Nuclear Suppliers group had made

U.S. President, tried to introduce.
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Women’s group backs amendments to made party to the triple talaq case before the
Supreme Court last year.

The Muslim women’s rights group spearheading

The women’s rights group said that the changes

the movement against instant divorce has

made to the proposed law are in consonance

welcomed the amendments to the triple talaq

with their demands and therefore they hoped

co
m

talaq Bill

Bill, and urged MPs cutting across party lines to that the move will “put to rest all opposition to
the bill and the law will become reality soon”.

The Union Cabinet approved three amendments

The BMMA said that they had appealed that

m.

ensure its passage in Parliament.

to the Bill, which now has provisions that allow

efforts should be made to reconcile the two

an accused to seek bail before trial, lodging

parties before finalising a divorce, which has
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of an FIR only at the insistence of the wife or been made possible by making the offence of
her blood relations or those who become her

triple talaq compoundable.

relatives by virtue of marriage, and making the

Elaborate procedure

offence compoundable where both parties have

The NGO has demanded that the government

the liberty of withdrawing the case.

lay down an elaborate procedure for divorce

The pronouncement of ‘talaq’ thrice in quick based on the talaq-e-ehsan method which

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

succession will invite a jail term of three years involves reconciliation, mediation and dialogue
under the original Bill.

between the husband and wife over a minimum

‘Will work together’

period of 90 days. It has also sought that the

“We appreciate the efforts of the Cabinet to

wife’s right to maintenance, guardianship of

respond to the concerns of Muslim women.

children as well as right to reside in her marital

We are hopeful that the government and the

home be protected during the divorce process.

Opposition will work together to bring about

The amendments to the Bill were, however, not

this law,” read a statement issued by Bharatiya

introduced in the Rajya Sabha on the last day

Muslim Mahila Andolan (BMMA). The NGO was

of Monsoon Session. The amended Bill is now
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expected to be placed in the Upper House in

is no parent high court).

the Winter Session and once it is passed there

The current crop of judges, including the new

it will have to go back to the Lok Sabha for

additions, represents 12 of the nation’s high

had already been passed by the Lower House.

How the Supreme Court has evolved
since 1950

This is in stark contrast to India’s first Supreme
Courts, which were much smaller and dominated
by judges from Bombay, Madras and Calcutta—
India’s oldest high courts.

m.

India’s Supreme Court has three new judges—

co
m

approval of the amendments as the original Bill courts.

justices Indira Banerjee, Vineet Saran and K.M.

courts accounted for nearly two-third of all
representation; this decade has already seen
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Joseph—but not without controversy. Of the

In the first decade of the Supreme Court, these

new appointments, Justice Joseph’s nomination
was initially rejected by the government citing

his lack of experience and over-representation

17 different high courts represented (charts 1A
and 1B).

from Kerala (which already has a judge in the
Supreme Court).

While there are no specific rules for regional
origin, a Supreme Court ruling in 2015 by former

chief justice J.S. Khehar suggests that they try

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

to maintain regional representation.

In judicial terms, regional representation is a But even as geography changes, much else
Supreme Court judge’s ‘parent high court’, i.e., remains similar. The Supreme Court, then and
the court where they first became a high court

now, is overwhelmingly male. While the newly

judge (it is also possible to become a Supreme

appointed justice Indira Banerjee is the third

Court judge from the Bar—in which case there

sitting woman judge in the current Supreme
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ties. Our analysis of Supreme Court biographies

history to represent the apex court.

shows that at least 20% of India’s chief justices

It took 49 years for India’s first female judge and

have had a family member practice in the high

we still await a first female Chief Justice. And

courts or in the Supreme Court. In the current

as the current Supreme Court deals with issues

Supreme Court, the most prominent example

of caste, some, including the government,

is Justice D.Y. Chandruchud, the son of Y.C.

have noted a lack of representation from Dalit

Chandruchud, who was the longest-serving

co
m

Court, she remains only the eighth woman in

Scheduled Tribe, or SC/ST).

m.

and Adivasi communities (Scheduled Caste/ chief justice in the apex court’s history.

In their rejection of K.M. Joseph’s initial

But more than the state, caste and gender of
judges, a bigger issue plaguing India’s apex
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nomination, the government had observed that court is simply the lack of judges. Staff shortages
there had not been SC/ST representation at the

are a chronic problem across India’s judiciary. In

apex court for a while. The last SC/ST judge,

a speech last month, the current Chief Justice

justice K.G. Balakrishnan, retired in 2010.

said that 24% of all judicial posts remain vacant.

Balakrishnan remains India’s only Dalit (SC)

The Supreme Court is no different: 19% of its

chief justice.

justice posts are vacant. And this is after the

While recent caste data is not available,

three recent appointments, which increased

American legal scholar George Gadbois, author

the strength to 25. This shortage is particularly

of Judges of the Supreme Court of India, found

problematic with the large volume of pending

that between 1950 and 1989, there was less

cases at the apex court. The number of pending

than 3% SC/ST representation in the Supreme cases increased 8% over the past decade to
Court, and 92% of judges were either Brahmins

54,013 in 2018, data from the Supreme Court

or other “forward castes”.

show.

Historically, Indian judges have been united not While the Supreme Court has steadily increased
just by gender and caste, but also through family its sanctioned strength (the first 1950 Supreme
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Court had strength of eight), it has rarely filled are particularly unlucky. Justice J.C. Shah, for
instance, had to wait 11 years to be elevated,

One reason could simply be the difficulty in

but retired within a month of becoming Chief

selecting judges. “Supreme Court judges hold

Justice.

the keys to the Constitution—finding the judges
who can play this role is not easy,” says Arghya
Sengupta, research director at Vidhi Centre for

Shaurya

Chakra

for

Major

Aditya,

Aurangzeb

Major Aditya Kumar who fired on a stonethrowing mob and Rifleman Aurangzeb who

m.

Legal Policy.

co
m

all its vacancies.

Another reason for the persistent shortages
could be the courts’ mandatory retirement age.

Court judges at 65, which, by global standards,
are low retirement ages.

In the UK, Supreme Court judges retire at 75,
in Australia at 70 and in the US, there is no
mandatory retirement age. Low retirement ages
create short tenures and frequent vacancies.

This year alone, we will see seven Supreme
Court judges retire.

The challenge is especially pertinent for chief

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Jammu and Kashmir, were selected for the
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High court judges are forced out at 62, Supreme

was abducted and killed by terrorists, both in

justices. As the senior-most judges in the court,

becoming a chief justice takes time (on average,
more than six years), but once one becomes a
chief justice, he rarely has much time.
The average tenure is 1.5 years, but a few

Shaurya Chakra on the eve of Independence
Day. Sepoy Vrahma Pal Singh was selected
for the Kirti Chakra posthumously for his act of
bravery in a counter-insurgency operation.
In addition, all six women officers, who
completed a global circumnavigation trip on
sailing vessel INSV Tarini early this year, have
been selected for Nao Sena medals (Gallantry).
The President has approved 131 gallantry
awards to armed forces personnel and members
of paramilitary forces, which include one Kirti
Chakra, 20 Shaurya Chakras, 96 Sena Medals
(Gallantry), 11 Nao Sena Medals (Gallantry)
and three Vayu Sena Medals (Gallantry).
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Major Kumar from 10 Garhwal Rifles and his Joshi.
unit fired at the mob in Shopian on January 27

The President has also awarded 26 Mention-

that left three people dead. Following this, the in-Despatches to Army personnel for their
significant contributions in different military

the Ranbir Penal Code. Later, his father, also

operations.

an Army officer, filed a counter petition in the
Supreme Court.

co
m

police registered a case against his unit under

Modi’s

big-ticket

is

Ayushman Bharat

The healthcare sector has welcomed Prime

m.

Abducted and killed
Rifleman Aurangzeb, a resident of Poonch, was
abducted from the taxi he was travelling in near

Minister

Narendra

Modi’s

announcement

in his Independence Day address that the
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Kalampora village and his body was recovered

later with multiple gunshot wounds. He was in 4
Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry and posted
to 44 Rashtriya Rifles. He was part of the team
that killed terrorist Sameer Tiger.

The six-member sailing team, during its eightmonth voyage, covered 21,600 nautical miles,

crossed the equator twice and visited five
countries.

“The entire voyage was completed using sails,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

announcement

regularly negotiating 10-meter waves and over
100 kmph winds with the temperatures varying

between 4 and 40 degree Celsius as the vessel
traversed through different parts of the world,”

reads the citation of the team skipper Lt. Cdr.

Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Abhiyaan, also
known as Ayushman Bharat or the National
Health Protection Mission (AB-NHPM), will be
launched on September 25.
The government-sponsored health insurance
scheme will provide free coverage of up to Rs. 5
lakh a family a year in any government or even
empanelled private hospitals all over India.
Meant to help the poor and the economically
deprived, the scheme will be available for 10.74
crore beneficiary families and about 50 crore
Indian citizens.
Universal healthcare
Healthcare experts said Ayushman Bharat was
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challenges of geographic inaccessibility and

reached the weaker sections of society and it

unaffordability, Ayushman Bharat had the

could raise the ratio of people availing primary

potential of creating a cost-effective digitalised

and secondary healthcare.

health economy and catapulting India to the

“It is really good to see that the government

league of developed nations.

is actively working on rolling out the policy on

B.S. Ajai Kumar, founder chairman, HCG

the ground. The government has made this a

Hospitals, said: “Today, nearly 80% of the

co
m

an attempt to ensure that universal healthcare

m.

technology-driven initiative, which is a great healthcare in India is provided by the private
step to ensure transparency and effective

healthcare system and in order to meet

this initiative would encourage more work in

population through value-based medicine, the

development of overall health infrastructure

country needs a synchronised effort by both

in the country,” said Sanjeev Gupta of the

private and public sector.’’

Kusum Group of Companies, a pharmaceutical

“But the current framework of the scheme

organisation.

will not be beneficial for people who need

“We welcome these steps taken by the

tertiary care as the remunerations under the

government as growing healthcare infrastructure

scheme will not be sufficient to avail value-

in the country will help 50 crore poor people

based healthcare. Under the scheme, tertiary

access

drugs.

healthcare service providers will be forced to

What we look forward from the government

cut cost at every level, which will lead to offering

is a mechanism which encourages public

a sub-standard healthcare to patients under

private partnership while ensuring that quality

the scheme. They may not be able to avail the

medicines reach the masses.”

necessary medication, technology and clinical

Rana Mehta, partner and leader healthcare,

expertise to get the best outcome and will soon
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implementation, and at a grander scale, the burgeoning healthcare needs of Indian

medicines

and

essential

PwC, India, said that besides addressing the lose confidence in the system,” Dr. Kumar said.
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The healthcare sector has noted that the

mandate in the elections to the 14th Lok Sabha,

government should look at mandatory universal

any lasting solution to the Kashmir issue, or

health cover for all sections of society which to normalisation of India-Pakistan relations,
seemed a long way off, even though some

co
m

will increase the pool and allow cross-subsidy

between the government and the private sector. footprints of progress made during his tenure

He created a peace template for the
subcontinent

mean he was a failure? Think again.
Twin, intertwined problems

m.

A truly great leader is one who swims against the

in office were undeniably visible. But does that

current of public opinion in attempting to solve

succeed. If he does, history of course reserves a

higher place of honour for his accomplishment.
But even if he doesn’t, his greatness still lies

in having created a template of the effort that
would, if continued with the same determination
and vigour by his successors, bring success
someday.

Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s most enduring legacy as
Prime Minister is that he attempted to liberate

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Singh used to find a solution to the twin, and
intertwined, problems of Kashmir and Pakistan,
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the big problems of his times. He may or may not

The template, which his successor Dr. Manmohan

India from the prison of the past with regard to
two of the most intractable historical problems

— Kashmir and Pakistan. That he did not
succeed is evident. Indeed, when he demitted
office in May 2004 after failing to win a renewed

was essentially the same as what Mr. Vajpayee
had created. More to the point, has Narendra
Modi discovered or devised any new path?
Mr. Modi, in his Independence Day address to
the nation, conceded that neither goli (bullets)
nor

gaali

(abuses)

could

bring

Kashmir

closer to peace and normalcy. What could,
he stated, was the path shown by Vajpayee’s
three-point formula — kashmiriyat (respect
for Kashmir’s unique identity and pluralistic
personality),jamhuriyat (genuine respect for
the democratic aspirations of Kashmiri people)
andinsaaniyat (respect for their human rights).
I was present when Mr. Vajpayee had offered this
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Affairs Minister in Morarji Desai’s government

April 2003. He had taken a big risk in addressing

in 1977. On his first visit to Islamabad, he tried

a public rally in the Valley, but the response to

to allay the misgivings of the rulers and people

his appeal was electrifying. After many decades

of Pakistan by saying, “You might be having

of false starts and missed opportunities, the

doubts about me since I previously belonged

people of Kashmir felt reassured that New Delhi

to the Bharatiya Jana Sangh, which believed in

was genuinely interested in, and also committed

the idea of ‘Akhand Bharat’. But let me assure

to, pursuing a bold new path to peace. Their

you that I have come here as a messenger

m.

co
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formula during his landmark visit to Kashmir in

hope was rooted in another audacious new of peace.” Old-timers remember that Indiamove by Mr. Vajpayee.

Pakistan relations hit a high during the brief
period of the Janata Party’s rule.

the dramatic gesture of his outstretched hand

Picking up the thread
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Taking almost everyone by surprise, and with

pointing to Islamabad, he had announced, “I am Mr. Vajpayee picked up the thread when
extending my hand of friendship with Pakistan.

he became Prime Minister in 1998. His first

India is ready for talks with Pakistan on all

major foreign policy initiative was to reach out

issues, including the issue of Kashmir.”

to Pakistan, and he did so in the form of an

Mr. Vajpayee knew in the depth of his heart that

imaginative bus yatra from Amritsar to Lahore

India could never find a permanent solution

in February 1999. As one who accompanied

to the Kashmir problem without co-evolving

him on this bus, I was witness to the enormous

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

that solution with Pakistan. In other words, the amount of hope he generated on both sides
Kashmir problem had an internal dimension

of the border. I vividly remember that, after

and an external dimension, and the two were Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif welcomed him
inseparably linked. Which is why, improving

on Pakistani soil, Mushahid Hussain, who was

relations with Pakistan was the leitmotif of his

then a Minister in Mr. Sharif’s government,

politics ever since he became India’s External

whispered to me on the sidelines. “Your Prime
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Minister has real guts to come to Pakistan like

popular poem Jang na hone denge…

this, and at this time.” (Within a few months,

Bharat Pakistan padosi, saath-saath rehna hai,

after the Kargil fiasco, there was a military coup Pyar karein ya ‘war’ karein, donon ko hi sehna
hai,

co
m

in Islamabad.)

Two highlights of that visit are etched in my Jo hum par guzari, bachchon par na hone
denge,

Minar-e-Pakistan in Lahore, the monument

Jang na hone denge

that commemorates the historic session of

(India and Pakistan, we are neighbours.

m.

memory. One was Mr. Vajpayee’s visit to

We have to live together. Whether we love

which adopted the ‘Pakistan Resolution’. Some

or fight each other, we both have to face the

colleagues, who had reservations over this visit,

consequences. What we had to endure, we
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the All India Muslim League in March 1940,
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asked him: “Won’t you be putting your seal of shall not let our children suffer the same. We
approval on Pakistan by going there?” His reply

shall not let another war break out between

was highly instructive. “Who am I to put a seal

India and Pakistan.)

of approval on Pakistan? Hasn’t history already

The speech received thunderous applause

done so?” The visit sent the clearest signal yet

from the audience. But what especially caught

that any discussion on ‘Akhand Bharat’ was

my attention was the tears in the eyes of some

now meaningless.

Pakistanis sitting next to me.

The second highlight was the speech Mr.

The best tribute to Mr. Vajpayee would be to

Vajpayee gave at the Governor’s House in

continue his peace mission until it is crowned

Lahore. He made a passionate appeal for both

with success.

Indians and Pakistanis to leave the hostilities
of the past behind and, instead, courageously
embrace a future of peace and friendship.

He concluded his speech by reciting his own

‘No creamy layer norm for SCs/STs’
Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal argued that
SC/ST are a “homogeneous group and any
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action to regroup them based on economic or

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes are

social advancement would not be apt”.

specified in the notifications issued under

Mr. Venugopal said rigorous modalities were

Articles 341 and 342 of the Constitution and,

co
m

prescribed for inclusion of communities in the therefore, they must be deemed to be scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes,” he submitted.

in the list of the SCs, one of the important

He said there is an “intense investigation

determinants is the traditional practice of

before the notification under Articles 341 and

untouchability,” he submitted.

342 is issued. The inquiry identifies the people

m.

list of SCs/STs. “For inclusion of communities

The government wants a larger Bench of the who have suffered for centuries and hence, by
Supreme Court to set aside its 2006 judgment

applying the ‘creamy layer’ concept, they should
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in the Nagaraj case. This verdict mandates not be deprived of the benefits which accrue to
that the government cannot introduce quota in them.”
promotion for SC/ST persons

‘Imposition on state’Mr. Venugopal submitted

in public employment unless they prove that

that the Nagaraj verdict destroyed the very

the particular Dalit community is backward,

essence of Article 16 (4A) by imposing on the

is inadequately represented and such a

State the need to bring to the table ‘quantifiable

reservation in promotion would not affect the data’ to justify its decision to promote SC/
overall efficiency of public administration.

ST officers in public employment. “SC/ST

The opinion of the government should be based

communities are per se deprived,” the AG said.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

on quantifiable data, too, it said.

The government has argued that the judgment
was a roadblock to its authority to introduce quota
in promotions in favour of SC/ST communities
as per Article 16 (4A) of the Constitution.

“It is not disputed that the members of the

An understanding friend of the Nagas
Six Prime Ministers have visited Nagaland. But
none of them, including Narendra Modi, has
found as much space in the heart of the Nagas
as Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
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It was not just because Vajpayee was the first “This decision by the Prime Minister to come
to Kohima by road and travel for close to two

of the Nagas” and provide a development

hours has, indeed, won the hearts of the Naga

package. His choice of words at a public

people in more ways than one.

reception in the State capital Kohima on October

While on the bumpy road, Mr. Vajpayee passed

28, 2003, endeared him to the people who —

instructions for the road to be converted into

because of years of separatism — had never

four-lane.

thought highly of “Indian” leaders.

The Isak-Muivah faction of the National Socialist

m.

co
m

Prime Minister to recognise the “unique history

Council of Nagaland also recalled the role

franca , translated into: “My dear brothers and

Mr. Vajayee played in taking the Naga peace

sisters, I am very happy to be in your midst on

process forward. “During his leadership, the

the soil of Nagaland.”

unique history and situation of the Nagas was

“For too long, this fair land has been scarred

officially recognised by the Government of India

and seared by violence ... My government has

on July 11, 2002,” it said.
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His opening line in Nagamese, the State’s lingua

been doing everything possible to stop this

bloodshed, so that we can together inaugurate

a new era of peace, development and prosperity
in Nagaland,” he said.

Abu Metha, a leader of the party Nagaland

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio belongs to, was

the editor of a local daily when Mr. Vajpayee
visited the State that year. He recalled how he

took a split-second decision to travel by road
to Kohima from Dimapur when the helicopter
trip was called off because of bad weather.

India building new fighter jet
The Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA),
India’s next indigenous fighter, is expected to
make its first flight by 2032. Development work
on the jet is under way.
“The AMCA will feature geometric stealth and
will initially fly with two GE-414 engines. Once
we develop our own engine, it can be replaced
with that. We expect the first flight in 2032,” a
defence source said.
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“There are two major ways of making a military 414 engine on the LCA Mk-2 variant which is in
the design phase.

other is material stealth. In geometric stealth, the

This is India’s only fifth generation aircraft

shape of the aircraft is designed at such angles

programme following the decision not to go

so as to deflect away maximum radar waves

ahead with the fifth generation project with

thereby minimising its radar cross section. In

Russia.

material stealth, radar-absorbing materials are

SC to review Perarivalan pardon plea
The Supreme Court

m.

used in making the aircraft which will absorb the

co
m

platform stealthier. One is geometric stealth and

radio waves thus reducing the radar footprint.
The AMCA will initially be based on geometric

stage,” the source said.

The Indian Air Force has given land to
the Defence Research and Development
Organisation to set up facilities for the project.

The plan is to build on the capabilities and
expertise developed during the development of
the light combat aircraft (LCA) and produce a
medium fifth generation fighter aircraft.

“Apart from the technologies developed from

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

convict A.G.

Perarivalan

a

fortnight’s time to place on record a copy of his
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stealth, we can look at material stealth at a later

assassination

gave the Rajiv Gandhi

the LCA project, the new fighter programme is

important as technologies coming in through

that will flow into the AMCA project,” another
official source said.

The aircraft will be powered by the same GE-

application made to the Tamil Nadu Governor
two years ago seeking grant of pardon.
A three-judge Bench of Justices Ranjan Gogoi,
Navin Sinha and K.M. Joseph listed the case
for September 6.
In a court hearing that coincided with the
74th birth anniversary of the late leader,
Perarivalan, represented by advocate Gopal
Sankaranarayanan, submitted that his mercy
petition was pending since December 30, 2015.
In his letter to the Governor, he had written how
he had already undergone 24 years of solitary
confinement, while life imprisonment is for a
maximum of 20 years after which the convict
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could be considered for release.

about the fate of Article 35A, scheduled for

“The main culprits who designed the bomb

hearing in the Supreme Court on August 27.

made of RDX were not nabbed till date. They Women and children were seen swarming the
markets since morning. An official said over a

co
m

are scot-free and investigation is still pending

into the vital aspects of the crime itself,” the lakh goat and sheep must have reached the
letter said. Perarivalan was 19 years old when city’s markets this season.

the CBI arrested him in June 1991 for his Scores of shops in Srinagar put up banners
in defence of Article 35A. Public transport

m.

involvement in the assassination. He was found
guilty of purchasing two nine-volt batteries for

operators pasted notices on the vehicles

the Improvised Explosive Device used in the demanding retention of the Article.

The

In a rare Id message, Hurriyat chairman Mirwaiz
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killing.

Supreme

Court

had

confirmed

his Umar Farooq, also the Valley’s head priest,

death sentence on May 11, 1998 on a death said: “People of J&K, irrespective of cast creed
reference. His death penalty was commuted

and region, must take a pledge to protect the

to life sentence by the court in February 2014. State subject law and to remain rock solid to foil
Now, in his mid-forties, Perarivalan has spent

all bids aimed at changing the demography. On

over 26 years in prison. On an earlier occasion, this auspicious occasion, people of the State
the CBI had objected to the apex court going in

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

for a re-look into his case.

must vow to take the ongoing struggle forward.”

Live-streaming for ‘open courtroom’

Jitters over Article 35A eclipse Id Technology has a flip-side but live-streaming
festivities

of Supreme Court proceedings is a true

Violence-marred Kashmir valley witnessed a representation of the “open courtroom” system
rare buzz in the markets, eve of Id-ul-Azha.

where courts are accessible to one and all,

However, festivities were eclipsed by anxiety Justice D.Y. Chandrachud said .
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streaming of court proceedings would be
misused, and verbal comments made by judges
in the course of a hearing would be twisted and
converted to “fake news”.

and understood him better.”

Major cases and the collegium: a study
Chief Justice Dipak Misra’s role as Master of
the Roster was called into question by the other

co
m

The remark countered arguments that live-

four judges in the Supreme Court collegium

‘Authentic record’
To this Justice Chandrachud countered that

cases being “assigned selectively” to benches
of “preference”, how have members of the

m.

court proceedings are live-tweeted even now

in January. While their complaint was about

and there is no authentic record of the hearing
to prove a tweet wrong. “At least when the

authentic record of what happened,” the judge
responded.

Chief Justice of India Dipak Misra, who

headed the Bench also comprising Justice

A.M. Khanwilkar, said, “If a judge has made a
comment, he should be quoted.”

The CJI said that, now, verbal comments of

judges are read in words. “But people may want

to see you speak, look into your eyes. Why

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(those with bench sizes of three or more)?
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hearing is live-streamed, we will have an

collegium been represented in major cases

should we feel shy about that?” the CJI asked.

The Chief Justice compared the situation to

a poet who records himself as he reads his
own poem, and said, “Had it been recorded on
video, we could have seen him for ourselves

A look at the numbers since January 1999, when
the collegium was expanded to five judges, is
revealing. It shows that the representation of
collegium members other than the CJI — that
is, those ranked two to five — is among the
lowest during Chief Justice Misra’s term. Until
January 12, when Justices J. Chelameswar,
Ranjan Gogoi, Madan B. Lokur and Kurian
Joseph

held

their

unprecedented

press

conference, collegium members (two to five)
were involved only in 29.3% of the judgments
delivered. Of the 17 CJIs since January 1999, it
was only during Justice G.B Pattanaik’s term as
CJI that the representation of the four collegium
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by the smallest of fractions.
Also, Justice Pattanaik was CJI only for just a
little over a month, during which 24 judgments
with benches of three or more judges were
delivered.
At the other end of the spectrum, former CJIs

No-poaching pacts under scrutiny
The State of Washington announced last month
that seven fast food chains would end the
practice of ‘no-poaching’ clauses in contracts
with their franchisees across the U.S. ‘Nopoaching’ agreements are typically between
two companies that agree not to hire each

m.

H.L. Dattu (68%), R.M. Lodha (67.5%), K.G.

cases was 52.1% for this period.

co
m

members was less. At 29.2%, it was less only

Balakrishnan (55.1%) and A.S. Anand (63.5%)

used other collegium members most in cases

judgment percentages. In Justice Misra’s
case, the involvement of other collegium
judges increased after the January 12 press

conference; overall, as of July 31, it went up
to 33.9%. A comparative assessment of Chief
Justices in terms of involvement of other
collegium members in judgments involving

bench sizes of three or more is presented in the
accompanying table.
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that franchises of the same corporation should
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involving three judges or more, going by the

other’s employees; in this case, they stipulate

There were over 2,400 such judgments between

January 1999 and July 2018, of which 224 were
delivered by Constitution Benches — those with
five judges or more. The average representation

for collegium judges (barring the CJI) in major

not hire workers from one another.
Threatened by a lawsuit by State Attorney
General Bob Ferguson, restaurant chains like
Arby’s, Auntie Anne’s, Buffalo Wild Wings, Carl’s
Jr., Cinnabon, Jimmy John’s and McDonald’s
agreed to stop the practice. “The companies
will no longer enforce provisions included in
franchise agreements that stop workers from
moving to potentially better positions and wages,
and will remove the language from current and
future contracts,” said Mr. Ferguson.
‘No-poaching’ clauses are in sharp focus as the
Donald Trump administration and Democratic
States threaten action against companies for
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these. The U.S. economy is growing but the agreements and wage-fixing agreements that
wages are not, and this has been an underlying

involve an agreement with another company

reason for the political turmoil. Labour distress regarding employees’ salary or other terms of

co
m

has contributed in good measure to the rise of compensation.
State laws prohibit ‘unreasonable restraint of

The Antitrust Division of the Department of

trade’, “which applies as much to the labour

Justice put companies “on notice” in April,

market as it does to the burger market,” said

recalling an announcement in October 2016 —

Mr. Ferguson. He is one of the 11 Attorneys

m.

the ‘Trump movement’.

during the Barack Obama presidency — that it General of Democratic States who have written
to companies, warning of legal action if ‘no-

violators. “When companies agree not to hire

poaching’ arrangements are not discontinued.
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intends to pursue criminal proceedings against

or recruit one another’s employees, they are Democratic Senators Cory Booker and Elizabeth
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agreeing not to compete for those employees’ Warren have sent letters to about 90 CEOs,
labour. The same rules apply when employers

asking them to disclose their ‘no-poaching’

compete for talent in labour markets as when

clauses. They are also pursuing legislation to

they compete to sell goods and services. After

make the practice illegal.

all, workers, like consumers, are entitled to

Informal, unwritten deals

the benefits of a competitive market. Robbing

While the negative impact of ‘no-poaching’

employees

competition

pacts on labour market competition and wages

deprives them of job opportunities, information,

is evident, many employers argue that such

and the ability to use competing offers to

agreements protect investments they make in

negotiate better terms of employment,” it said

workers. Companies also argue that they will

in a statement.

have better incentives to invest in employees

of

labour

market

The division noted two practices that are if they are required to continue with them for
unlawful in most cases — ‘no-poaching’ longer periods.
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Peter Cappelli, management professor at Wharton School, observes that “informal, unwritten nopoaching agreements have been common among Silicon Valley technology companies”. In one
widely reported case, Apple, Google, Intel and Adobe agreed to pay $415 million to settle a ‘no-
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poaching’ lawsuit three years ago with affected employees.
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Economy

solar cell manufacturing sector, it could affect
existing projects dependent on cheap imports,

import of solar cells
The Centre issued a notification putting into
effect a safeguard duty of 25% on import of

July 30, 2018, and July 29, 2019.

The duty reduces to 20% for six months

“The solar bid tariffs largely remained below
Rs. 3 per unit in calendar year 2018 varying
between Rs. 2.44 per unit and Rs. 2.75 per unit,
with expectation of favourable price movement
in PV modules following the policy changes
in China,” Sabyasachi Majumdar, group head
— corporate ratings, ICRA, wrote in a note to
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from July 30, 2019, and further to 15% in the
subsequent half year.

The decision by the government follows a long
deliberation by the Directorate General of Trade

Remedies, which recommended the safeguard
duty structure after considering an application
by

Rs. 3 per unit

m.

solar cells from China and Malaysia between

said analysts.

co
m

Centre imposes 25% safeguard duty on

Indian

solar

cell

clients.

“The imposition of safeguard duty is likely to
increase the bid tariffs to Rs. 2.9-3.1 per unit for
the upcoming bids,” he wrote.

manufacturers. The RBI flags ‘currency war’ risk to stability

subsequent 20% duty on “solar cells whether or

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Urjit

not assembled in modules or panels” will apply

Patel has flagged the risks to macroeconomic

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

on imports from China and Malaysia during the stability from a potential ‘currency war’ in the
period July 30, 2019, to January 29, 2020, (both

wake of rising global trade tensions and said

days inclusive), and the 15% duty will kick in

the central bank’s decision

during the period from January 30, 2020, to July

rates was aimed at firmly anchoring inflation

29, 2020 (both days inclusive).

expectations.

While the move is aimed at helping the domestic

“The trade skirmishes evolved into tariff wars
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and now we are possibly at the beginning

Earlier, the RBI’s six-member monetary policy

of currency wars,” Dr. Patel said at a post-

committee opted to raise the repo rate by 25

policy briefing. “Given this, we have to ensure

basis points to 6.5%, while retaining a neutral

co
m

that we run a tight ship on the risks that we stance. R.H. Dholakia was the sole MPC
member to vote against raising rates.

macroeconomic stability and continuing with

“Uncertainty around domestic inflation needs to

a growth profile of 7-7.5% going forward,” the

be carefully monitored,” the RBI said, raising its

central bank chief said.

inflation projections. The projection for inflation

m.

control to maximise the chances of ensuring

in the second half of the current fiscal was

its keenness to prevent the rupee from

increased to 4.8%, from 4.7%, and that for the

depreciating excessively, according to Abheek

first quarter of the next financial year set at 5% .

Barua, chief economist, HDFC Bank.

‘Maintain 4% target’

“RBI’s
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The RBI’s comment on ‘currency war’ reflected

statements

on

increasing

external

Factors including the Centre’s decision to raise

risks and discussions on currency contagion

the minimum support price for kharif crops and

(currency war) in the press conference, confirms volatile oil prices are expected to shape the
our belief that the RBI is not in favour of excess

inflation trajectory in the coming months, RBI

depreciation and seems to want to hold on to a said.
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certain exchange rate level,” Mr. Barua wrote “The main reason for changing the policy rate
in a note to clients. “A rate hike is a textbook

is to ensure that on a durable basis we come

method of defending a currency,” added the

to and maintain the 4% target,” Dr. Patel said.

HDFC Bank economist, who has not ruled out “We have been away from the 4% number for
another rate increase.

The rupee has depreciated about 8% against

the dollar in 2018. , the rupee gained 11 paise to
close at a more than one-month high of 68.43.

several months now.”

Govt. tells CIL to benchmark against
global standards
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study was necessary to pinpoint these areas.

by its parent ministry to benchmark its activities

CIL’s output rose 14.1% to 177.4 million tonnes

against international standards in respect of

between April and July 2018 with evacuation to

parameters such as quality, grades, cost of

the power sector increasing by 12.1 %.

production, productivity and environmental

A CIL statement attributed this to “close

issues.

coordination of efforts between the Ministry of

“We have been asked to benchmark ourselves,”

Coal, Railways and CIL.” Its July output stood

co
m

Maharatna PSU Coal India Ltd has been asked

A. K. Jha, chairman and managing director, CIL at 40.6 million tonnes while the offtake was 48.2
million tonnes.

m.

said, adding that the Central Mine Planning

and Design Institute Ltd. (CMPDIL) had been

parameters.

He said that the CIL was targeting to produce

630 million tonnes of coal in 2018-19 and 1,000
million tonnes by 2024-25. It produced 567

million tonnes in 2017-18, accounting for 84 %
of India’s total output.

‘Lagging global norms’

Mr. Jha admitted that CIL may be lagging
international norms in most respects. “The

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Ramco to move SC against NCLAT ruling
on CCI penalty
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asked to assess CIL’s present status on these

geo-political situation differs...benchmarking in
coal mining is not the same like manufacturing
of other goods... but once we know where

we stand, we can certainly try to improve our
performance,” he said, adding that the CMPDIL

The Ramco Cements Ltd. is planning to
move the Supreme Court against the July 25
order of the National Company Law Appellate
Tribunal (NCLAT) dismissing the appeal made
by it and others in the case related to alleged
cartelisation.
On July 25, the NCLAT had dismissed the
cement manufacturers’ plea challenging the
order of the Competition Commission of India
(CCI) imposing a penalty of Rs. 6,700 crore for
alleged cartelisation.
‘No provision made’
“As Ramco believes that it has a good case, it
has decided to go on an appeal to the Supreme
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Court, and, hence, no provision is made,” the

It is estimated that the Swachh Bharat Mission

company said in a statement.

Gramin (SBM-G) will result in preventing

During August 2016, CCI had slapped Rs. 6,700

more than three lakh deaths due to diarrhoea

crore penalty on 11 cement firms, including

and

malnutrition

between

co
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protein-energy

UltraTech, ACC, Ambuja, Ramco, JK Cement 2014-October 2019, notes a World Health
Organisation (WHO) report released .

(CMA), for indulging in cartelisation.

The progress report on potential health impact

In the case of Ramco Cements, CCI had

from increased sanitation coverage through the

imposed a penalty of Rs. 258.63 crore.

m.

and the Cement Manufacturers’ Association

SBM-G, conducted by the WHO for the Ministry

Ramco Cements reported an almost 20% dip in of Drinking Water and Sanitation, said India’s
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standalone net profit for the quarter ended June rural sanitation coverage escalated to 89.07%
30, 2018, to Rs. 124.98 crore from Rs. 156.04 till August 2.
crore in the year-earlier period. Revenue from The report notes that under the SBM-G, 19
operations stood at Rs. 1,185.97 crore against

States and Union Territories were declared

Rs. 1,150.49 crore.

Open Defecation Free (ODF) and 7.9 crore

Another group company Ramco Industries Ltd. toilets were built, while 421 districts were
reported 37% increase in net profit for the first declared ODF. Also, more than 4.9 lakh villages
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quarter ended June 30, 2018, to Rs. 21.60 in the country were declared ODF.
crore against Rs. 15.73 crore in the year-earlier

The WHO study showed that before the initiation

period on higher revenue.

of SBM-G, unsafe sanitation caused 199 million

During the period, the company posted sales

cases of diarrhoea annually and that by 2019,

income of Rs. 299.05 crore (Rs. 257.54 crore).

the initiative aims to achieve 100% sanitation

WHO thumbs up for Swachh Bharat’s
rural component?

coverage.
Union Health secretary Preeti Sudan, speaking
at the release of the report, said, “WHO has
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“India should aim to achieve the objective of ‘net

working towards. Sanitation and health are

zero imports of telecommunication equipment

deeply related and the Ministry has several

by 2022. For this purpose, Telecom Equipment

schemes running parallel to ensure good health

Manufacturing Council (TEMC), should identify

coverage reaches all.”

and recommend specific areas of priorities,”

Risk assessment

TRAI said.

The report further estimated that 14 million

The import of telecom instruments was far

Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) can

greater than the export of such items, TRAI

m.
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only highlighted what we have known and are

be avoided between 2014 and 2019. WHO said.

estimation of health impacts is based on As per available data, the export of telecom

TRAI calls for zero telecom equipment
imports by 2022

Suggesting that India aim at net zero imports

of telecommunications equipment by 2022,
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

(TRAI) recommended the setting up of a Rs.
1,000 crore fund for promoting research and
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innovation in the sector.

The recommendations, TRAI said, aimed
at

instruments stood at $1,201.7 million in 2017-
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comparative risk assessment (CRA) methods.

enabling

Indian

telecom

equipment

manufacturing sector to transition from an

import-dependent sector to a global hub of
indigenous manufacturing.

18 while imports totalled $21,847.92 million.
The regulator has suggested that the progress
of indigenous telecommunication equipment
manufacturing be monitored by Department of
Telecommunications (DoT).
Security concerns
To address security concerns, TRAI had
suggested that the telecom service providers be
incentivised for deploying indigenous telecom
products “beyond the quantities to be mandated”
under the preferential market access policy.
On setting up the fund, TRAI said, “For promoting
research, innovation, standardisation, design,
testing,

certification

and
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indigenous

telecom

equipment,

Telecom

the government.

Research and Development Fund (TRDF), Against this backdrop, the senior government
official said an addendum to the existing

created.”

document would be issued soon, seeking bids

Govt. to seek new bids for Pawan Hans
The government will soon invite fresh bids for
100% stake sale in Pawan Hans by issuing an

ONGC is ready to sell its entire stake in the

Helicopter services provider Pawan Hans is a
joint venture between the government, which

holds 51% stake, and state-owned ONGC,
which owns the remaining 49% shareholding.
Pawans Hans has a fleet of 46 choppers.

On April 13, the government had issued the
information memorandum for the 51% strategic

stake sale in Pawan Hans and had sought
Expression of Interest (EoI) from interested
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“An addendum would be issued to the EoI
(Expression of Interest) document issued
on April 13. The addendum would state that
ONGC has expressed its interest in selling its
49% holding and fresh bids can be put in for the
entire 100% stake,” the official told PTI.
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company, an official said.

for 100% stake in Pawan Hans.

m.

addendum to the disinvestment document as

co
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with initial corpus of Rs. 1,000 crore, should be

bidders by June 18. About half a dozen bidders
are believed to have submitted bids.

On July 2, ONGC wrote to the government
saying its board has resolved that it would

prefer to exit Pawan Hans simultaneously with

‘Existing bids to stay’
According to the official, existing bids for the
government’s 51% stake would stay. “We want
to give other investors a chance in case they
want to bid for the entire 100% stake,” the official
added. SBI Capital Markets is the transaction
adviser for strategic disinvestment of Pawan
Hans.

The government had first floated an offer to sell
its 51% stake in October last year, but in view
of subdued response from bidders; the EoI was
withdrawn in April.
At that time, some investors had suggested that
the government and ONGC should sell their
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stakes together.

with the Centre to help fulfil the government’s

“Potential investors had then suggested that vision of Make in India, Skill India and Digital
India.

with the government’s 51%. They feared that

In India, CMC works with the National Skill

ONGC holding 49% could mean government

Development Corporation (NSDC) and helps

interference in some way,” the official said.

users of its platform meet their skilling and up-

Later, on April 13, the government came out

skilling goals that are in line with the vision of

with a fresh information memorandum for the

the country.

m.

co
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ONGC’s 49% stake too should be sold along

“CMC’s

Skill

Development

Management

need to have a minimum net worth of Rs. 500

System provides a comprehensive solution to

crore.

address the requirements of NSDC,” said Jim
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strategic sale of Pawan Hans wherein bidders

Among others, Pawan Hans provides seven

Milton, CEO, CMC.

helicopters to ONGC for its offshore helicopter In India, CMC is located in Bangalore and
requirements such as change of crew and

employs more than 450 staff, accounting for

production tasks, including night ambulance

more than 50% of its global workforce.

services.

While half of India’s population is below age

Campus Management eyes pacts with
States

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

U.S. based Campus Management Corporation
(CMC), a provider of educational technology

solutions is planning to work with State

26, the rising demand for jobs is not being met.
The annual demand for new jobs in India is
estimated at 12-15 million, leaving a shortage
of unfulfilled jobs each year, he said.

‘RBI must resume issuing LoUs, LoCs’

governments as part of skilling initiatives in The Reserve Bank of India’s decision to
the country. Its pact with the government of

discontinue

the

issuance

Maharashtra is the latest and follows its work

Undertaking (LoU) and Letters of Credit (LoC)
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of LoU/LoC has resulted in rise in the cost of

to the Punjab National Bank fraud case and

credit by 2% to 2.5%,” the report added.

the facility should be restored at the earliest,

“This will affect the cost competiveness of

the Parliamentary Standing Committee on

the country’s trade and industry and have a

Commerce said in a report tabled in the Rajya

cascading effect on jobs. The loss of jobs is

Sabha .

something the country can ill-afford.”

co
m

for trade credit was a “knee-jerk reaction”

The Committee also noted that all the The Committee said that RBI should have

m.

stakeholders it consulted, representing trade engaged in more consultations with stakeholders
on the matter before resorting to discontinuation

discontinuation of the LoU and LoC facility

of LoUs and LoCs.

had resulted in a 2-2.5% increase in the cost

“It [the Committee] is of the considered opinion

of credit. “The Committee is of the considered

that LoU/LoC should be restored at the earliest

opinion that discontinuation of the practice of

albeit with proper safeguards,” the report said.

issuance of LoU/LoC for trade credit by the RBI

“Its restoration assumes more significance in

was a knee-jerk reaction,” the report said. “The

the face of the fact that the content of imports is

Committee feels that the RBI got unnerved with

over 20% of India’s total exports.”

the PNB fraud and it hastened the decision

The Committee also highlighted the fact that

to ban LoU/LoC without much thought and

the discontinuation of LoUs and LoCs as a

consideration.” The panel noted that all the

response to the fraud has set off a knock-on
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and industry, unanimously said that the
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stakeholders, including banks, were of the effect of conservatism in the banking sector.
opinion that LoUs and LoCs were accepted

MSME sector hit

globally and their efficacy as a source of cost- “The banks have become very stringent in their
effective short term credit of foreign currency for

operation and credit exposures,” the report said.

importers was “unmatched”. “The Committee

“The caution has inadvertently made banks

notes that there is also unanimity that the ban

becoming inaccessible to the MSME sector. The
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of GST implementation and the Centre should

has the dangers of making banking services

have consulted stakeholders before amending

elitist and subservient to a few large corporates

the GST laws.

leaving out the vast majority of MSME units,”

Responding to Mr. Jakhar, Mr. Goyal said the

the report added.

government had held wide consultations with

Government

introduces

4

GST

amendment Bills

all stakeholders, including Punjab, and the
changes were intended to help small traders.
Mr. Goyal said the threshold for composition

m.

The government introduced four Bills seeking to

co
m

Committee is concerned that such an approach

amend the Goods and Services Tax (GST) laws

Rs. 1.5 crore.
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that will make return forms simpler and raise

scheme was being raised from Rs. 1 crore to

the turnover threshold for availing composition

Banks take about Rs. 70,000-cr. hit due

scheme to Rs. 1.5 crore.

to frauds in last 3 years

Finance Minister Piyush Goyal said the

Indian banks reported a total loss of about Rs.

amendment

Bills

(Amendment)

Bill,

—

the

the

Central

GST 70,000 crore due to frauds during the last three

Integrated

GST fiscals up to March 2018, the Rajya Sabha was

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(Amendment) Bill, the GST (Compensation to informed.
States) Amendment Bill and the Union Territory

The extent of loss in fraud cases reported by

GST (Amendment) Bill — were primarily aimed

scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) for 2015-

at helping the MSME sector and small traders.

16, 2016-17 and 2017-18 was Rs. 16,409

Congress member Sunil Jakhar, however, crore, Rs. 16,652 crore and Rs. 36,694 crore,
charged the government with bringing these

respectively, Minister of State for Finance Shiv

Bills “hurriedly” and said it would hurt the

Pratap Shukla said in a written reply quoting

interests of the MSME sector.

RBI data.

He alleged that Punjab was suffering on account

‘Gross advances rise’
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The Minister said that data of frauds is as

banks advising them to finalise and implement

per the year of reporting and not the year of

resolution plans in respect of 29 accounts by

occurrence of fraud or sanction of loan or letter December 13, 2017,” he said.

period. The Minister also informed the House
that gross advances by SCBs increased from
Rs. 25.03 lakh crore on March 31, 2008, to Rs.

by December

India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) will be
launched on 21 August by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The bank will initially open

m.

68.75 lakh crore on March 31, 2014.

Post offices to be linked to IPPB system

co
m

of undertaking, which may might be of an earlier

On stressed assets, he said the spurt was due
to aggressive lending practices, wilful default,

economic slowdown.

Replying to another question, he said as per RBI
data, there were 139 borrowers with aggregate
gross NPAs of more than Rs. 1,000 crore.

Mr. Shukla said the RBI had issued directions

to banks in June 2017, instructing them to file
applications for initiation of corporate insolvency

resolution process (CIRP) under the Insolvency

and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) in respect of 12

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

districts along with doorstep banking facility,
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loan frauds, corruption in some cases and

3,250 customer access points across 650

borrowers. These borrowers had cumulative

fund-based and non-fund based outstanding

amount of Rs. 1,97,769 crore as on March 31,
2017.

“It subsequently issued further directions to

communications minister Manoj Sinha said.
By December, all 155,000 post offices in the
country will be linked to the IPPB system,
he added. “As a result of this, the number of
rural bank branches in India will increase from
the current 49,000 to 130,000,” he said. The
government is set to leverage the reach and
trust of post offices to offer doorstep banking
services to the unbanked, Sinha added. With
an aim to bridge the last-mile gap in banking
services, IPPB will deploy around 300,000
postmen and gramin dak sewaks carrying
mobile phones and biometric devices to offer
doorstep banking to customers, predominantly
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in rural areas.

by IPPB by linking their accounts.

“Charges will be applicable when customers “The IPPB account will provide DoP customers
with a complete bouquet of banking services

to a detailed survey, we found that daily wage

which they may have never experienced

earners feel it’s better than losing a days’ pay to

before,” he said.

travel for several hours to carry out a banking
transaction,” Sinha added.

10 things the IMF numbers tell us about
the Indian economy
The

International

m.

For cash transactions (deposit and withdrawal),

co
m

call for doorstep banking services. According

₹15 will be charged per transaction up to
₹2,000; ₹25 for transactions more than ₹2,000

more than ₹5,000 and up to ₹10,000. Cash

transactions above ₹10,000 will not be offered
through doorstep banking.

The bank will offer a range of products such as
savings and current accounts, money transfer,
direct benefit transfer, bill and utility payments,
and enterprise and merchant payments.

Customers will be able to access these products
and related services across various channels-

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Fund

has released the results of its annual assessment
of the Indian economy, with predictions for 2018-
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but less than ₹5,000 and ₹35 for transactions

Monetary

counter services, micro-ATM, mobile banking
app, SMS and phone calls.

According to A.N. Nanda, secretary, department
of posts (DoP) the post office account holders
will be able to avail additional services provided

19 and 2019-20. Here’s what the IMF numbers
tell us:

(1) There’s no change in the forecast for India
GDP growth—it remains 7.3% for the current
fiscal year and 7.5% for 2019-20.
(2) The composition of this growth is interesting:
gross investment as a percentage of GDP is
projected to jump from 30.6% in FY18 to 32.2%
this year. IMF clearly believes the long-awaited
turnaround in investment demand is finally
happening. Even so, note that the investment/
GDP ratio was higher at 34.2% in 2014-15,
when GDP growth was 7.4%. That indicates
consumption will continue to be a driver of
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growth.

(6) Savings as a percentage of GDP is forecast

(3) The IMF predicts that growth in merchandise

to increase, but not to the same extent as

exports will be a strong 13.2% this fiscal year. investment. Indeed, the savings to GDP ratio

co
m

If it occurs, this will be the highest rate of this year is expected to be lower than in 201617, although it isn’t clear why. This imbalance

depreciation of the rupee may be a catalyst,

between domestic savings and investment will

but this is a bold call to make at a time of trade

result in a higher current account deficit, which

wars. Nevertheless that means, according

the IMF estimates at 2.6% of GDP this fiscal

m.

growth in exports since 2011-12. Perhaps the

year, up from 1.9% last year.

economic growth—consumption, investment

(7) One reason for the higher savings figure is

and exports—will start firing from the current

that the IMF believes the general government

year.

fiscal deficit, including that of the states, will be
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to the IMF’s forecasts, all three engines of

(4) This increase in growth is expected to

6.6% of GDP, compared to 7% last fiscal.

lead to a rise in consumer price inflation to an

(8) The percentage growth in imports too is

average of 5.2% this fiscal. That is well above

expected to be lower this year, but that is largely

the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s) target of 4%

a base effect—import growth was negative in

and monetary policy can therefore be expected 2016-17.
to be tight.

(9) IMF thinks that foreign direct investment will

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(5) Economic growth will lead to a rise in money rebound this year, after a drop last fiscal. But
supply, which is expected to go up by 11.4%

net portfolio inflows are expected to be much

this fiscal, a rate of growth not seen since 2013-

lower, which is not good news for the capital

14. A revival in bank credit to the private sector markets. There will probably be a small balance
is expected—it’s projected to rise by 13.6%

of payments deficit and foreign exchange

this year, also the highest rate of growth since reserves will be drawn down a bit.
2013-14.

(10) Having said all this, IMF emphasizes that
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has directed stock exchanges to appoint an

factors, such as higher global oil prices and

independent forensic auditor to verify if the

tighter global financial conditions, as well as

listed real estate entity has misrepresented its

domestic financial vulnerabilities”.

business and financials.

How accurate have IMF predictions been in

“I note that there is prima facie suspicion

the past? In February 2017, during last year’s

on

co
m

“risks are tilted to the downside from external

misuse

of

books

of

accounts

and

assessment, they said real GDP growth in misrepresentation of financials/business of the
company,” SEBI whole time member Madhabi

m.

2016-17 would be 6.6% in 2016-17 and 7.2% in
2017-18. Growth turned out at 7.1% in 2016-17

Puri Buch said in an order .

and 6.7% last fiscal.

“I find that it would be appropriate that the
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Their estimates of inflation were skewed to financials of the company be independently
the upside. Their projections for investment audited to establish their genuineness of its
were too optimistic. Their predictions of broad

transactions / contracts and sub-contracts...

money growth were way off target and the less including the role of KMPs, directors and
said about their estimates of portfolio flows the promoters,” it added.
better.

SEBI wants the auditor to verify whether there

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

This is not to take potshots at IMF’s prognoses, was any misuse of the books of accounts or
but to underline that all forecasts about an

funds including facilitation of accommodation

economy as complex as India’s should be taken

entries or compromise of minority shareholder

with a pinch of salt.

interest. Investigations reportedly showed that

SEBI orders forensic audit of Parsvnath
Delhi-based

realtor

Parsvnath

Developers

has come under the scanner of Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), which

invoices were not backed by work completion
certificates in certain transactions, while there
were instances where there was insufficient
data to identify the land for which contracts or
sub-contracts were either taken or given.
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Arabia (11.6%), Qatar (6.5%) and Kuwait

The Competition Commission said it had

(5.5%).

approved U.S. retail giant Walmart’s proposed

According to the survey, 82% of the total

acquisition of Flipkart.

remittances received by India originated from

co
m

CCI approves Walmart, Flipkart deal

In May, Walmart announced the acquisition of eight countries — UAE, the U.S., Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, the United Kingdom and

the U.S. Company till date.

Malaysia.

The transaction values the 11-year-old Indian

Among destinations, Kerala has the highest

e-commerce company at $20.8 billion.

m.

77% stake in Flipkart, the biggest takeover by

share with 19%, followed by Maharashtra
(16.7%), Karnataka (15%), Tamil Nadu (8%)

get clearance from the Competition Commission

and Delhi (5.9%).

of India (CCI).

Kerala, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
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Deals beyond a certain threshold are required to

The regulator keeps a tab on unfair business together received 58.7% of total remittances.
practices in the market place.

UAE top source of inward remittances in
2016-17: RBI

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has emerged

as the top source of inward remittances, while

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Kerala has received the maximum funds sent

from abroad, according to the Reserve Bank of
India’s survey of inward remittances for 201617.

UAE’s share in total remittances was 26.9%,
followed by the United States (22.9%), Saudi

“More than half of remittances received by Indian
residents were used for family maintenance,
i.e., consumption (59.2%), followed by deposits
in banks (20%) and investments in landed
property and shares (8.3%),” the survey said.
‘RDA most popular’
The rupee drawing arrangement (RDA) is the
most popular channel of remittances which
accounts for 75.2% of remittances, followed
by SWIFT (19.5%), direct transfers (3.4%) and
cheques and drafts (1.9%).
Private Banks got the lions share in total
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remittances with 74.1%, while public sector They follow stringent product requirements in
banks share was 17.3% and the remaining with

terms of weight, material used, processes and

foreign banks.

manufacturing skills, according to the statement.

for helicopter tanks
Godrej Aerospace, a unit of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.
Co. Ltd., has signed an agreement with U.K.-

supplier, for the manufacture of specialised

partnership “will help keep us at the forefront of
this technology.”

Godrej Aerospace has been manufacturing and
supplying systems for aircraft applications for
more than 10 years, the company added in the
statement.
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helicopter fuel tanks.

Godrej Aerospace would set up a manufacturing

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

products group, GKN Aerospace, said the

m.

based GKN Aerospace, a premier aerospace

Neel Ghai, group head of supply chain, special

co
m

Godrej, U.K.’s GKN Aerospace sign pact

facility for the production of these fuel tanks, the

Tight-fisted neighbour? Indian aid to

company said in a statement.

SAARC nations falls

‘Aiming to be key player’

India’s

“This partnership will help establish Godrej

neighbours

Aerospace as one of the key players in the

past five years, a reply by the government in

market,” said Surendra Vaidya, executive

Parliament this week showed.

vice president and business head, Godrej

The startling figures were revealed in the Lok

Aerospace.

Sabha in answer to a question whether India

financial

assistance

declined

to

considerably

SAARC
in

the

The rubber fuel tanks are an important had completed projects committed to countries
consideration in the design and safety of

in the neighbourhood. Minister of State for

helicopters

and

External Affairs V.K. Singh submitted a chart

puncture tolerance, as well as overall weight

of India’s grant assistance (GA), or projects

reduction.

financed through a grant, to neighbouring

offering

crash

resistance
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countries. According to the figures, the GA each financial year, based on the progress in
execution aligned with project implementation

to Rs. 3,483.6 crore for 2017-18 for Afghanistan,

cycle. Time lines fixed for projects vary, and are

Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Maldives, Nepal and

determined based on consultations with host

Sri Lanka combined.

governments and ground situation.”

the

drop

for

most

SAARC

However, officials gave a number of explanations

countries was most steep in 2014, the year

for the downtrend. “Our commitment to the

the NDA government launched its tenure with

neighbourhood has never been as strong,” said

m.

Significantly,

co
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actually fell from Rs. 5,928.6 crore for 2013-14

the “Neighbourhood First” slogan. The one an Indian diplomat now serving in the region,
explaining that the GA figures did not include

assistance has been consistently increasing

the lines of credit extended to Nepal, Sri Lanka

year on year since 2013, despite the dip in

and Bangladesh. These lines of credit are given

bilateral ties. The Maldives is the only country of

at the minimal interest rates of 1-2%, the official
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exception was the Maldives, to which Indian

the grouping that Prime Minister Narendra Modi explained, compared with loans offered by
has not yet visited, and despite rising tensions

China at 6-7%.

between New Delhi and Male over the conduct

Another South Block official strongly denied

of elections this year and the crackdown on

the contention that the declining figures

the Opposition parties by President Abdulla

showed a flagging interest in the government’s

Yameen, Indian largesse appears to have

neighbourhood policy. The official said financial

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

increased ten-fold to the islands: from Rs. 9.67 assistance had a “cyclical” nature, and the GA
crore in 2013-14 to Rs. 109.24 crore.

figures for 2018-19 were expected to be higher

When contacted, the External Affairs Ministry

for each of the countries involved. The GA for

declined to make any formal comment. In its Nepal in 2017-18 was Rs. 303.26 crore, for
reply in Parliament, the Ministry had said: “An instance, and was expected to rise this year
assessment of fund requirement is made before

to Rs. 650 crore, provided the government in
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hydroelectric power plants like Punatsanghchu

aid, he added.

1 and 2 and Mangdechu has been disbursed

“These [trends] are mainly related to project

75-90%, said officials, while Indian assistance

cycles,” concurred the former Ambassador

to Bhutan’s 11th five-year plan (2013-2017) has

to Afghanistan Amar Sinha, who was also

been handed over nearly fully. In Sri Lanka,

Secretary (Economic Relations) before he

the decline was explained by delays in land

retired. “Both our major projects — the Salma

acquisition for 15,000 homes to be built by

dam and the Afghanistan Parliament — were

India in the plantation areas, though the work

m.

co
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Kathmandu was able to absorb the additional

on 45,000 homes in the north and east of the

is a natural tapering until we undertake the next

island has been completed.

major project.”

India is still completing three main projects in
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done and handed over [in this period]. So there

When asked, officials conceded that one of

Maldives: a police academy, a coastal radar

the major reasons for the decline was that project, and the refit of MNDF ship Huravee . An
many projects had been completed in the offer to build a new Defence Ministry building
neighbourhood, and there were fewer projects

is pending, which explains why the Maldives

started in the period since 2014.

alone is the outlier to an otherwise declining

In Afghanistan, India has shifted to work on

trend in neighbourhood aid.

small development projects (SDPs) rather than
the ambitious highways, dams and big building

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

projects that were started in 2008-09. In
Bangladesh, the main grant for land acquisition

for the Akhaura-Agartala rail “last link” project

has now been completed. In Bhutan, which
has always received the largest share of Indian
assistance, the assistance required for major

States urged to sell surplus wind energy
Wind energy generators have urged State
Electricity Boards to arrange to sell surplus
energy generated through power exchanges
and not to back down on renewable energy
generation.
This was a key resolution passed at the annual
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Ties with India critical for growth of

held here.

Texas: Governor

K. Kasthurirangaian, chairman of the association,

Expansion of trade ties with India was his top

said that in Tamil Nadu, which has 8,700 MW of

priority in office, Texas Governor Gregg Abbott

the 34,000 MW installed wind energy capacity

told a gathering of the State’s business leaders

in the country, 6,234 million units of wind energy

. “Texas and India aligning economically will be

was generated between April 1 and August 5

enormously beneficial for both,” Mr. Abbott said

co
m

meeting of the Indian Wind Power Association

corresponding period last year.
Delayed winds

m.

this year. This was 7,547 million units during the in his keynote address at the annual meeting
of the Indo-American Chamber of Commerce of
Greater Houston (IACCGH).
Houston and surrounding areas are emerging

evacuation can be improved, he said. Several

as a magnet for several Indian companies

other States have 4,000 to 5,000 MW each.

expanding their operations in North America.
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The winds started late in the State this year and

Evacuation of wind energy is better in States Texas is now the second largest exporter of
such as Gujarat and Karnataka.

goods to India and the fourth largest importer of

“When the load drops, the State Electricity

Indian goods, among American States.

Boards should not back down wind energy

Oil imports

generation. Instead, they should look at options

India has started importing crude and natural

such as spot selling of the excess power or gas from America this year, and Texas, as the

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

swapping it with power deficit States,” Mr. country’s petroleum hub, stands to benefit.
Kasthurirangaian said.

“Texas energy can fuel the growth that is coming

Similarly, some States have settled all the dues to India. Incidentally, the very first shipment of
for the power purchased from wind energy LNG from Texas of a 20-year contract for natural
generators. In States such as Tamil Nadu and

gas going to India, arrived when I was in India. I

Maharashtra, the dues are pending, he said.

met Prime Minister Modi for more than one hour
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The Turkish lira’s woes rattled emerging market

partnership has no limits,” Mr. Abbott said of his

currencies with the rupee slumping 1.6%, its

nine-day business development tour of India in

biggest one-day fall in five years, to hit a new

March. A petroleum import from America has

closing low of 69.93 to a dollar.

co
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and l left with more optimism that Texas-India

began to reduce India’s trade surplus with it, The lira weakened more than 8% amid
partially blunting an irritant for the Donald Trump mounting concerns over Turkish President
Tayyip Erdogan’s hold over the economy and

The Texas State and cities such as Houston

the deteriorating ties with the United States.

m.

administration.

have been on a drive to attract Indian investors, “Rupee fell to fresh record low levels after

said he would be leading a business delegation

prompted fresh turmoil in the market,” said

in October to India. “Trade between Houston

Gaurang Somaiya, currency analyst, Motilal

and India is now worth $ 8.5 billion and we want

Oswal Securities. “Strength in the dollar against

to grow it more,” the Mayor said.

its major crosses is also weighing on the Asian

Mr. Abbott thanked Mahindra for setting up

currencies including the rupee.”

Mahindra’s North American headquarters in

The dollar index was trading higher at 96.18.

Texas and donating $1.5 million for relief after

Dealers said the central bank had intervened

the State was struck by hurricane last year.

to slow the pace of the rupee’s fall but ruled out

Jindal Steel Works has announced plans to

the likelihood of significant intervention as the

invest $500 million into expanding their steel

factors impacting the currency were coming

manufacturing in Baytown, Texas, and Wipro

from external sources.

Limited will set up a new Texas Technology

“Given that the contagion is spread across the

Centre in Plano.

emerging markets, the RBI is unlikely to defend
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and buyers. Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner Turkey’s widening diplomatic spat with the U.S.

Turkish lira drags rupee down

a particular level — 69.0 had emerged until
today as a de-facto tolerance level — come
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25% on solar cells imported from China and

HDFC Bank wrote in a note.

Malaysia for the period from July 30, 2018, to

Mr. Arora said while the rupee may make a ‘brief

July 29, 2019, following which the duty was to

foray’ beyond 70 to a dollar, given the volatile

be reduced to 20% for the next six months, and

trading environment, he sees the rupee at 68-

further to 15% in the six months following that.

69 a dollar at September end, adding he sees

Several firms filed writ petitions in the Orissa

the current weakness as a strategic trading

High Court against the imposition of the duty.

opportunity.

“It has been decided not to insist on payment

m.

Good for exports

co
m

what may,” Tushar Arora, senior economist,

A weaker rupee will make exports competitive.

of safeguard duty, for the time being,” the
Department of Revenue, Finance Ministry said
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“The fall in the rupee is not that dramatic that it in the notification, citing the stay order.
should be worrying,” said U R Bhat, MD, Dalton

“Till further direction from the Board, the said

Capital Advisors India.

goods, namely, solar cells whether or not

“Historically the rupee has seen a fall of 5-6%

assembled in modules or panels would, in

CAGR so this kind of fall is factored in,” he said.

respect of said safeguard duty, be assessed

“Foreign investors investing in government

provisionally on furnishing of simple letter of

bonds or fixed income may however feel some

undertaking by the concerned person.”

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

impact.”

Stop misuse of consent route for tax

Solar cell safeguard duty put on hold

benefit: SEBI panel

The government issued a notification putting on

There have been instances wherein individuals

hold the imposition of the safeguard duty on the and companies have managed to avail tax
import of solar cells from China and Malaysia

benefits from the Income Tax Department on

following a stay order by the Orissa High Court. the money paid to the Securities and Exchange
The Centre had imposed a safeguard duty of Board of India (SEBI) to settle matters under
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reimbursement, including tax deduction or tax

Entities have shown the settlement amount

credit on such amount paid to the regulator.

paid to SEBI as a deductible business expense

Interestingly, even the income tax authorities

to lower their taxable income and thereby the

have accepted the reasoning given by the

tax liability.

entities and allowed them to treat the settlement

Now, a panel set up by SEBI under the

amount as an expense while calculating their

chairmanship of Supreme Court former Justice

taxable income. The premise put forth by the

A.R. Dave to review the consent mechanism

tax authorities is that the settlement amount is

m.

co
m

the consent mechanism.

has highlighted this regulatory loophole and

not a penalty and the money is paid without an

recommended that the markets watchdog take admission of guilt.

Anil Ambani’s appeal
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up the matter with the government.

“It may be appropriate for the [SEBI] Board

In February 2016, the Commissioner of Income

to write to the Central Government to request

Tax (Appeals) allowed Anil Ambani to treat Rs.

appropriate changes in the Income Tax Act,

50 crore paid as settlement charges to SEBI

1961, on the lines of the U.S. IRC (Internal

as an expenditure that led to the industrialist

Revenue Code) and explore seeking an

declaring a net loss of Rs. 43.22 crore for the

undertaking, to be reproduced in settlement

fiscal.

orders, in respect of non-tax reimbursements,”

The Income Tax Appellate Tribunal upheld the

the panel stated in its report.

observation while stating that the settlement

Non-deductible in U.S

money was paid “without admitting or denying

Settlement amounts are non-deductible under

the charges” and hence there was no reason

U.S. laws, where the Securities Exchange

to believe that the consent application, without

Commission (SEC) has clearly laid down

admitting guilt, amounted to evidence of an

that applicants cannot seek any kind of

offence having been committed.

indemnification,

insurance

coverage

or There have been two other instances wherein
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have picked up again, a study by officials at the

settlement money paid to SEBI.

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) showed.

“It is important to determine the crux of the

Growth of bank credit to the MSME sector,

settlement before any conclusion around

which had started decelerating even before

allowance or disallowance under tax is drawn,”

demonetisation and fell significantly and turned

said Ravi Mehta, Partner, and Grant Thornton

negative in the wake of the note ban, has

India LLP.

rebounded, Harendra Behera and Garima Wahi

‘Intent matters’

of the RBI’s Monetary Policy Department wrote.

m.

co
m

Brokers claimed tax benefits on account of the

“If the intent of settlement is merely to avoid

Data shows that during the April-June quarter,

any undue hardships and buy peace, without

bank credit to MSMEs increased on average
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Pranav Securities and Reliance Share & Stock in the aftermath of demonetisation seems to

the taxpayer being convicted for any offence/

by 8.5% year-on-year, mirroring the level of

wrong-doing or criminal/civil violation, then

growth during April-June 2015. Credit to micro

such payment may not classify as a penalty.

and small enterprises grew at an even healthier

Deeming such payment as a penalty will

rate.

deter the taxpayer from taking benefit of the

‘Healthy rate of growth’

settlement procedures prescribed by SEBI,” Mr.

“MSME credit and especially micro credit to

Mehta added.

MSMEs, including loans by banks and NBFCs,

Between 2014-15 and 2017-18, SEBI disposed

shows a healthy rate of growth in recent

of 378 matters under the consent mechanism,

quarters,” the officials wrote. In contrast, while

which was introduced in 2007.

GST implementation does not seem to have

MSME credit growth back at pre-note
ban levels: RBI study

The flow of bank credit to micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs) that took a hit

had any significant impact on credit, it adversely
impacted MSME exports.
“MSME exports were affected more adversely
by issues relating to GST implementation...
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One of the first visible effects of currency

tax credit affecting cash-driven working capital

depreciation is the country’s imports become

requirements,” they wrote.

more expensive and exports cheaper. The

The MSME sector comprises more than 63

reason is simple. It takes more rupees to pay

million units and employs about 111 million

for the same quantum of imports and fewer

people. The share of MSMEs in GDP is about

dollars for a buyer to pay for the same quantity

30%, with the sector accounting for about 45%

of exports.

of manufacturing output and about 40% of

More expensive imports are likely to drive

m.

India’s total exports.

co
m

due to delay in refund of upfront GST and input

inflation upward, especially in India where input

“The sector faces operational problems due to products constitute a large part of our imports.
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its size and nature of business, and is, therefore, In addition, a depreciating rupee also impacts
relatively more susceptible to various shocks

the oil import bill since it costs more rupees per

to the economy. MSMEs largely operate in the barrel of oil, which plays its own part in pushing
informal sector and comprise a large number of

inflation up.

micro enterprises and daily wage earners,” they

What happens to GDP growth?

wrote.

This is a more complex question given the

What does the falling rupee mean for you
and economy?

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

With the rupee recently weakening past Rs. 70
to a dollar and hovering about that level since,

concerns over the impact of the devaluation on
economic indicators are intensifying. Here is
what happens when the rupee falls:
What happens to inflation?

number of factors that affect GDP growth.
On the one hand, costlier inputs and the
subsequent increase in the prices of finished
goods should have a positive impact on GDP.
But the consequent decrease in demand due to
higher prices could nullify this.
This is best explained using the textbook formula
of aggregate demand equalling the sum of
household consumption of goods and services,
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investment, government expenditure on goods

introduction of responsible and responsive

and services, and exports minus imports.

banking. All the PSBs, which [collectively] have

A depreciating rupee certainly affects the about 75% market share, decided last year
to adopt EASE (Enhanced Access & Service

to receive a boost while imports could flag

Excellence), ushering in paradigm shift in their

co
m

exports and imports, since exports are likely

somewhat. It remains to be seen what impact approach,” he said.

“Gradually, Indian banking system is moving

have on demand, especially when the festive

towards new normal that is clean banking,” he

season is nearing.

said.

What does this mean for you?

m.

a reduction in household consumption would

To deal with the twin balance sheet challenge,
he

said,

the

four

Rs

—

Recognition,
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A depreciating rupee means higher prices of

goods and services, costlier petrol and trips Recapitalisation, Resolution, and Reform —
abroad turning more expensive. On the flip

were put in place.

side, the domestic tourism could grow as more

Decline in NPAs

tourists visit India since their currency now buys It yielded rich dividend assisted greatly by the
more here. In the medium term, export-oriented

implementation of Asset Quality Review and

industries may also create more jobs.

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, he said,
adding the resolution process brought down

‘Clean banking is new normal’

The ‘clean banking’ drive has started showing

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

results with public sector banks (PSBs)
increasingly

adopting

approach,

replacing

prudent

aggressive

business
lending

practices, said Financial Services Secretary
Rajiv Kumar.

“The NPA crisis brought an opportunity for the

non-performing assets (NPAs) by more than
Rs. one lakh crore in the last one year.
Banks in the first quarter of 2018-19 have made
a recovery of Rs. 36,551 crore, registering a
49% growth over the year-earlier period.
Highlighting other measures by the Centre, he
said: “Bank accounts of about 2.29 lakh shell
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is politically-driven government consumption

checking for fraud in all bad loans of more

spending at the cost of investment and fiscal

than Rs. 50 crore. Passport details have been

prudence. If this temptation is resisted, the

sought. Another impact is that defaulters have

country will be back on a firm 7.5%-plus growth

started approaching banks on their own as they

track this year (fiscal),” Mr. Virmani told PTI in

have threat of losing control of their business.”

an interview. He noted that the rise in oil prices

The government also decided to provide Rs.

due to geopolitical factors like sanctions on Iran

co
m

firms have been frozen. Banks are already

m.

2.11 lakh crore capital support to the banks to by the U.S. is, however, a concern.
maintain regulatory capital requirement as per

Replying to a query on the U.S.-China tariff

risk norms, he said.

war, the economist said it will have some short

track this fiscal’

India’s economic growth seems to be back on a

recovery path and the country will be on a firm
7.5%-plus growth track this fiscal, former Chief
Economic Adviser (CEA) Arvind Virmani said.

He further said the U.S.-China tariff war provides
an opportunity to increase India’s exports to the

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

U.S.

term disruptive effects on the global economy.
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‘India will be back on 7.5%-plus growth

‘Growth recovering’

“Economic growth, which has been subject

to many ups and downs over the past seven
years, seems to be back on a recovery path.

“The U.S.-China tariff war, however, provides
an opportunity to increase India’s exports to the
U.S. and to attract labour-intensive elements
of the global supply chain unsettled by higher
‘China risk’ to India,” Mr. Virmani observed.
He said that every government pushes up
what are referred to as populist expenditure in
the year leading up to the election. “The test
is if they keep it modest and don’t disturb the
trend in fiscal responsibility. There is, therefore,
always a risk of fiscal slippage,” he said

Credit registry: RBI Act may need tweak

“Domestically, the main risk to macro stability The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, may need
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to be amended to facilitate the setting of a public

“Since no financing activity is contemplated for

credit registry (PCR), RBI Deputy Governor the proposed PCR, it might be difficult to label
PCR as a ‘financial institution’. This takes it out

Underscoring the vital need for the registry —

of the purview of a promotion under the Reserve

the PCR is planned as an extensive database

Bank of India Act, 1934,” he said.

co
m

Viral Acharya said.

of credit information for all credit products in Other options
the country from point of origination of credit

Another option, would be to promote an

m.

to its termination — Dr. Acharya said its main organisation for a matter incidental to the
functions of RBI — as part of the RBI Act or

degree view of the borrower’s outstanding

Banking Regulation Act, 1949.

credits and past performance. This would allow

He said collection of information, including

better screening at the time of providing credit

credit information, from regulated entities is

and superior monitoring during the life of the

an important aspect of the RBI’s regulatory

borrowing.

and supervisory functions and hence such an

Highlighting some legal issues around setting

activity could be done by setting up a subsidiary

up the PCR, Dr. Acharya said while the PCR

or a department.

is initially being set up within the existing RBI

“Otherwise, the Reserve Bank of India Act,
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benefit would be to provide lenders with a 360

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

infrastructure, the fact that the RBI as a statutory 1934, can be suitably amended conferring the
corporation can only engage in those activities

Reserve Bank powers to conduct the business

that are permitted by the RBI Act, or other

of PCR, he said.

relevant legislation, creates complications.

In October 2017, RBI had set up a high-level

He said in addition to its core central banking

task force (HTF) chaired by Y.M. Deosthalee to

functions, RBI also performs certain promotional

review the availability of information on credit

functions which is only limited to ‘financial

and assess the gaps.

institutions’.

“The HTF submitted its report on April 4, 2018,
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judiciary, he said everyone was responsible for

the RBI in a phased and modular manner,” Dr.

the situation.

Acharya said.

“The problem of stressed assets, many people

Highlighting the importance of the interplay of

ask me, who is responsible for that. That is a

the GST Network and PCR, he said with such

question with which the country is grappling,”

co
m

recommending that a PCR should be set up by

an infrastructure in place “we expect the costs the chief of the country’s largest lender said.
“I would say everybody is responsible, be it the

excluded by formal credit to nosedive.”

bankers, be it the industry or borrowers, be it

m.

for onboarding those users who are currently

‘Consortium lending led to more NPAs’

delays in loan appraisal and resulted in swelling

non-performing assets (NPAs) in the banking
system, according to Rajnish Kumar, Chairman,
State Bank of India.

Consortium banking, as it was called till mid90s, later became multiple banking following

complaints of delay in appraisal process but
even this did not result in faster decision-

making, Mr. Kumar said at a FICCI-IBA seminar

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

of the court, even the judiciary has played a role
in this situation,” Mr. Kumar said.
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Consortium lending often led to inordinate

the government and without inviting contempt

. On the other hand, it had led to more NPAs,
he opined.

Apportioning the blame for the sharp rise in

NPAs over the last few years between bankers,
the government, corporates and even the

According to a report from ratings agency
Crisil, gross NPAs rose to about Rs. 10.3 lakh
crore, or 11.2% of advances, as of March 2018,
compared with Rs. 8 lakh crore, or 9.5% of
advances, in the year-earlier period.
Availability of equity
Going forward, it would be very important, while
evaluating a financing proposal, to ensure that
the promised equity was very much available in
the business, he stressed.
“When banks are giving money they do not
have the mindset of the CBI or the Enforcement
Directorate and we lend the money on trust
apart from paperwork. There have been several
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cases with clear breach of that trust. Now, we will

find solutions to these challenges which are

trust but we will verify; probably that verification

downright criminal and violation of Indian

factor was missing,” he said.

laws,” Mr. Prasad said after the over 30-minute

RBI

Vishwanathan

Deputy

stressed

Governor
the

need

N.S.

meeting.

co
m

Separately,

for “There should be a proper system through which

strengthening credit bureaus. However, the people can reach out to WhatsApp or complain
immediately. The officer should be located in

amendments to facilitate it, he added.

India,” he said.

WhatsApp CEO gets India’s wish list

m.

government would need to make legislative

on “sinister” messages through WhatsApp, the
Union government asked the instant messaging

platform to implement three measures in

India: set up a local corporate entity; appoint a

grievance officer in India; and find a solution to
trace the origin of a fake message.

This was conveyed to the newly appointed

WhatsApp CEO, Chris Daniels, during a
meeting with Electronics and IT Minister Ravi

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

needed to comply with Indian laws and set up a
local corporate entity.
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Stepping up efforts to clamp down on the spread

He stressed that the Facebook-owned company

Shankar Prasad.

Criminal activities

“…there are also very sinister developments
that are provoking crimes like mob lynching

and revenge porn. You [WhatsApp] must

Comply with laws
“WhatsApp must have proper compliance of
Indian laws. We will not appreciate a scenario
where any problem will have to be answered
in America only. They must have a proper
corporate entity in India,” Mr. Prasad said.
Additionally, WhatsApp has been asked to work
out a “detailed mechanism to trace the origin of
a sinister message.”
“[Mr Daniels] clearly told me… all these
things they will follow. They are in process of
interviewing an India head … They will also
look for a technical solution to trace the origin of
sinister messages,” the Minister said.
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The RBI is working on the guidelines and

by the government to check misuse of its

Mr. Daniels had assured him that whatever

platform, had previously expressed its inability

guidelines the RBI came out with, WhatsApp

to trace the origin of messages citing privacy of

would comply with that.

consumers.
Mr. Prasad, who is also the Minister for Law and
Justice, said the company’s representative was

treated as an abettor of rumour propagation in

“… it does not take rocket science to locate
[the origin of] a message being circulated in
hundreds and thousands… you [WhatsApp]
must have a mechanism to find a solution,” Mr.
Prasad said.

Mr. Daniels refused to take questions from the

media. However, Mr. Prasad said that WhatsApp

had informed him that they were working with
law-enforcement agencies.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

TAPI line

India has sought renegotiation of the natural
gas price it is to source through a proposed
$10 billion Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-PakistanIndia (TAPI) pipeline due to slump in global
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the absence of adequate checks.

India seeks revision in price of gas via

m.

informed that the platform will be liable to be

co
m

WhatsApp, which has been earlier sent notices

energy markets, a top source said.
The four nations had in 2013 signed a gas sale
purchase agreement (GSPA) that bench-marked
the price of natural gas that Turkmenistan is to
export at 55% of the prevailing crude oil price.
This translates into a price of about $7.5 per
million British thermal unit (mmBtu) at current
oil prices at the Turkmen border.

Payment system

Ujjivan offers overdraft for micro, small

On the impending roll-out of WhatsApp’s

firms

payments services, the Minister said the IT Ujjivan Small Finance Bank, a subsidiary of
Ministry has flagged some issues to the RBI.

Ujjivan Financial Services Ltd., has announced

One was financial data must be stored in India.

the nationwide roll out of overdraft (OD) facility
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for micro and small enterprise (MSE) customers.

SEBI to review MF expense ratio limits

An add-on product to the bank’s existing MSE

The Securities and Exchange Board of India

term loans, the facility aims to assist businesses

(SEBI) might soon review the expense ratio

co
m

having a turnover of Rs. 50 lakh or more with limits for mutual funds to address the concerns
funding to meet their long-term and short-term

related to concentration of profits among a few

financing requirements.

large fund houses.

The OD offered to all MSEs on a competitive Hinting that the regulator might soon take a relook at the norms, SEBI chairman Ajay Tyagi

m.

interest rate is for a period of one year with a

credit limit ranging from Rs. 11 lakh to Rs. 50 said that a review was required to encourage
healthy competition within the industry.
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lakh, which can be renewed on an annual basis.

MSE customers are allowed to pay EMI only on

“You would appreciate that from an overall

the utilised amount, Ujjivan said in a statement.

industry perspective, some thinking is definitely

It also enables MSEs to repay the amount

required to bring in elements that facilitate a

anytime during the tenure of the OD facility

healthy competition in the industry,” Mr. Tyagi

to replenish the credit limit back to its original

said while speaking at an event organised by

amount, the lender said.

the Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI).

“This offering is aimed at the MSEs who don’t

The SEBI chief made the statement in the

have easy access to formal credit given their

context of the fact that the revenue of the seven

turnover,” Samit Ghosh, MD and CEO, Ujjivan

large fund houses is more than 60% of the total

Small Finance Bank said in the statement.

industry revenue, while the profit margin of

Given the requirement of funds for working

large mutual funds was in the range of 40-50%.

capital, and sometimes for short term purposes, Expense ratio, which broadly ranges between
overdraft limits would help customers to meet

0.75% to 2.5%, is the fee that fund houses

fluctuating capital requirements, he said.

charge investors to manage all the expenses of
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the fund house.

Securities.

“It is apparent, therefore, that large AMCs have

AUM growth

a fairly high market share of the total AUM, Lauding the performance of the mutual fund
revenues and profits for the industry as a whole, industry, the SEBI chief highlighted the fact that
the AUM has grown over two times in the last

a few hands. Is this concentration due to lack

five years to touch Rs. 23 trillion in June.

of adequate competition in the fund space?

“The customer base of mutual funds is also

Are such disproportionately high profits due to

growing at a healthy rate with nearly 7.59 crore

co
m

indicating a high concentration of the industry in

equity funds?,” Mr. Tyagi said.

m.

high Total Expense Ratio (TERs), especially in folios in July 2018, as against 5.99 crore folios

should maintain an arm’s length relationship

with respect to related party investments to
avoid any conflict of interest.

“Some recent cases, the details of which I need

not get into, do not augur well with the public

service character of the industry and have to be
avoided at all costs. An arm’s length relationship

with respect to related party investments as

also avoiding conflict of interest is the need of

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

one year,” he said.
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The SEBI chairman also said that fund houses

in July 2017 – an increase of around 27% over

the hour,” he said.

Recently, there were reports that the capital
market watchdog had directed ICICI Prudential

Mutual Fund to return the money to its schemes
that invested in the public issue of ICICI

‘Cybersecurity budgets of Indian firms
have tripled’
Indian companies are investing more on securing
their data rather than pumping money into
technology as they try to build comprehensive
solutions to prevent hackers from attacking their
networks, said Sanjai Gangadharan, regional
director SAARC, at U.S. cybersecurity firm A10
Networks.
“IT budgets are shrinking and security budgets
are going up,” Mr. Gangadharan said in an
interview. “Security investments or budgets
in India have doubled or even tripled. There
are now security departments under a chief
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information officer, chief security officer or a

island and reinforced the need to view sensitive

risk officer, which are being allocated a lot of data and IT systems as critical infrastructure,
budgets. IT budgets are shrinking because it is Mr. Deshpande said.
New York Stock Exchange-listed A10 Networks

less capital expenditure required.

provides networking and security solutions and

“Also, overall costs are coming down. Here,

is based in San Jose, California.

co
m

mostly pay-as-you-go model now, and there is

the device cost may come down, but the need “Today everybody has realised that PCs,
servers, networks, applications have all become

more components, and upgrading it with more

commoditised. One can go and pick any of it

features and functionalities, that is on the rise.”

up, very easily. Now what all this generates is
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for building an overall solution which has

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Global

spending

on

information

security

a huge amount of data. This data belongs to

products and services will surpass $114 billion

the enterprise,” said Mr. Gangadharan. “And

in 2018, an increase of 12.4% from last year,

the security of this data, in terms of who should

researcher Gartner said on August 15.

access this data, where should it be accessed

Key drivers

from, where should it be stored, all of this will

In 2019, the market is forecast to grow 8.7% to

always be the decision of the enterprise. So

$124 billion. Privacy concerns, persisting skills

what will remain with the enterprise is two things

shortages and regulatory changes such as the

— one is the storage of data, how to store the

EU’s Global Data Protection Regulation are

data, where to store it and in what form, and the

the main drivers, said Siddharth Deshpande,

second is how to keep this information secure.

research director at Gartner.

“This data becomes information once it is

A recent attack on Singapore Health Services

processed, so how to secure this information

(SingHealth) network compromised personal

in terms of security at rest and security while

health records of 1.5 million patients in the

the data is in motion. So for both storage and
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bagged a tender in the defence tracked vehicle

enterprise and will always remain so. This will

space, marking its foray into the niche segment.

not go out of the enterprise. So, investments in

“As per the scope of work, the company will

these two areas will happen consistently.”

collaborate with Combat Vehicles Research

Data leaks

and Development Establishment (CVRDE),

Citing the example of an Australian handbag

Chennai, for manufacture, assembly and

maker, he said a customer could buy the bags

testing of light weight clutch for the design

co
m

security of data, the decision will be that of the

m.

only by invitation. “But, the problem they faced and development of weight-optimised 1500 hp
is that the day a product releases on the market, automatic transmission for main battle tanks,”
China makes a copy of the same...they wanted Ashok Leyland said.
Ashok Leyland head-defence Amandeep Singh

deep to find out how this was happening, they

said as a part of the company’s strategy to
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to know the leak point. For this, when they dug

realised that it was happening from inside the expand its business scope, it had been working
organisation itself. Someone in the company

on tracked vehicles.

was leaking the information via email. They

Upgrading tanks

ended up plugging the issue.

“With this win, we mark yet another milestone

“This is a threat, and these kinds of issues could

where we start working on the tracked vehicles

happen to anyone. In this case, their exclusivity

that our soldiers use. We see huge potential in

of having an invitation-based purchase was re-powering and upgrading of existing BMPs/

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

lost when copies started mushrooming in the tanks of the Indian Army,” he added.
market.”

He said the tracked combat vehicle opportunity

Ashok Leyland bags defence vehicle
order

also exists in several other countries which use
Russian- made combat vehicles.

Hinduja Group firm Ashok Leyland said it has
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What is share buyback?

Since the bought back shares are extinguished,

With prominent companies such as Infosys, the earnings per share (EPS) rise by default.
TCS and L&T having gone for a share buyback,

Also, since a buyback is usually done at a

here is a low-down on the mechanism and the price higher than the then prevailing market
price, shareholders get an attractive exit option,

What is a buyback?

especially when the shares are thinly traded. It

A buyback is a mechanism through which a

is also more tax-efficient than dividends as a

listed company buys back shares from the

way to reward shareholders.

market. A buyback can be done either through

How can a company execute a buyback?

m.

co
m

reasons for firms taking such a step.

open market purchases or through the tender A company can use a maximum of 25% of
the aggregate of its free reserves and paid-up
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u
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offer route. Under the open market mechanism,

the company buys back the shares from the

capital for a buyback. A special resolution needs

secondary market while under tender offer,

to be passed at a general meeting. However,

shareholders can tender their shares during the

if the company plans to use less than 10% of

buyback offer. Historically, most companies had

its reserves then only a board resolution is

preferred the open market route.

required.

Why does a firm go in for a buyback?

Can a firm opt for regular buybacks to boost

Buybacks are typically done when a company

EPS?

has a significant cash reserve and feels that the

A company cannot do a second buyback offer

shares are not fairly valued at the current market

within one year from the date of the closure of

price. Since the shares that are bought back the last buyback. Also, there are time-bound
are extinguished, the stakes of the remaining

limitations on further share issuances like

shareholders rise. Promoters also use this

preferential allotment or bonus issue post a

mechanism to tighten their grip on the firm.

buyback. These checks have been put in place

What are the benefits?

so that companies do not misuse the buyback
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to build on what they already have. They can

‘Set up high-value textile-making units’

get into weaving of carbon and glass fibres,”

The textile industry can tap opportunities

Professor Potluri added. The technical textile

emerging globally in high-value manufacturing

units can be fibre converters. This sector is

by converting fibre into fibre assemblies,

know-how driven. For the Indian industries,

co
m

mechanism.

according to Prasad Potluri, professor of awareness should improve and they should get
robotics and textile composites and director

the technology.

of research at Northwest Composites Centre,

G.

University of Manchester.

department, textile technology, PSG College

professor

and

head

of

m.

Thilagavathi,

Mr. Potluri, who was here, recently, told The of Technology, said there were a few units in
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Hindu that high-value manufacturing sectors the country that did three-dimensional fibre
include aerospace, automotive, energy, and

weaving.

defence.

The number is few as functionalities in three-

‘Century of fibres’

dimensional weaving using these fibres are

“Current century is of fibres, including carbon and

different and the units need to have the requisite

glass fibres,” he said. “These will revolutionise

technology and machinery for the purpose. In

the way we make products in the future,” he

normal textiles, the price realised is minimum.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

added. There is a huge potential for the textile In fibre assemblies, which can be converted
industry in this segment. Those who are into

into high-performance products, the realisation

technical textiles, even the small and medium-

is much higher.

scale enterprises, can tap the potential in new

fibres and convert those into suitable high value
products, he added.

“The industry should go beyond high-volume
business to high-value business. They need

Switch to chip-based cards: SBI
The country’s largest lender State Bank of India
(SBI) has asked its customers to get their ATMcum-debit cards with magnetic stripe replaced
with the one with EMV chip before December
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31.
The Reserve Bank of India had asked banks to issue only chip-based and PIN-enabled debit and
credit cards to protect customers from frauds.
EMV chip card protects against counterfeit (skimming) card fraud. EMV chip card and PIN protects

co
m

against both counterfeit (skimming) and lost and stolen card fraud.

EMV stands for ‘Europay MasterCard Visa’ while PIN is acronym for ‘Personal Identification
Number.’

m.

The EMV chip debit card will be issued free-of-cost, SBI said.

‘NBFCs to see up to 35-40% rise in hiring’

Hiring activity in the non-banking financial companies (NBFC) sector is likely to expand by up
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to 35-40% in the next 12 months, driven by rising innovation and growth, according to industry
experts.

The ability of the NBFCs to tap ‘unbanked’ customer base at a time when the banks are facing
headwinds coming out of the NPA mess is driving the growth in the sector, they explained.
Team Lease head, recruitment services, Ajay Shah told PTI that as banks are struggling to come
out of the non-performing assets (NPAs), NBFCs are in a sweet spot of growing consumer demand.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

“Ability to tap the unbanked customer base is the key reason behind this growth,” he said.
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NSCN-K purges ‘Indian’ elements
The Myanmar-based Shangnyu Shangwang
Khaplang faction of the extremist National
Socialist Council of Nagaland, or NSCN-K, has
ousted the last of its ‘Indian’ leaders.

found guilty of absolute control of powers and
functions and trying to enforce a one-man
government in violation of the constitution of the
‘party.’

It further said, “...his impeachment has become
a necessity to save the party from further
breakdown and confusion. Hence, all powers,

m.

In a meeting at its council headquarters deep

issued by the NSCN-K said Mr. Konyak was

co
m

International

inside Myanmar’s Sagaing region — adjoining

Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh — the

Khango Konyak for violating “party discipline”.

The area in Myanmar’s Sagaing region where
NSCN-K is active adjoins Nagaland and
Arunachal Pradesh.
Khaplang loyalist

Mr. Konyak, 70, is a Naga of Indian origin. A
China-trained rebel, he had taken over as

chairman of the NSCN-K after Khaplang died in
June 2017 in a Yangon hospital after prolonged

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

position as chairman stands cancelled from
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NSCN-K “unanimously impeached” its chairman

functions, and privileges enjoyed by him in his

illness.

After the impeachment, the outfit has appointed

today (August 17).” However, Mr. Konyak “will
be allowed to leave unharmed and given safe
passage” in recognition of his long service to
the “cause of the nation,” the statement said.
Officials of an external intelligence agency say
this means he can return to Naga areas in India,
possibly to Mon district of Nagaland where
Konyaks are the dominant tribe.
Mr. Konyak is believed to have left the NSCN-K
domain along with other ‘Indian’ Naga leaders
of the outfit.

Yung Aung, 45, as its acting chairman. Like his

‘China has to resolutely respond to U.S.’

uncle Khaplang, he belongs to the Hemi Naga

China has launched a long campaign to win

community, native to Myanmar. A statement

the trade war with the U.S., which is targeting
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But observers point out that it may be too late to

economy.

wreck the strategy.

A hard hitting commentary in the People’s

For starters, China is responding energetically

Daily made it plain that the trade war would

to the heavy domestic demand for white collar

co
m

Beijing’s transition to a digitally advanced

be a marathon and not a sprint. “The Trump jobs in high-end manufacturing, including those
administration regards China as its ‘strategic

of self-driving cars, drones and other areas

competitor’ which ‘threatens’ the U.S. in terms such as new materials and biomedicine.

m.

of geopolitics, strategic security, economy and China is also expected to dramatically expand
trade and technology, as well as ideology. Its funding for semiconductor chips — its area of

not change as China hopes it to. Therefore,

Further, China is in a good position to import

China has to cast away illusions and resolutely

products from other countries as an alternative

respond to the U.S.,” said a post. The article

to the U.S. Whereas one-fifth of U.S. imports

asserted that Washington has adopted a policy

are from China, Beijing imports only 9.9% of its

to target China’s rise as a strategic rival.

requirement from the U.S.

Going high-tech

A Chinese official told state-run Xinhua news

Analysts say that Made-in-China 2025 (MIC

agency that once Washington exits the Chinese

2025) that promises to make Beijing the global

market, it will be hard for it to stage a comeback.

engine of advanced manufacturing, is the real

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

vulnerability within the MIC-2025 framework.
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China policy, based on zero-sum mentality, will

target of U.S. President Donald Trump’s trade
war. In an interview with Bloomberg in March,

White House adviser Peter Navarro was
unambiguous in saying that U.S. tariffs were
targeting the “Made in China 2025” strategy.

Europe’s political will on Iran deal should
be accompanied by practical steps: Zarif
Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif
said that Europe had not yet shown it was
willing to “pay the price” of defying Washington
in order to save the nuclear deal.
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Mr. Zarif said European governments had put forward proposals to maintain oil and banking ties
with Iran after the second phase of U.S. sanctions return in November.
But he told Iran’s Young Journalist Club website that these measures were more “a statement of

‘Pay the price’

co
m

their position than practical measures”.

“Although they have moved forward, we believe that Europe is not yet ready to pay the price (of
truly defying the U.S.),” said Mr. Zarif.

m.

“Iran can respond to Europe’s political will when it is accompanied by practical measures,” said
Mr. Zarif.

“Europeans say the JCPOA (nuclear deal) is a security achievement for them. Naturally each
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country must invest and pay the price for its security. We must see them paying this price in the
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coming months,” he said.
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India and
The World

Queried by the local media on the development,
Transport and Civil Aviation Minister Nimal
Siripala de Silva said the discussions on the

Days after Minister of State for Civil Aviation
Jayant Sinha told Parliament that there was no
proposal for the Airports Authority of India (AAI)

under way. “Most probably, the Indian Minister
of State for Civil Aviation would have made
such a statement to the Indian Parliament
since the agreement between two parties is yet

m.

to acquire a controlling stake in Sri Lanka’s

co
m

development project of Mattala Airport are still

‘Mattala project with India is on’

Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport, a Sri

“progressing” with India.

Mr. Sinha’s remarks last week came at a time
when three rounds of official negotiations were

completed on a likely joint venture between the
AAI and the Airport & Aviation Services in Sri
Lanka, to run the loss-making Mattala airport,
located in Sri Lanka’s Southern Province. The

Minister’s response to a question raised in
Parliament, saying there was no such proposal,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

published in the State-run Daily News.
The

two
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Lankan Minister said talks on the project are

to be finalised,” he said, according to a report

sent confusing signals to Colombo, where top
government officials are under the impression

that the deal is nearly final. The Indian

government is yet to respond to the Minister’s
remarks.

governments,

after

detailed

negotiations, have agreed that India, with a 70%
stake in the joint venture, will contribute $225
million to revamp and run the airport, while the
Sri Lankan side will invest the balance. India will
operate the airport on a 40-year lease, as per
the draft agreement, a top Transport and Civil
Aviation Ministry official in Colombo told The
Hindu , clarifying that “nothing has changed”.
Following an experts’ report that will look into
technical aspects of the joint venture, the
draft agreement will be presented for Cabinet
clearance. Minister Siripala de Silva earlier told
Parliament that he would table the agreement in
the House, and act with “utmost transparency”.
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India has contested this and said that as per

interests in running the airport, located near the

their estimate, the number will not be more than

China-controlled port in Hambantota, outweighs

2,000.

commercial considerations.

U.K. teams

India rejects U.K. proposal on DNA tests
If no report was given within the stipulated time

automatically.

Post-April, at least two high-level delegations
from the U.K. have raised the issue with India.
During her first visit to India on November 7,
2016, British Prime Minister Theresa May said

m.

frame, the illegal migrant would be deported

co
m

It is an open secret that New Delhi’s strategic

The agreement was put on indefinite hold after

“if at the same time we can step up the speed
and volume of returns of Indians with no right to
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National Security Adviser Ajit Doval conveyed

the U.K. would consider an improved visa deal

that the 15-day limit was unworkable.
Unethical, said India

remain in the U.K.”

“In one of the meetings, the U.K. authorities

Pakistan offers ‘continued dialogue’

suggested that the nationality of document-less

Stating that Pakistan wants to resolve all issues

illegal migrants suspected to be Indians could

with India through talks, Mr. Qureshi said, “We

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

be established by matching DNA samples of need a continued, uninterrupted dialogue. It is
their family members living here. We raised

the only wise course for us.”

objections that this was a breach of privacy and

Mr. Qureshi, who is also vice-president of the

unethical. How do we know that the document-

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, said External Affairs

less person is an Indian,” said a senior Home Minister Sushma Swaraj had sent a letter to
Ministry official who attended the meeting.

congratulate Prime Minister Imran Khan and

According to the British government’s estimates, mentioned talks to resolve issues.
there are around 1,00,000 Indians overstaying “I welcome her letter,” he said.
their visa in the U.K.

Responding to External Affairs Minister Sushma
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Swaraj’s letter, he said, “I want to say to Indian

Mumbai terror attacks. He was in New Delhi

Foreign Minister that we are not only neighbours

when 10 Pakistan-based LeT terrorists attacked

but also nuclear powers. We have old issues

India’s financial capital.

co
m

and we both know what these issues are. We The India-Pakistan ties have nose-dived in
need to address these issues,” Mr. Qureshi

recent years with no bilateral talks taking place.

said.

The ties further deteriorated after the terror

The Foreign Minister said the two countries

attacks by Pakistan-based groups in 2016 and

m.

could not afford any adventurism due to close India’s surgical strikes inside Pakistan-occupied
proximity. “We cannot afford any adventurism

Kashmir. The sentencing of alleged Indian spy

is to engage with each other. We cannot live

in April last year added to the strain.

in enmity and we have to accept that there are

Message for Kabul

outstanding issues,” he said.

On Afghanistan, Mr. Qureshi said he will make a

He said Kashmir is an issue and both countries

phone call to the foreign minister of Afghanistan

know about it. “Whether we wish or not, Kashmir

and also visit Kabul with a “solid message” that

is an issue and both countries have recognised

both countries have the same destiny. “There

it. In my opinion there is no option other than

will be no peace in Pakistan without peace in

talks to resolve it,” he said. He said former prime

Afghanistan,” he said.

minsiter Atal Bihari Vajpayee visited Lahore

“I want to tell people of Afghanistan to understand

and Islamabad and recognised the reality of

each other’s problems and bilaterally try to

Pakistan and the issue of Kashmir.

resolve all issues,” he said.

Growing divide

Talking about relations with the U.S., the foreign

Mr. Qureshi has had an earlier stint as foreign

minister said there is a trust deficit between the

minister from 2008 to 2011 under the Pakistan

two countries but Pakistan wants to have good

People’s Party (PPP) government during the

ties based on its interests.
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as response time is so short. The only option Kulbhushan Jadhav to death by a military court
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Economic diplomacy

Khan’s statement in support of peace in South

Mr. Qureshi said the foreign policy of the new

Asia.

government will be based on the interests of Ms. Wells will be participating in the Indian
Ocean Conference in Vietnam’s capital Hanoi

to the needs of the nation. He said the foreign

on August 27-28, organised by think tank India

co
m

Pakistan and it can be fine-tuned according

policy priority will be to change the lives of Foundation.

common people through economic diplomacy. Delegates from 43 countries, including China,

socio-economic development,” he said.

India, Singapore, Australia and Vietnam, are

m.

“We will try to change lives of people through

He said, “There are enormous local and regional

scheduled to participate in the event.
“This annual conference hosted by the India
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challenges but we want to make progress on Foundation and our partners in Singapore,
these issues. Some forces have been trying to Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh has become an
isolate the country but it will not happen now,”

important touch point for nations bordering the

he said.

Indian Ocean, and it showcases India’s rising
leadership role in the region,” said Ms. Wells.

‘Opening up trade with India a priority for

Strategic objective

the U.S.’

“With respect to Indo-American cooperation,

Opening up trade with India is a key priority of

we see trade with India and opening up trade

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

the Trump administration, a senior official of with India as a key strategic objective for this
the U.S. State Department has said. Briefing

administration,” the official said, pointing out

reporters on the administration’s Asia-Pacific

that bilateral trade is now at about $126 billion,

policy, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for

an increase of more than $10 billion from last

South and Central Asian Affairs Alice G. Wells

year.

— the highest-ranking official for the region —

“We’ve seen critical purchases by Indian firms

also welcomed Pakistan Prime Minister Imran in the aviation, commercial aviation sector;
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energy sector; and obviously the defence

to characterise Beijing’s proposal as an offer for

sector,” she said. The defence contracts from “mediation” between India and Pakistan.
“I just now said we are glad to see the positive

on the progress of the Trump administration’s

remarks by India and Pakistan on improving

new South Asia policy, the official said:

their bilateral relations and all the efforts that are

co
m

India for U.S firms now total $18 billion. Talking

“Pakistan obviously has a critical role to play in conducive to the improvement of their relations
and peace and stability in the region. We

“We’ve encouraged Pakistan to take stronger

welcome that and we will (play a) constructive

m.

the stabilisation of Afghanistan.”

steps to ensure that the Taliban either comes

role in this aspect.”

to the negotiating table or [is] expelled back Mr. Lu declined to be drawn into the exact
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into Afghanistan rather than enjoy safe haven nature of Beijing’s role, asserting that he could
outside of the country... we welcome the

not “give a pre-judgment” on this topic. China

words of Prime Minister Imran Khan when he

has in the past pointed to bilateral talks between

discussed the importance of having peace on India and Pakistan as the basis for resolving the
both sides of Pakistan’s borders.”

Kashmir issue.

Ms. Wells said there are always areas of

During his response, Mr. Lu also did not appear

cooperation and areas of tension between

to change the basic template of bilateralism.

China and the U.S, “but I think in South Asia, “As a common neighbour to Pakistan and India,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

many of our objectives are similar.”

Indo-Pak. ties key to regional stability:
China

“China is willing to play a constructive role in

this aspect.” The spokesperson, however, in
response to supplementary questions declined

China firmly supports the two sides to enhance
dialogue and increase mutual trust and properly
handle and solve their differences.”
China has been visibly emphatic in its advocacy
for the resolution of Indo-Pakistan differences
since the June summit of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO), where New
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Delhi and Islamabad were welcomed as full

“It was decided to expand the engagement

members of the grouping.

between

In an interview during the course of the summit

training, joint exercises and other professional

with the state-owned China Global Television

interactions. Both sides also decided to work

Armed

Forces

relating

to

co
m

the

Network (CGTN), Foreign Minister and State towards a new bilateral Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on defence exchanges

Pakistan must not “see each other as opponents

and cooperation to replace the MoU signed in

and much less enemies.”

2006,” the Defence Ministry said in a statement.

m.

Councillor Wang Yi had stressed that India and

General Wei is on a four-day visit to India, which

a “better platform” to resolve the bitter feud

comes exactly a year after the 73-day military

between New Delhi and Islamabad of over

stand-off at Doklam.

seven decades. “..I think that after their joining

The 27-member delegation accompanying

the SCO, maybe we can provide a better

him consists of key military officials, including
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He pointed out that the SCO could provide

platform and opportunities for the building of Vice Chief of the Central Military Commission
relations between them,” he observed.

India, China to improve military links

India and China agreed to work towards full
implementation of ongoing confidence-building

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

measures (CBM) along the border as well as
improve military to military interactions. This was
agreed during bilateral consultations between
Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and

Air Marshal Dingqui Chang and Lieutenant
General Guiqing Rong, Vice Commander of the
Western Theatre Command, which handles the
entire border with India.
The statement further added that in order to
ensure peace and tranquility on the border,
both Ministers agreed on greater interactions at
the working level.

visiting Chinese State Councillor and Defence

‘China should forge closer ties with

Minister General Wei Fenghe.

India, Japan’
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In countering the Indo-Pacific strategy led by the U.S, China should forge closer ties with India,
Japan and Australia, says an official media commentary.
The article run on the website of China Global Television Network (CGTN) — the state-run

co
m

broadcaster — argues that instead of staying aloof, China should positively intervene in shaping
the Indo-Pacific agenda. “It is advisable for China to participate in the construction of an IndoPacific discourse system selectively, and join the discussions about some concepts that are in
China’s national interests, such as ‘(Indo-Pacific) community of shared future for mankind’ and

m.

‘the Indo-Pacific and the Belt and Road Initiative’,” says an article by Wang Peng, an associate
research fellow at the Chongyang Institute for Financial Studies of the Beijing-based Renmin
University.
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New concepts

In the process, “China may deconstruct some concepts put forward by the U.S. and other countries
that are not in China’s interests, and replace them with new concepts that are beneficial to China
by means of discourse substitution strategies,” he observes.
The author spotlights the necessity of China’s firmer connect with India, Japan and Australia —
the three countries that are part of the U.S.-led Indo-Pacific quad. The Chinese initiative should
focus on shared interests with these countries to “weaken their motivation to join Indo-Pacific
countries to contain China”.

The write-up highlights that the U.S.’s focus on promoting “democratic values” was the political

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

bedrock of its Indo-Pacific doctrine.

It also has an economic dimension of developing exclusive economic and trade arrangements.
Besides, “sowing discord between China and other countries,” is part of Indo-Pacific diplomacy,
which opens the gates for joint military exercises and arms sales.
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transparent, sanctified.”

Science,
Tech. and
Environment

The government told the social media platforms
that fake news or abusive news could not be

co
m

circulated and re-circulated to “create crimes”,
Mr. Prasad said. “Therefore, the origin of
those news should also be technologically

Centre warns against data abuse
The Centre informed the Lok Sabha that it

does not need rocket science to identify lakhs

m.

was up to social media platforms to weed out

answered. I have made it clear to them that it

fake news, and it would come down heavily

elections.

Answering a question, Union Minister for Law

and Information Technology Ravi Shankar

Prasad said the Centre would seek the States’
response to a proposed data protection law,

and it desired an “elaborate discussion” before
formulating such a law.

He said the government ordered a CBI probe
into the alleged misuse of the data of Indian

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

day, in a particular area of a particular State.
You must have technological solutions.”
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on companies found abusing data to influence

of messages being circulated on a particular

Facebook users by Cambridge Analytica, a

British political consultancy firm. “Any foreign
entity, Facebook or Cambridge Analytica,
cannot abuse the data of Indians to influence
elections in India. Indian elections are very

His comments come within days of rumours
on WhatsApp having triggered incidents of
lynching.
Mr. Prasad said that while Facebook apologised
to the government and said data was pilfered
by other agencies, Cambridge Analytica gave
just one reply.
Facebook had disclosed that the data of around
5.62 lakh Indians might have been potentially
affected in the Cambridge Analytica case.
“However, Cambridge Analytica responded
that it does not have any Facebook data on
Indian citizens. To a second notice, Facebook
informed that Cambridge Analytica had violated
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The ban had been imposed citing the serious

not responded to the second notice.”

misuse of oxytocin in the dairy sector.

He said the government asked the social media

While it recommended lifting of the ban, the

platforms to appoint a grievance redress officer

DTAB has not said anything about the Ministry’s

in India before whom complaints could be

decision (vide notification dated June 27) that

made. “We respect privacy. But privacy cannot

only a single PSU — Karnataka Antibiotics and

be used to shield terrorists and the corrupt,” he

Pharmaceuticals Ltd. — could manufacture and

added.

supply the drug across the country.

and

obstetricians

‘Welcome move’

across

the country can now exhale in relief: the
Drug Technical Advisory Board (DTAB) has
recommended to the Union Ministry of Health

and Family Welfare that the ban on the retail
sale of the life-saving drug, oxytocin, may be
lifted.

The DTAB, in its meeting on July 25,
recommended that the Health and Family

Welfare Ministry’s notification on April 27,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

The

DTAB

immense
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Gynaecologists

m.

Ban on oxytocin likely to be lifted

co
m

Facebook’s policy. Cambridge Analytica has

banning retail sale of the drug formulation,
oxytocin, may be amended and that its sale

and distribution for human use, under the Drugs

and Cosmetics Act 1940 and Rules 1945, be
continued.

recommendation

relief

to

has

brought

gynaecologists

and

obstetricians, who had said that the ban on
retail sale of the drug could affect its availability
in hospitals and clinics in rural areas, where
more women were likely to bleed to death postpartum in labour rooms.
“It is certainly a welcome decision. But the fact
that a single PSU, KAPL, which has never
manufactured oxytocin, continues to hold the
monopoly in the manufacture, distribution
and sale of an essential drug like this, raises
important questions. Also, nothing has been
said about the pricing of oxytocin by KAPL —
at Rs. 17.78 (including GST) per five IU vial —
when several private pharma firms were earlier
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acquiring increased aggression, exploration

concerns remain still,” a senior gynaecologist

and activity, which together is more likely to

here said.

make them more invasive.

“In effect, the lower priced and time-tested

“Faced with vagaries of climate change and

oxytocin brands of private pharma companies

habitat destruction, there is an increasing

will be replaced with the costly brand of KAPL,

possibility for the evolution of these traits in

in the name of misuse of oxytocin,” points out K.

many mobile organisms,” says Prof. Dey. If

V. Babu, a physician and public health activist

dispersal to safer environments is the “first

m.

in Kerala.

line of defence” for organisms to cope with
adversities, becoming an invasive species even
within the same ecosystem might be the ugly
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IISER Pune find species can turn invasive
in the same ecosystem

Invasive species are normally considered to
come from outside a given ecosystem. But a
study by researchers from the Indian Institute of
Science Research and Education (IISER) Pune
have shown that selection process for dispersal

in fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) can lead
to evolution of traits related to invasive potential.

So a native species can become invasive in the

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

co
m

supplying it for as low as Rs. 4.82. Several

same ecosystem.

Though the team led by Sutirth Dey from the
Institute’s Biology Division did not specifically
study for invasion potential of the flies, the

experiments they conducted did show the flies

fallout.

In a study published in June 2017 in Oikos, the
researchers subjected four populations, each
containing about 2,400 flies, to artificial selection
for increased dispersal over 33 generations.
This was done by placing the flies in a bottle
and connecting it to another using a long pipe.
Only the first 50% of flies that moved to the
second bottle were allowed to breed. Thus there
was a direct selection for dispersal propensity
— ability to leave the source area. And every
3-4 generations, the distance between bottles
was increased by using a longer tube. This was
done to mimic increased habitat fragmentation.
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than females. They also found that the selected

Within 10 generations of selection, the dispersal

population had larger number of flies that

propensity and ability to travel long distances

travelled long distances.

was significantly greater in the selected flies than

When organisms evolve in response to selection

the controls. The selected fruit flies displayed

for greater dispersal the body size tends to

the similar characteristics after 20 generations.

become bigger. But in a paper published

“We checked for dispersal propensity in the 10th

in Evolution , they found that selection did not

and 20th generation without food and water,

lead to any increase in body size in both sexes.

which was similar to the selection procedure.

The studies were carried out using flies from

The absence of food and water acted as drivers

49-69 generations.
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m.
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Dispersal traits

and led to increased dispersal propensity in the

Selection for dispersal is likely to be at the

flies,” says Sudipta Tung. “Then we became

expense of fecundity and longevity, but neither

more ambitious and wanted to check whether

was observed.

the flies dispersed even in the absence of

Behavioural traits

an external driver for dispersal. Even in the

“But we observed distinct changes in three

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

presence of food and water, we found that after behavioural traits — activity, exploration and
33 generations, the selected flies still displayed

aggression. And these three traits are closely

greater propensity and ability to disperse.”

related to the invasive potential of a species,”

“Even when there was no reason for selected

says Tung.

flies to disperse [due to presence of food], they The selected flies exhibited greater activity than
were still dispersing. So dispersal had become

the controls and this increased activity was

constitute,” he says.

seen in the absence and presence of food. After

The propensity to disperse was same in both 24 hours, the activity of the selected flies was
sexes but males dispersed to longer distances

significantly more than the control males but the
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time spent resting and quality of rest/sleep were The selected flies showed increased levels of
cellular respiration to meet increased energy

The selected flies also exhibited greater

demand. There was increase in the levels of

exploratory tendency. This tendency helps

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is the

the species to survive in a new environment.

energy currency for cells.

In many species, there is a strong relationship
between exploration and invasion.

even though there was no obvious fitness

advantage. The selected flies did not have to

and neck cancer growth
Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science
Education and Research (IISER) Bhopal have
found that depleting the production of a specific
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compete with native flies either.

In collaboration with Dr. Kavita Dorai from the

Department of Physical Sciences at IISER
Mohali, the researchers looked at what was

responsible for the change in behavioural traits.
“Since dispersal is a complex process, it is

difficult to figure out the genes responsible for
it. So we looked at the changes in the levels of
the underlying metabolites,” says Prof. Dey.
Octopamine,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

IISER Bhopal strike at the root of head

m.

The selected flies exhibited greater aggression.

co
m

the same in the selected flies and controls.

a

neurotransmitter,

was

significantly elevated — 2.2 fold higher — in the
selected flies. “The elevated octopamine level

explains the underlying mechanism behind the
observed changes in behavioural traits in the
selected flies,” Prof. Dey says.

protein kinase (p21-activated kinase 2 or
PAK2), which is normally produced in excess in
head and neck cancer, affects a chain of events
that finally reduces the growth of head and neck
cancer.

In cancer cells, the PAK2 protein is responsible
for increased cell proliferation, cell migration,
invasion into the extracellular matrix, colony
formation and even resistance to certain cancer
drugs. The team led by Prof. Sanjeev Shukla
from the Institute’s Department of Biological
Sciences found the PAK2 protein was produced
in excess (overexpressed) in 24 of 26 human
cancer samples.
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Interfering with PAK2

in cancer cells we found the activity of the

When the production of this protein was

signalling pathway getting affected, which then

reduced in three head and neck cancer cell

led to reduced expression of the cancer gene,”

co
m

lines, the cancer cells became less viable and says Amit Gupta from the Institute’s Department
of Biological Sciences and first author of a paper

colony and even resist cancer drugs. These

in the journal Cell Death & Disease.

studies showed the importance of interfering

Cascade of events

with PAK2 protein levels to control head and

In a cascade of events, the reduced expression

m.

had reduced ability to proliferate, migrate, form

neck cancer. So the researchers set to find the of the cancer gene causes a reduction in the
amount of cancer-specific metabolic enzyme

protein in cancer growth.

PKM2 produced. The PKM2 enzyme plays an
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molecular mechanism behind the role of PAK2

“What we found was when the PAK2 protein

important role in increasing the rate at which the

level was reduced, the activation of a certain glucose gets converted into lactate in cancer
(beta-catenin) signalling pathway was inhibited,”

cells, which provides energy and also supports

says Prof. Shukla. This pathway is important as

rapid cell division by providing the building

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

its activation is associated with downstream blocks for forming new cells. So any reduction
target genes that play an important role in

in the PKM2 level severely compromises cancer

cancer growth. “So we hypothesised that the

cells’ ability to proliferate and migrate.

beta-catenin signalling might be dependent on

Unlike in normal cells, the glucose metabolism

PAK2 protein level and inhibiting the pathway

is not complete in cancer cells. So the glucose

will affect the expression of a well-known

gets converted into lactate leading to less

cancer gene c-Myc,” he says. The c-Myc gene

energy availability in cancer cells. Cancer cells

is produced in excess in head and neck cancer

tend to compensate for this by increasing the

and is responsible for cancer cell growth.

rate of glucose to lactate conversion and also

“When we depleted the amount of PAK2 protein

by taking up more glucose from the surrounding
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environment.

resistant bugs. This gene endows resistance

“The involvement of PAK2 protein in other against last hope antibiotic — colistin. A
study published in Antimicrobial Agents and

effect of PAK2 depletion in compromising the

Chemotherapy found that about 10% of the K.

co
m

cancers is already known. But the cascading

expression of the cancer gene (c-Myc) and pneumoniae bacteria studied were resistant to
colistin.

not known,” says Prof. Shukla. “This is the first

During January–February 2016, a total of

study to report this and its role in head and neck

200 K. pneumoniae isolates from pus, blood,

cancer progression.”

m.

cancer-specific metabolic enzyme (PKM2) was

sputum, and urine were studied. Of this, 21
were resistant to colistin, and further screening

target the PAK2 kinase to help treat head and

revealed that four harboured mcr-1 gene.

neck cancer. More studies are needed before

“This gene was first reported in December 2015
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“It might be possible to develop inhibitors to

inhibitors are used but there is a potential,” says in E. coli isolated from chicken in China, and by
Prof. Shukla.

2017 it had spread to all continents and [is] seen

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

“The PAK2 protein is also responsible for in bacteria isolated from humans, chicken and
chemotherapeutic resistance. So it might be

environment,” says Prof. Kashi Nath Prasad

possible to enhance the efficacy of currently

from the Department of Microbiology at Sanjay

available cancer drugs by combining them with

Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical

PAK2 inhibitors,” says Gupta.

Sciences, Lucknow, and the corresponding

Mcr-1 gene seen in K. pneumoniae
bacteria

Increased prevalence of mcr-1 gene that
confers multidrug-resistance has now been
reported in Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteria,
increasing the fear of infection by pan drug-

author of the work. “Evidence suggests that the
overuse of colistin in farm animals has given
rise to the emergence of mcr-1 gene. Since this
gene is present on a mobile genetic element
(plasmid) of bacteria such as E. coli and K.
pneumoniae, the frequency of transmission to
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also means that Indian population may be

Molecular studies revealed that one particular

harbouring mcr-1 gene for a longer period of

isolate carried mcr-1 gene and blaNDM-1 gene.

time and it remained undetected.”

“The blaNDM-1 encodes for a protein that gives

Further studies by the group also found

resistance to all beta-lactam antibiotics. This

that mcr-1 gene was more prevalent in K.

co
m

other bacteria is likely to be very high.”

shows that the particular isolate was resistant to pneumoniae than E. coli, which is in stark
carbapenems, third-generation cephalosporins,

contrast to findings from other countries.

aminoglycosides

While less than 1% of the E. coli studied was

levofloxacin)

fluoroquinolones
making

the resistant to colistin, it was about 10% in the

m.

(ciprofloxacin,

and

case of Pneumoniae. More studies are needed

research scholar at the institute and first author

to understand this contrasting behaviour. The
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treatment very difficult,” says Sanjay Singh,

of the work.

team is also looking for this gene in other

Evolved gene

bacteria causing human infection and its mode

Interestingly, mcr-1 gene was seen in the of dissemination.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

chromosomal DNA of the bacteria. “The mcr1 gene is usually found in the plasmid (small

Three north-eastern States emerge as new

DNA in the cytoplasm) and the resistance gene

HIV hotspots

is transmitted among different species. But now

The good news is that there has been a steady

we have found this gene in the chromosome

decline in the number of HIV cases in India.

showing that it has evolved and stabilised.

The bad news is that Meghalaya, Mizoram and

Whole genome sequence studies are needed

Tripura have emerged as the new hotspots for

to understand the exact location of this gene

HIV, according to the Ministry of Health and

to decode how they are transmitted from one

Family Welfare.

bacterial species to another,” adds Mr Singh.

Lok Sabha reply

“The presence of the gene in the chromosome

In response to a question in the Lok Sabha ,
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Organisation (NACO), is one of the largest

the incidence of HIV in the three northeastern

regular studies in the world dealing with HIV in

States to the high-risk behaviour of Injecting

high risk groups of the population.

Drug Users (IDUs), and unsafe sexual practices.

The HSS had referred that HIV prevalence

co
m

the Ministry attributed the reason for the rise in

In four sites in Mizoram and one in Tripura, HIV in the context of ANCs in the northeastern
States of Mizoram (1.19%), Nagaland (0.82%),

the rest of the country is 6.3%. At least in three

Meghalaya (0.73%), Tripura (0.56%) and

places at Aizwal, Champhai and Kolasib, the

Manipur (0.47%) were among the highest.

m.

prevalence was higher among IDUs, which for

prevalence of HIV in IDUs was 37.44%, 33.06%

Samiran Panda, Director of the National

and 38.14% respectively.

AIDS Research Institute (NARI), said that
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HIV prevalence among female sex workers was the discussion on HIV prevalence has to be
higher at four sites — two in Tripura and one

taken to the districts. “We need prevention

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

each in Mizoram and Meghlaya. At one site of and intervention strategies for the most-atMizoram’s Aizwal district, the prevalence of HIV

risk population in these pockets, with good

was as high as 24.68%, compared with 1.6%

coverage,” Dr. Panda said.

for other sites in the country.

In terms of persons living with HIV (PLHIV)

In the case of pregnant women visiting ante-

who are on Anti-Retroviral Treatment (ART), Dr.

natal clinics (ANC), six centres in Mizoram,

Panda said that almost 12.28 lakh people are

two in Meghalaya and one in Tripura recorded

covered under ART. According to him, the target

HIV prevalence of more than 1%, compared

is to bring 90% of the 21 lakh people living with

with HIV prevalence of 0.28% among pregnant

the HIV infection in India under ART.

women visiting ANCs in other places in India

“Going by that target, we are still short of about

surveyed in December 2017.

6 lakh patients. The challenge is to encourage

The HIV Sentinel Surveillance (HSS), a biennial

more people to take the test and then provide

study conducted by the National AIDS Control

them with ART,” he said.
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ART’s efficacy
Interestingly,

the area where the wall came up and the area
ART

suppressing

the

leads

virus

and

to

effectively

reducing

where proposed township is to come up is a

the part of the Deopahar Reserve Forest, rehearing

co
m

transmission of HIV from the infected person, on merits is not permissible.”
Dr. Panda said.

The NGT gave its order after hearing a plea

In terms of PLHIV who are on ART, Maharashtra

filed by Assam-based green activist Rohit

has the highest number (with 2.03 lakh persons) Choudhury, who had sought directions to

lakh persons).

m.

followed by A.P.(1.78 lakh ) and Karnataka (1.58 demolish the 2.2 km wall constructed by the

corridor

The National Green Tribunal has dismissed

a review petition by a refinery in Assam for
retaining a concrete boundary wall with barbed

wire on a part of a reserve forest, stating that
elephant corridors need to be protected.

Dismissing a review petition filed by Numaligarh

Refinery Limited, a Bench headed by NGT
chairperson Adarsh Kumar Goel said, “The
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the movement of elephants.
Based on an earlier petition by Mr. Choudhury,
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NGT junks plea to retain wall on elephant

refinery near the reserve as it was obstructing

counsel for the review petitioner submits that the
entire wall need not be demolished as the same

is not a part of the Deopahar Reserve Forest.
We are of the view that in view of categorical

finding already recorded by the tribunal, that

the NGT had in August 2016 asked NRL to
demolish the wall around an extended part of
its township acquired for residential complexes.
The green panel had also imposed an
environmental compensation of Rs. 25 lakh on
the refinery for constructing a boundary wall for
a golf course, that had led to the flattening of
a hill measuring 5 hectares and destruction of
forest.

Close to National Park
The refinery, close to Kaziranga National Park
and about 260 km east of Guwahati, was
expected to demolish the wall within a month.
It wasn’t until March this year the Golaghat
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demolished about 220 metres of the wall.
But the refinery filed the review petition saying
that the tribunal had not taken into account the
clearance of the State Environment Impact
Assessment Authority for the project.
Noting the death of 12 elephants due to the

Most babies not breastfed in their first
hour
As many as 6 out of 10 babies born in the
country are not able to begin breastfeeding
within one hour of birth despite an improvement
in institutional deliveries due to a lack of
supportive work environment, inadequate skills

m.

“barbed-wire and razor’s edge fencing” atop the

2008 for expansion of the township.

co
m

district administration and forest department

boundary wall, the tribunal said it was clear that
the NRL constructed the barrier in 2011 in the

upon Deopahar as well as a no-development

zone the Ministry of Environment and Forest
had notified around Kaziranga National Park in
1996.

Apart from the high-rise wall, the NGT noted
that the refinery had flattened a tree-rich hill

covering about 5 hectares to make a golf course
without approval of the Centre or compensatory

afforestation, “thereby leading to environmental
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deliveries, according to a new report made
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way of an elephant corridor and encroaching

of health care providers as well as caesarean

degradation”.

The NRL had in 1996 acquired 750 bighas
(107.14 hectares) of land for its old township

and secured it with a boundary wall. It acquired
another 67 bighas (9.57 ha) of tea estate land in

public.

First milk
Mother’s breast milk within one hour of birth
ensures that the infant receives the colostrum or
first milk, which is rich in protective factors. The
WHO and UNICEF also recommend exclusive
breastfeeding for infants up to the age of six
months and thereafter complementary foods
with continued breastfeeding up to 2 years of
age or beyond.
The 5th Report of Assessment of India’s Policy
and Programmes on Breastfeeding and Infant
and Young Child Feeding in 2018 also gives
India a score of 45 out of 100 on 10 parameters
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under the category of policy and programmes.

institutional deliveries which more than doubled

However, India performs better in terms of

during the same period, from 38.7 % to 78.9%.

34 out of 50 on five parameters.
The report has been prepared by a national
consortium

of

public

health

groups

and

agencies including government departments,

Breastfeeeding Trends Initiative (WBTI).

Early initiation of breastfeeding within one

The Khangchendzonga Biosphere Reserve
(KBR) of Sikkim, the highest biosphere reserve
in the country that includes the third highest
mountain peak in the world, Kanchenjunga
(8,586 m), has been included in the UNESCO’s
World Network of Biosphere Reserves (WHBR).
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hour of birth is 41.5%, exclusive breastfeeding
for the first six months is 54.9%, inclusion of

complementary feeding between 6-8 months is
42.7% and adequate complementary feeding
and minimum acceptable diet among 6-23
months children is as low as 9.6%, the report
cites data from NFHS-4.
Inching forward

India has made some progress over the years
and between National Family Health Survey

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

enters UNESCO list

m.

AIIMS and UNICEF, under the aegis of World

Khangchendzonga Biosphere Reserve

co
m

infant and young child feeding practices scoring

(NFHS)-3 and NFHS-4, early initiation of

breastfeeding has improved from 23.4% to
41.5% children breastfed within one hour of
birth.
This hasn’t kept pace with the stark increase in

The decision was taken at the International
Coordinating Council of Man and Biosphere
Reserve Programme, UNESCO, in its 30th
Session

held

at

Palembang,

Indonesia,

last month, a press release by Ministry of
Environment and Forest and Climate Change
said.

With the inclusion of the KBR, one of the highest
ecosystems in the world, reaching elevations of
1,220 m to 8,586 m above sea level, the number
of biosphere reserves from the country included
in World Network of Biosphere Reserves has
increased to 11.
The last biosphere reserve to be included was
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the Agasthyamalai Biosphere Reserve in Kerala

The Khangchendzonga National Park (KNP),

in 2016. The Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve was the

which comprises the core area of the KBR, was

first reserve from the country to be included in inscribed as India’s first “Mixed World Heritage
Site” on July 17, 2016. Eighty six per cent of the

of which 11 have been included in the WNBR.

core lies in the Alpine zone and the remaining

Boost to research

portions are located in the Himalayan wet

C.S. Rao, Additional Principal Chief Conservator

temperate and sub-tropical moist deciduous

of Forest, Sikkim, said the inclusion of the

forest.

m.

co
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the WNBR. India has 18 biospheres reserves,

Biodiversity hotspot

ecosystem of Sikkim on two counts: collaborative

The Khangchendzonga Biosphere Reserve is

research and tourism.

one of the world’s 34 biodiversity hotspots that
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KBR in the UNESCO list will boost the unique

“This development will boost international

has good species diversity with high levels of

research collaboration relating to flora, fauna

endemism, with many mountains, peaks, lakes,

and ecosystem of the KBR. Sikkim, with a caves, rocks, stupas (shrines) and hot springs.
population of about 6 lakh, gets15 lakh tourists

According to the Sikkim Forest Department,
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annually. This will help us get more tourists,” Mr. there are 4,500 species of flowering plants in
Rao said.

the KBR, including 424 medicinal plants and 36

Explaining, the importance of the KBR for Sikkim,

rhododendrons, 60 species of primulas and 11

he said the biosphere reserve comprises 41%

varieties of oaks .

of the entire geographical area of the mountain

The biosphere reserve has also listed 362

State. “Of the 2,931 sq km area of the KBR, species of ferns.“Over 118 species of the large
1,784 sq km is the core area of the biosphere number of medicinal plants are found in Dzongu
sphere, 835 sq km buffer area and 311 sq km Valley in north Sikkim,” a press statement of the
comprises transition area between habitation

PIB said.

and the biosphere reserve,” Mr. Rao said.

Mr. Rao said that many species protected under
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the Wildlife Protection Act have their home in

research, the states in which they are being

the KBR. This includes the Red Panda, Snow

carried out, their achievements and impact.

Leopard, Himalayan Black Beer and herbivores

Prime focus

co
m

species of Musk deer, Great Tibetan Sheep, There’s also a compilation of technologies
Blue Sheep, Boral and Barking Deer. Over 500

developed in India, the organisations that have

species and sub-species of birds, including

developed these technologies, those that have

high-altitude pheasants — Monal Pheasants,

funded them and the status of the technologies.

State Bird) — are also found in the reserve.

m.

Tragopan Pheasants and Blood Pheasants (the “A major thrust of the portal is to reach out to

research, funding

How does a budding math enthusiast figure out
career prospects for pursuing mathematics in
India? Which individual professors are blazing
new trails in, say, climate change research
here?

The Union science ministry’s communication

wing, Vigyan Prasar, has launched the India
Science Technology and Innovation portal that

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

from India and abroad, so that they can choose
from the mine of fellowships, scholarships and
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Centre launches portal for scientific

students, researchers, scholars, scientists both

can help with such queries.

Currently the portal can be queried for
information about the organisations carrying
out research, those funding them, international
collaborations, the scientists involved in the

funding and startup opportunities that India puts
on their plate,” says a note accompanying the
portal.

The portal follows a launch this week of India
Science (indiascience.in), an Internet-based
science channel, to showcase the developments
in science and technology in India.
Both the portal and the channel are part of a
push by the Science Ministry to improve its public
outreach. By next year, the Ministry hopes to
offer science programmes on Doordarshan and
eventually launch a dedicated science channel.
According to a roadmap prepared by the Union
government, the Science Ministry proposes
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to spend Rs. 15 crore over five years to cover Sandeep Basu from CSIR-IGIB and first author
of a paper published in ACS Chemical Biology.

IGIB team finds a new target to reverse
iron overload disease
Using zebrafish, researchers at the Institute
of Genomics and Integrative Biology (CSIRIGIB) have successfully discovered a pathway

Mutations in about six genes are known to
cause reduction in hepcidin hormone production
thereby causing excess iron accumulation. But
for the study, the research team led by Chetana
Sachidanandan created a disease model in

m.

that regulates hepcidin hormone production.

Gene mutations

co
m

costs of portal development and updates.

The hepcidin hormone, released by the liver,

Dysregulation of the hormone leads to anaemia

on one hand and excess iron accumulation in
organs such as liver and heart leading to multiorgan failure.

Hemochromatosis is a rare hereditary disease
that is characterised by iron accumulation or

overload in various tissues. The symptoms are

non-specific and hence difficult to diagnose.
Current options only manage the disease by

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(TFR2). Mutations in the TFR2 gene cause a
severe form of the disease.
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is a central regulator of iron in the body.

zebrafish by mutating one of these genes

removing excess iron. “One method is to bleed
the patients and the other is to absorb iron

using iron chelation, which is toxic to liver and
kidney and may also cause hearing problems.
There is no therapy currently available,” says

The zebrafish with the mutant gene showed
excess iron accumulation in organs, quite
similar to what is seen in humans.
In the conventional drug discovery approach,
the target protein and even the pathway are
already known and molecules that would either
inhibit or overproduce the target protein are
screened for. But the researchers adopted a
different approach for this study.
“Hepcidin gene is controlled by many factors,
many of them not well understood. So, instead
of picking one target for our drug screen, we
focused on the symptoms of the disease
— excess accumulation of iron,” says Dr.
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“We

knew

that

hepcidin

pathway signaling thus increasing hepcidin

hormone is low in the hemochromatosis

production and reducing iron overload,” says

patients, and that this causes iron overload.”

Basu. They tested three more compounds that

Since the researchers knew hepcidin production

target the same pathway to confirm that the

co
m

Sachidanandan.

is regulated by many signalling pathways, they NFkB pathway is indeed a key to regulating
selected 80 compounds that specifically target hepcidin production. “There are other signalling
signalling pathways in zebrafish. Of the 80 pathways that regulate hepcidin production
but our discovery places NFkB pathway as

m.

compounds tested, eight were found to induce
the production of hepcidin hormone in the

an

important

negative

hepcidin

hormone

fish. “One of these compounds is a blocker of production,” Basu says.
When the pathway in the zebrafish model of
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NFkB signalling pathway. This pathway was not

known to be important in hepicidin regulation in Hemochromatosis was inhibited using the
the liver.” This is the first time that researchers

four compounds, the hepcidin production was

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

have been able to identify and tell that the NFkB restored and iron overload was reduced, thus
pathway regulates liver hepcidin production.

reducing the severity of the disease.

Unbiased strategy

To further reconfirm the role of the NFkB pathway,

“It was not a blind screening, but rather we

the researchers removed it in zebrafish. This

used our existing knowledge about hepcidin

led to overproduction of hepcidin hormone in

regulation. When we don’t have a deep

the fish, confirming that the pathway negatively

understanding of a disease, but need to discover

regulates the production of the hormone.

drug candidates, this kind of unbiased strategy

None of the four compounds tested in zebrafish

is more efficient,” she says.

is approved for use in humans; one compound

The researchers tested the ability of this tested is approved for use in poultry. “The target
compound to regulate hepcidin production. “The pathway has been identified even though the
small molecule targets and inhibits the NFkB tested compounds cannot be used as drugs.
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The SSLV is said to be Dr. Sivan’s dream

strategy for therapy,” says Dr. Sachidanandan.

concept for a quick-response space vehicle,

“Now that we know the pathway to be targeted,

and the project was initiated when he was the

it’s easier to discover drug molecules.”

Director of the VSSC until January this year.

“We are now working to see if we can apply this
therapeutic strategy for Thalassemia patients,”
Basu says.

co
m

What is important is that we have found a

ISRO set to launch its TV channel
The Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) will have an year-long Vikram Sarabhai
centenary celebration starting in August 2019

m.

Small launcher will have a big impact

to honour the visionary scientist and legendary

made in three days by a handful of people

founding father.
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A small Indian satellite launch vehicle that was

at about 10% of current costs looks set to In a few months’ time, it plans to roll out a
revolutionise the global satellite launch industry. dedicated ISRO TV channel, showcasing space
The SSLV (small satellite launch vehicle) is being

applications, developments and science issues,

developed at a furious pace at ISRO’s Vikram

targeting young viewers and people in remote

Sarabhai Space Centre. The SSLV will be an

areas in their language.

on-demand rocket for small satellites weighing

Series of events

about 500-700 kg. It will be autonomous and

Sarabhai, the architect of the Indian space

highly intelligent, versatile and capable of programme, the first ISRO chief and renowned

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

adapting to different launch situations and cosmic ray scientist, was born on August 12,
requirements.

1919.

Its first test launch is planned for mid-2019.

ISRO’s tributes to Sarabhai start with naming

Once proven, the SSLV’s production would be

the first Indian moon landing spacecraft of the

offered to industry through Antrix Corporation,

Chandrayaan-2 mission ‘Vikram’. The mission

according to ISRO Chairman K. Sivan.

is planned for early 2019.
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A chair each at Sarabhai’s two alma maters,

association with the International Astronautical

Cambridge University and Gujarat University, Federation, the global space networking body.
as also at the Massachusetts Institute of

Space clubs, knowledge centres and talk shows

co
m

Technology (MIT), would be set up, apart from are also among the plans.
Public satellite launches

in the country and abroad, ISRO Chairman

As it strengthens its public outreach, ISRO will

K. Sivan said at a news conference , the 99th

shortly start allowing the public to watch satellite

birthday of the legend.

launches from its Sriharikota launch centre.

m.

giving awards, scholarships and fellowships

Sarabhai was only 28 when he sowed the

“We are opening our space port to visitors just

seeds of a space agency around the late

as NASA (the U.S.’ National Aeronautical and
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1940s and 1950s. “We have planned an year- Space Administration) does,” Dr. Sivan said.
long centenary of the visionary architect of the
space programme and our first Chairman, Dr.
Sarabhai, during 2019-20. A series of activities

will be organised nationally and internationally to
commemorate the great international scientist,”
Dr. Sivan said.

The events are being taken up with an initial
outlay of Rs. 50 crore.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Earlier,

former

Kasturirangan

Chairman

unveiled

a

of

new

ISRO

K.

bust

of

Sarabhai at the remodelled atrium of the ISRO
headquarters, Antariksh Bhavan.

Dr. Sivan said 100 lectures by science luminaries
would be held across the country and in

Gaganyaan, India’s first manned mission,
set to be a reality by 2022
An Indian astronaut, be it a man or a woman,
will go on a space odyssey by 2022 on board
‘Gaganyaan’, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
said in his Independence Day address here.
He said when India celebrates 75th year of
Independence in 2022, “and if possible even
before, an Indian son or daughter” will undertake
a manned space mission on board ‘Gaganyaan’
“carrying the national flag”. Chandrayaan-1 was
India’s first lunar probe.
It was launched by the Indian Space Research
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Organisation in October 2008 and operated

between border commanders under the existing

until August 2009. Mangalyaan is another

mechanisms.

Indian space project. The Mars Orbiter Mission One tent is still there, and the discussions are
continuing, an official source said. The incident

co
m

(MOM), also called Mangalyaan, is a space

probe orbiting Mars since September 24, 2014. comes a year after the 73-day stand-off at the
Doklam trijunction.

India, China Armies meet in Ladakh
Amid continuing transgression by China at

and China held a ceremonial Border Personnel

The two countries have instituted several
mechanisms to resolve such issues.
However, according to government figures,
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Meeting to mark India’s Independence Day.

Line of Actual Control.

m.

Demchok in eastern Ladakh, the Armies of India

Transgressions are common along the unsettled

The meeting was held at Chushul-Moldo and
Daulat Beg Oldie. The Indian delegations were
led by Brigadier V.K. Purohit and Colonel Anil

Kumar Sharma, and the Chinese delegations by

the number of transgressions by the People’s
Liberation Army into Indian territory has gone
up from 272 in 2016 to 426 in 2017.

Senior Colonel Wang Jun Xian and Lieutenant

With human space flight, India to push

Colonel Li Ming Ju.

frontiers

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

However, not far from the venues, a stand-off Gaganyaan, the human space flight Programme
has been going on in Demchok since early July

green-flagged and set for 2022 by Prime Minister

when Chinese troops intruded 300 metres into

Narendra Modi, is highly doable, Chairman of

the Indian territory and pitched tents. Official

the Indian Space Research Organisation K.

sources said a group of Chinese soldiers entered

Sivan said here soon after it was announced.

the area, in the garb of nomads, and pitched V.R. Lalithambika, a specialist in advanced
five tents. However, four tents were removed

launcher technologies, will helm the project as

within days, after India opened discussions

Director of the Human Space Flight Project.
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Most of the critical technologies and hardware
required for the project are ready or have been
demonstrated by its centres. ISRO would now
stitch them up into a complete project and
present a comprehensive project report to get
a formal approval of the government, Dr. Sivan

The kind of tension typically felt outside a
maternity ward was seen at Byculla zoo .
Anxious minutes passed as staffers waited for
the baby’s arrival. And at 8.02 p.m., they saw,
via CCTV, the sight they had anticipated for 40
days — the first Humboldt penguin to be born in
India, or as someone put it, ‘the freedom baby’,

m.

said. “We have tested the necessary critical

Mumbai gives India its first baby penguin

co
m

The mission is estimated at Rs. 9000 crore.

technologies required for the Human Space

Flight Programme (HSP) and are confident of

said.

“We will now speed up the paper work and
submit a project report for formal approval. We
may immediately need around Rs. 2,000 crore

for enhancing infrastructure and technologies
at two or three centres and we will be asking for
this amount,” he told The Hindu .

When it achieves the mission, India would
be the fourth nation to circle Earth after the

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

The seven penguins in Byculla zoo paired up
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achieving it as stated by the Prime Minister,” he

born on August 15.

Soviets, the Americans and the Chinese. In
1984, India’s first astronaut Wing Commander

(retd.) Rakesh Sharma orbited Earth as part of
a Soviet mission.

soon after being placed in their enclosure more
than two years ago, with only little Bubbles
remaining single. Donald and Daisy, Olive and
Popeye, and Mr. Molt and Flipper achieved
celeb status. In fact, three-year-old Mr. Molt, the
new father, had a brief fling with Bubbles before
dumping her for Flipper, who is four-and-a-half
years old.
The couple built a home using the bamboo,
sand, and pebbles kept for the purpose. On
July 5, Flipper laid an egg, the first one of the
colony. Since then, the parents had been taking
turns to incubate it.
Alert parents
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in Assam will start moving 160 km northeast.

enough, and abandon it. But they did not do

The one-horned rhino of the Kaziranga National

so, and that was the first sign of hope,” said Dr.

Park (KNP) is the reason for this “long march”.

Sanjay Tripathi, director of Byculla zoo.

On August 14, Assam’s Environment and Forest

The egg’s 40-day incubation ended on August

Department issued a notification saying the KNP

15. The same day, after 7 p.m., zoo authorities

had been split into two divisions — the existing

saw cracks on the egg. The chick used its beak

Eastern Assam Wildlife and the new Biswanath

to eventually break it open at 8.02 p.m. “It made

Wildlife — for “intensive wildlife management”.

m.

co
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“If the egg is infertile, the parents find out soon

a shrieking sound while coming out. The chick The Brahmaputra separates the two divisions
remained with the parents. It was only in the

straddling a total area of 1,030 sq.km. Kaziranga
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morning that we went to inspect it,” said Dr. had an area of only 232 sq.m when it began its
Madhumita Kale, head veterinarian.

journey as a proposed reserve forest on June

It weighed 75 gm and was reported to be healthy.

1, 1905.

The average weight of a healthy newborn

The KNP officials said the creation of the

penguin is 60-80 gm. The zoo will conduct a

Biswanath Wildlife Division, with headquarters

DNA test to determine its sex. , the baby ate the

at Biswanath Chariali in northeastern Assam,

same seafood as the parents, who regurgitate

will

and feed it the slurry. The chick’s eyes have not

Afforestation Division at Hojai 160 km away.

fully opened, and it was in a prone position. It

In fact, the afforestation division has been

would be up on its feet only after a week. It can

renamed a wildlife division.

swim only after a few months from now.

All these years, the KNP was being administered

In rhino country, a division to boost
conservation efficiency
In about a week’s time, an entire forest division

entail

relocating

the

Central Assam

by the Eastern Assam Wildlife Division with
headquarters at Bokakhat on the southern bank
of the Brahmaputra. This division was formed in
1966, two years before the State government
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designated Kaziranga a national park, though it the division to be shifted might be suited for
was given the official status in 1974.

wildlife protection, so there could be transfers.

The Eastern Assam Wildlife Division had But at the end, Kaziranga will now have many
more hands,” he said. He could not provide an

or Kohora, Western or Bagori, Burapahar

estimate of the number of people to be shifted

and Northern — until the split. All except the

to Kaziranga.

co
m

five ranges — Eastern or Agratoli, Kaziranga

Northern Range are on the southern bank of The KNP, a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
1985, currently has a staff strength of nearly

m.

the Brahmaputra. Now, the Northern Range,

1,300. Wildlife officials estimate that the park

to the Biswanath Wildlife Division with four

would require at least 3,000 men if they were to

ranges of its own — Eastern or Gamiri, Central

be deployed in eight-hour shifts.

or Biswanath Ghat, Western or Nagshankar

Between 2015 and February this year, 74 rhinos

and Crime Investigation Range.

fell to poachers in Assam. Many of these rhinos

“Much of the rhino poaching was being done

were from the KNP, though there have been

from the northern side of the Brahmaputra,

fewer cases of poaching since 2017.
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with an area of 401 sq.km, has been upgraded

which was difficult to manage for officers According to the last rhino census in March, the
posted on the southern side. Splitting the KNP KNP has an estimated 2,413 rhinos. The park
into two divisions means there will now be two

also has 57% of the world’s wild water buffalo

divisional forest officers under one director population, one of the largest groups of Asian

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(based in Bokakhat near the Agratoli range), elephants and 21 Royal Bengal tigers per 100
ensuring better vigil,” Assam’s Principal Chief

Conservator of Forest N.K. Vasu told The
Hindu .

“We will start moving to Biswanath in six or
seven days. Not all the officers and staff of

sq.km – arguably the highest striped cat density.

JNCASR: A new, robust form of gold
Researchers from Jawaharlal Nehru Centre
for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR),
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Bengaluru, have developed a new type of tips of the new crystallites while the rest of the
gold in the form of very small crystals — crystal surface was devoid of copper. This may
microcystallites. The microcrystal gold has be due to the different arrangement of the new
facets,” explains Chaitali Sow, Ph.D student at

dissolve in mercury and Aqua regia (a mixture

JNCASR and one of the authors of the paper

of nitric acid and hydrochloric acid), and showed

published recently in Angewandte Chemie.

the least interaction with copper.

The researchers then investigated the stability

co
m

been found to be nobler than gold — it do not

m.

The microcystallites were synthesised by of the gold microcystallites using corrosive
agents like mercury and Aqua regia. While

gold and other ions under controlled conditions.

normal gold disappeared in a matter of minutes

The newly formed microcystallites, about 3

when immersed in mercury and also in aqua
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decomposing an organic complex containing

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

micrometre in length were found to be of a regia, the gold crystallites remained intact.
different crystal structure. Normal gold has

Microscopy imaging showed that the surface

a (face-centered) cubic structure, while the

was undamaged.

new ones exhibit deformed cubic structure —

“All these properties make our new crystallites

tetragonal and orthorhombic cells.

an ideal candidate for catalytic purposes.

Copper growth

Gold in itself is not a catalyst but the new gold

The researchers then examined copper growth

microcystallites have very active surfaces.

on these gold crystals when subjected to

Compared with other catalysts like palladium

plating without the use of electrodes. Electron

and ruthenium, gold is cheaper and it can also

microscopy images revealed that thick copper

be easily recovered,” explains Prof. Giridhar U.

got deposited on normal gold within minutes,

Kulkarni, Director at the Centre for Nano and

while no detectable copper was seen on the

Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), Bengaluru and

central portion of the new crystals even after an

corresponding author of the paper. “Though the

hour. “We found deposition of copper only on the

production cost of the crystallites is a little high,
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The researchers studied how different groups

More studies are needed to understand them

(guilds) of birds — including nectar drinkers

fully in the context wide range of applications in

like sunbirds and insectivores such as drongos

the offing,” he added.

— use these two habitats and the different

Meghalayan farms are also bird habitats
We know agricultural landscapes near protected
areas are important habitats for wildlife in some

woodland vegetation found there. They find that
areas outside the protected areas were used by
all guilds of birds, suggesting that these areas
maintained a functional bird community.

m.

regions. Now, researchers have proved this

co
m

we are optimising it to bring down the cost.

to be true in Meghalaya with the finding that

groups that play various roles — from insect
controllers to fruit-eating seed dispersers — in
the ecosystem. There are more than 100 bird
species in the cultivated areas.

While several of India’s natural ecosystems

including forests are now ‘Protected Areas’
(PAs), there are many patches that fall outside
PA-limits but also support wildlife. Meghalaya’s
Nongkhyllem Wildlife Sanctuary and reserve

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

areas, the team examined the effects of
vegetation structure — trees and shrubs — on
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wooded cultivated areas support multiple bird

Studying the presence of such birds in these

forest are surrounded by community-managed

forests and wooded betel leaf farms. A recent
study by Wildlife Conservation Society-India
found out how important these wooded areas
are for birds.

the use of sites by different guilds of birds. They
find that tree cover did not matter because most
of these areas are highly wooded; shrub cover
and bamboo influenced use of wooded areas
by birds.
Species richness
The team also studied species richness in these
areas. Surprisingly, agricultural woodlands
supported more bird species than the protected
areas did: bird species richness was higher in
the wooded areas than in the protected areas
due to increased number of generalist birds.
But that does not mean protected areas are
not important; some specialised species are
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was known to exist on earth.

large woodpeckers were not spotted as

Identifying helium was key in usherring in a

much in farmlands,” said Syiem. “So wooded

new era in astronomy, namely astrophysics.

agricultural areas are important supplementary

“Sitting here on Earth, and by analysing nothing

bird habitats.”

more than the spectrum of light, we can now

A lot of forests are at risk in Meghalaya because

determine the chemical compositions of stars

they are being converted into permanent open

and gas far far away, and even calculate their

cultivation; encouraging regenerating forest

temperature and density,” says Niruj Mohan

m.
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still dependent on them. “Birds including

areas or crops that require tree cover would be

Ramanujam. A member of the Public Outreach

important, he added.

and Education Committee of the Astronomical
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This well-designed study reinforces that at the Society of India, Dr Ramanujam gave a talk on
landscape level, we can maximise the number the occasion at The Institute of Mathematical
of species we conserve by not just protecting

Sciences, Chennai.

natural habitats but also by ensuring the

Astronomers do this analysis routinely now, but

persistence of wooded areas (like regenerating

the story of how this came about is intimately

forest) between protected areas, Princeton

linked with an eclipse that was seen in Andhra

University-scientist Umesh Srinivasan says in

Pradesh exactly 150 years ago..

an email.

Dr Biman Nath, an astrophysicist from Raman

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Helium is now 150

On August 18, 1868, helium was discovered
by astronomers studying the sun during a total

solar eclipse. The site of this discovery was

none other than the Andhra coast. It is the only
element to have been seen in the sun before it

Research Institute, Bengaluru, describes this
discovery in his book, The Story of Helium and
the Birth of Astrophysics. On August 18, 1868,
astronomers across the globe geared up to
watch the solar eclipse in its path of totality.
Those from the Royal Astronomical Society led
by Major James Francis Tennant, and French
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astronomer Pierre Jules Janssen, chased the

of helium, died in 1891 and is buried at St

eclipse to Guntur. The Government Astronomer

George’s Cathedral, Chennai.

Pogson and his team watched the eclipse from
Machilipatnam.
Their aims was to study the corona, the outer
layer of the sun, which is only visible during a

forth by Gustav Kirchoff and Robert Bunsen –
that all materials radiate light of a characteristic

the

astronomers

did

confirm

this

hypothesis, it was Pogson who had a hunch
that the bright yellow line they saw in the sun’s

spectrum was not due to the presence of

sodium, known for its yellow flame, in the sun’s
atmosphere, but a hitherto unknown element.
This was confirmed by Joseph Norman Lockyer

, who also gave it the name of helium – as helios

refers to the sun. It was only in 1895, more than

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

impact

As heavy rains pound Kerala and overflowing
rivers inundate most of the state, the increasing
numbers of instances of extreme weather
events in India have deepened concerns about
the impact of climate change.
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colour when they are hot.
While

raises concerns over climate change

m.

total solar eclipse, and confirm a proposition put

Rise in extreme weather events in India

co
m

of the Madras Observatory, Norman Robert

25 years later, that helium was isolated in the
lab by William Ramsey.

The site of the Madras Observatory now

houses the Nungambakkam Meteorological
Observatory, and Norman Pogson, discoverer

“Heavy rainfall used to occur in Kerala, but not
with such continuity. This time, there has been
widespread rain continually for a long time which
has not been seen in recent years. However, we
have observed that the intensity of daily rainfall
is indeed increasing, especially along the
western coast and in the north-eastern states,”
said Dr D.S. Pai, head, climate prediction group
, India Meteorological Department (IMD), Pune.
One such analysis done by IMD researchers
has indicated increased disaster potential for
instant flooding over central India, where the
intensity and frequency of heavy and very
heavy rainfall have been increasing.
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“Our

vulnerability

to

extreme

rainfall

is would increase because of climate change, and
it is happening across the globe. India is more

lying areas and land development is changing

vulnerable because of its wide geographical

drainage patterns. When there is more rain than

and demographic variations. This makes it all

the soil can absorb, water will quickly run-off

the more important to strengthen our climate

overwhelming streams, drains and rivers, and

mitigation plans,” said Malti Goel, former

causing flash floods,” said Dr Roxy Matthew Koll

advisor, department of science and technology

from Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology,

and

co
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increasing as more people are living in low-

Climate

Change

Research

m.

founder,

Institute, Delhi.

that the number of extreme rainfall events have

More than 40 million hectares or 12% of the

gone up by threefold in India.

country’s land is prone to floods and river
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Pune, whose recent study in Nature highlighted

According to the study, there have been 285

erosion, according to the National Disaster

reported flooding events in India over 1950-

Management Authority (NDMA), which says

2017 affecting about 850 million people, leaving

disasters seriously threaten India’s economy, its

19 million homeless and killing about 71,000

population and sustainable development, mainly

people.

because of its increasing vulnerabilities related

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

In its recent State of the Climate Report, the to changing demographics and socio-economic
US-based National Oceanic and Atmospheric

conditions and unplanned urbanization.

Administration (NOAA) also raised concerns

Severe

about the number of casualties in India because

catastrophic loss of life and property across the

weather

events

have

caused

of extreme rainfall events last year. As many country in recent years. Torrential rainfall caused
as 800 lives were lost in heavy rain and flood

floods in Jhelum and Chenab in 2014, causing

related incidents during the monsoon last year, nearly 400 villages in Kashmir to submerge.
it noted.

Chennai bore the brunt next year in November

“It was expected that extreme weather events

2015, Assam in 2016. In 2017, Mumbai and
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materials reached the camps and the needy.

record heavy rainfall.

“Each relief operation is being monitored

Uttarakhand is yet to recover from the trail of

closely from the point of origin to the 3,594 relief

destruction left by flash floods in June 2013,

camps set up in the State. Border-to-border

which was the country’s worst natural disaster

pilot is also being provided to ensure that the

since the tsunami of 2004.

relief materials reach the needy,” an official who

co
m

Gujarat were forced to shut down because of

is attached to the control room since it started

An ‘ops room’ to manage flood relief

functioning said.

Weather updates, inputs from various sources,

m.

The Disaster Management State Control Room
set up in the Secretariat here has virtually

become an emergency operation centre,

the flood-hit and for effective implementation of
rescue-and-relief operations.

Housed in room 372 of the Main Block of the
Secretariat that has the office of Additional Chief
Secretary, Revenue and Disaster Management,

the 24x7 control room swung into action from
August 8 to ensure proper coordination among

various stakeholders engaged in rescue-andrelief operations and in transportation.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

by air, sea and road also pour into the control
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responding immediately to distress calls from

and information on movement of relief materials

Though rescue operations in flood-affected
areas are almost over, the control room was
still a beehive of activity for the post-flood relief
operations with officials of various agencies

busy with the task of ensuring that the relief

room for effective single-point coordination and
to ensure that the needy gets assistance.
The toll-free numbers and landlines in the control
room that were getting 300 to 400 calls daily
are not that busy now, indicating completion
of rescue operations. The wireless unit of the
Kerala Police, managed by a six-member team,
that functions from outside the control room is
still busy.
Besides P.H. Kurian, Additional Chief Secretary
and State Relief Commissioner, who heads
the control room, Shekar L. Kuriakose, Head,
State Disaster Management Authority (SDMA),
and Rekha Nambiar, Superintendent, National
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Disaster Response Force (NDRF), are the key

crew capsules, fuel-saving scramjet missions

persons.

and the distant single-stage launchers. Locally

The Kerala Police team is lead by ADGP made materials will also help to cut imports and
Security)

Sudheesh

Kumar

and

He was delivering the 37th annual Brahm

Dathan. Senior officers of the Indian Army, Air

Prakash memorial lecture organised by the

Force, Navy, Coast Guard, BSF, CRPF, Kerala

Indian Institute of Metals and the Indian Institute

Fire and Rescue Services, Revenue, and Motor

of Science. Brahm Prakash was a renowned

m.

assisted by Dy.SPs Sheen Tharayil and R.

Vehicles Department were all part of the team

metallurgist and former director of ISRO’s Vikram

and are still playing an active role.

Sarabhai Space Centre, Thiruvananthapuram,
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in the 1970s.

ISRO awaits advanced materials

A national effort is needed to develop and
produce advanced and exotic materials to drive

the future space programme, Indian Space

Research Organisation (ISRO) Chairman K.
Sivan has said.
Along

with

high

propulsion

systems

for

its launch vehicles, the ISRO is pursuing

materials that have extraordinary properties,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

also lower mission costs, Dr. Sivan said here.

co
m

(Coastal

such as aluminium and beryllium alloys and

carbon nanotubes. These are needed for the
upcoming high-profile national missions such
as the Human Space Programme (HSP), the
Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV), re-entering

“In recent years, ISRO has indigenised a large
number of materials that are hard to get. This has
reduced the import content from around 32% to
8% now. However, development of advanced
materials such as carbon carbon composites
and those for electronics is the immediate need
of the space programme. A national effort is
required in these two areas,” Dr. Sivan said.
“Lab-level R&D can produce small quantities
of special materials. We want industry to come
forward to produce them in large quantities,” Dr.
Sivan later told this newspaper.

Govt

allows

oxytocin
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As part of this, in addition to a functioning

Setting aside its ban on the sale of oxytocin, the

node on the Siachen glacier, four more nodes

Health Ministry has allowed private retail stores

are being established to enable medical

to sell the life-saving hormone from September

consultation between soldiers deployed on the

1, an official said. State-owned Karnataka

glacier and medical echelons in the rear.

Antibiotics Pvt Ltd will be the only company to

During winter months, many of the remote

co
m

private chemists

manufacture and distribute oxytocin in India posts are cut off for several months because of

banned the import of oxytocin.

emergency

evacuation

Communication

near

through

impossible.

satellite-enabled

telemedicine nodes will be a paradigm shift
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ISRO telemedicine nodes for soldiers in
high-altitude areas

In a major effort to improve emergency medical
support to soldiers posted in high-altitude

areas, especially Siachen, the Integrated
Defence Staff of the Defence Ministry and the
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)

signed a memorandum of understanding to set
up telemedicine nodes in critical places across

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

adverse terrain and extreme weather, making

m.

from September 1. The government has already

in the delivery of lifesaving health care till the
weather clears up and movement is possible.
This joint initiative by ISRO and the Armed
Forces Medical Services will transform the
reach of telemedicine to soldiers, airmen and
sailors in remote and isolated posts, the official
added.

the country.

Green process cuts water use, pollution

“ISRO will establish 53 more nodes in the first

in textile industry

phase over and above the existing 20, in various

A completely green method developed by

establishments of the Army, Navy and Air Force

researchers from the University of Calicut,

across the country,” a defence official said.

Kerala, can potentially do away with using water

In Siachen

for sizing and desizing cotton and polyster yarn.
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researchers used liquid carbon dioxide as

also one of the biggest water polluters.

solvent and tested three agents that easily

By using liquid and supercritical carbon dioxide

dissolve in carbon dioxide for sizing both cotton

instead of water, and sucrose octaacetate in

and polyester yarn.

co
m

Textile industry is highly water-intensive and

place of starch, team of researchers led by Best agent

“Of the three agents tested, we found sucrose

University’s Department of Chemistry has

octaacetate produced the best results,” says

made the sizing and desizing process eco-

Dr. Raveendran. The yarn had a smooth,

friendly. The results of the study were published

glassy coating on the surface and the strength

in the journal ACS Sustainable Chemistry &

of the yarn (cotton and polyester) nearly
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m.

Dr. Poovathinthodiyil Raveendran from the

Engineering.

doubled and the yarn exhibited improved

Before the yarn is woven into fabric, it is coated

mechanical properties essential for weaving.

with sizing agents to strengthen the yarn (to

All the microfibres that protrude from the yarn

decrease breakages on the loom) and protect

were aligned and smoothened. The abrasion

it from damage and reduce friction. Sizing

resistance also increased upon sizing.

also removes or smoothens the projecting

The yarn after sizing has to be dried when water

microfibres that might interfere with the weaving

is used, making the entire process energy-

process.

intensive. But no drying is needed when liquid

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

Traditionally, starch mixed in water is used for carbon dioxide is used as it is an inherently dry
the sizing process, and this requires plenty of

process. When the pressure of carbon dioxide

water. The used water is disposed of, leading

is reduced to gas phase pressure, the carbon

to water pollution. “So we looked at changing

dioxide changes its state from a liquid to gas

the sizing process from a wet to a completely leaving the yarn dry. “The yarn becomes dry
dry process,” says Dr. Raveendran. The instantaneously,” he says.
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Once the weaving is completed, the sizing agent

agent separates out from the yarn and settles

has to be completely removed from the yarn as at the bottom.
“The best part of this process is that it is zero-

used in textile processing. In the conventional

pollution, zero-waste as both carbon dioxide

desizing process, large volume of water is used

and the sizing agent (sucrose octaacetate),

for desizing or washing the fabric to remove the

which is modified cane sugar, can be recycled

sizing agent from the yarn, which generates lots

endlessly,”

of waste water.

researchers are next planning to scale up the

of

water,

the

researchers

used

supercritical carbon dioxide for desizing. “While

Dr.

Raveendran.

The

process and are looking at setting up a pilot
plant to test the green process.
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both liquid and supercritical carbon dioxide

have lower viscosity and surface tension
compared with water, the molecular diffusion

of supercritical carbon dioxide is 10 times

more than liquid carbon dioxide,” says Dr.
Raveendran. “The more the molecular diffusion,

the faster will be the movement of molecules

in the fluid and this determines the efficiency
of cleaning.” The sizing agent dissolves in the
supercritical carbon dioxide when it comes in

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

says

m.

Instead

co
m

it might resist dyes and chemicals commonly

contact with it.

As in the case of sizing, the yarn (in the fabric)

becomes dry almost instantaneously when the
pressure of carbon dioxide is reduced to gas
phase pressure after desizing. And the sizing

Elephants wake up their sleepy genes to
protect against cancer
Cells in our body have built-in mechanisms to
be healthy, to correct errors, and to divide and
grow to optimum size and make more copies
of themselves. Each of these processes is
strictly governed. But what if something goes
wrong due to external insults, such as smoking,
or high doses of radiation? Cancer is one such
result, wherein the DNA in the cells is damaged,
leading to non-stop multiplication and formation
of uncontrolled large masses of tumour tissues,
debilitating organs in the body. There are
relevant genes and their proteins in the cells
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which attempt to resist such tumour growth. A body mass and cancer probability. This inverse
relationship was first noticed by Dr. Richard

check and control mechanisms are tampered

Peto of Oxford University about 70 years ago,

with that cancer results.

and has come to be known as Peto’s Paradox.

Peto’s Paradox

Since then, quite a few scientists have been

co
m

gene called TP53 is one such. It is when these

Let us also note that cell division is not error- trying to unravel the reason behind this riddle.
proof. The more cells there are in a body, the A possible explanation to this paradox comes

m.

more chances there are for such errors to occur from studying the genome (the entire collection
— the growth error can override the protective of genes in the body) of organisms. Over the
mechanisms. Thus, if every cell has an equal

course of evolution, animals such as mice,
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chance of going cancerous, elephants which humans, manatees and mammoths have
have many billions of cells in their bodies would

gathered a large number of genes. Many of these

be expected to have greater chances of getting

genes are active and generate the materials

cancer than us humans. But it turns out that necessary for the functioning of the organisms.
elephants (with a typical body mass of around

But if one looks at the genome carefully, one

4,800 kg) are found to have a cancer rate of finds that anywhere between 2–20% of the DNA

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

5–8%, compared to 11–25% in us humans. This in the genome is hardly used at all. They are
is also true of whales (40,000 kg); they seldom

just there, not coding for any RNA or proteins,

get cancer. And the 600 kg manatees, also called

but accumulated as evolutionary, ancestral

sea ‘cows’ (because they are vegetarians, and

heritage or baggage. Biologists have impolitely

live on water plants in tropical seas) too seldom called them ‘junk DNA’. (It is estimated that over
get cancer. On the other hand, a mouse, which

97% of the genetic sequence in the human

hardly weighs a few grams, is 3 times more

genome is ‘junk’). Many of these do not carry

likely to get cancer than us humans. Thus, there

a ‘promoter’ to activate them to function. If

seems more an inverse correlation between

one were to activate these ‘non-coding genes’
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by some mechanism, there could be extra woken up to fight the war and he did, making
functions that the cell might acquire.

Sugriva unconscious. Kumbakarna was not a

Waking ‘zombie’ genes

corpse, but just sleeping!)

co
m

It is this ‘waking up’ of such ‘sleeping DNA’ The Chicago authors found that in the elephant
genome, the silent gene LIF was ‘woken up’ by

the remarkable ability of elephants to not get

an anti-cancer protein molecule called p53. The

cancer. This suggestion has recently been made

gene LIF (which is known as leukemia inhibitory

by a group at the University of Chicago, led by

factor) acts against damage to the DNA in cells,

m.

sequences that appears to be responsible for

which are damaged and thus become cancer-

in elephants is upregulated by TP23 to induce

prone. And, the elephant genome has 10 copies

apoptosis in response to DNA” (and published

of the LIF gene; compare that with just one copy

in Cell Reports 24, 1765-76, August 14, 2018;

that we have. Once it is woken up, LIF begins
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Dr. Vincent J Lynch, titled “A zombie LIF gene

those interested in the paper may access it at its job of looking out for cells in the body whose
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cellrep.2018.07.042).

DNA might have been damaged, making them

By the way, the word ‘zombie’ is used here to

cancer-prone. It then works with some partner

describe a silent, sleeping gene, called LIF, in proteins to kill off such damaged cells. This
the elephant genome. Why zombie? This goes

process is induced by the protein p53 (which is

back to the folktale in the country Haiti, wherein

coded by the gene TP53), which is also known

a corpse is brought alive through voodoo or

as an anti-cancer molecule. Elephants have 20

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

black magic, mainly for manual labour. (On copies of TP53; compare this with just one copy
an aside, it would have been better to call

that we humans have. In effect, elephants have

LIF a Kumbakarna gene. In some versions of reduced cancer risk by evolving extra tumourRamayana, Ravana’s brother Kumbakarna

suppressor genes.

went off to a deep, long-lasting slumber, thanks

Given that the zombie/Kumbakarna gene LIF

to a spoonerist mistake he made, but had to be

can be upregulated, and thus lead to protection
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against cancer in pachyderms, should we not try baumannii. While another study had reported
and do this in humans? Sure enough, several

that the extra length of the C-terminus may

teams are already thinking about it, once the not be significant in another bacteria belonging
to the same family as A. baumannii, the team

Lasker or Nobel prize waiting for this feat.

found evidence to the contrary.

IIT Roorkee finds new drug target for
antibiotic resistant bacteria

The team led by Ranjana Pathania from the
Institute’s Department of Biotechnology found
that when the Hfq gene was removed (knocked

m.

Researchers at IIT Roorkee have identified a

co
m

Chicago team’s paper appeared. There is a

protein (Hfq) in Acinetobacter baumanniibacteria

protein plays an important role in metabolism,

drug resistance, stress tolerance and virulence.

The protein stabilises the interaction of small
RNA with its target mRNA molecules.

A. baumannii bacteria are resistant to several
antibiotics. They also survive in dry, desiccated
conditions for extended periods.

While most Gram-negative bacteria have Hfq
protein, the protein is particularly long in the

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

environmental stress, showed stunted growth,
survival under desiccation was compromised,
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that can be a potential drug target. The Hfq

out), the bacteria became susceptible to

case of A. baumannii. In E. coli, the length of

the Hfq protein is only about 100 amino acids

while there are 168 amino acids in the case of A.
baumannii . The end of the Hfq protein, called
the C-terminus is what is particularly long in A.

and the ability to form biofilm was reduced. “But
most importantly, the virulence of the bacteria
was significantly reduced in mice model infected
with the mutant bacteria,” says Prof. Pathania.
The results of the study were published in The
Journal of Biological Chemistry.
To reconfirm the role of the extra length of Hfq
protein, the researchers complemented or
added the full length of the protein and also
Hfq protein of different lengths (66, 72 and
92 amino acids). “While the full length of the
complemented protein could restore all the
functions and processes, including virulence,
the Hfq protein lacking the C-terminus tail could
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not restore the functions of the protein. So it Do hares benefit from wind farms?
With their tall turbines and rotating blades, wind

important,” she says.

farms often take the lives of bats and birds.

The resistance to two commonly used antibiotics

But windmills could be life-savers for black-

reduced twofold when the bacteria lacked the

naped hares, suggests a preliminary study.

Hfq gene, but the resistance increased nearly

Researchers find that these hares use a wind

co
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became apparent that the C-terminus tail is

fourfold in the case of another antibiotic. “We farm much more than forested areas in remote
Karnataka.

the resistance increases in the case of the other

Wind energy was long touted as ‘green’

drug (Meropenem),” she says.

until scientists began quantifying its various

m.

are currently studying the mechanism by which
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More than the gene’s role in altering drug ecological costs, including the direct toll it takes
resistance; the researchers are thrilled at how on wildlife. Birds and bats often collide with the
removing the Hfq gene causes the bacteria

blades of wind turbines resulting in their death.

to lose its ability to cause disease and the

Studies show that some groups of birds – such

growth getting compromised. “Targeting the

as birds of prey – avoid wind farms altogether.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

virulence of the bacteria is a rather new concept While conducting research on the impact on birds
which promises drugs that don’t lead to rapid

and bats in a wind farm located in the Harada

generation of resistance. Identification of Hfq

reserve forest (a scrub jungle in Karnataka’s

as a virulence factor in the bacteria opens up

Davangere

a new opportunity to develop more effective

Coimbatore’s Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology

drugs,” says Prof. Pathania.

and Natural History (SACON) noticed an

“Since the Hfq gene controls multiple pathways

odd thing: signs of black-naped hare (Lepus

in the bacteria, it will be difficult for the bacteria

nigricollis) in the reserve forest where the

to develop resistance against any drug that

turbines were present were numerous, evident

targets this gene,” says Prof. Pathania.

from the small, berry-like faecal pellets that

district)

that
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they left behind on the wind farm while using

of the wind turbines could be eliminating

the area. Could these little mammals be using aerial predators such as birds of prey. “Or, it
could just be the fact that windmill installations

where there were no wind turbines?

set amongst natural vegetation structurally

To find out, the team consisting of doctoral

mimic the forest openings and edges, which

researcher V. Anoop and scientists P. R. Arun

are normally preferred by the hares,” said Mr.

and Rajah Jayapal devised a simple field study

Anoop. “We hope to study this further. Though

to analyse the number of fresh hare pellets on

wind turbines have been installed in India since

m.

co
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the wind farm region more than the forest area

the ground in the wind farm and forest as a sign

1984, there are not enough studies on how they

of how intensely the animals used these areas.

affect wildlife.”
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They counted pellets in 32 rectangular plots in

each habitat type. Their results show that the
hares did use the wind farms more than they
did the forests without wind turbines. According
to their simple density calculations, the wind

farm had around three hares per hectare while

the reserve forests supported at least one hare
per hectare.

“But this is not a positive result,” said Mr. Anoop,

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

author of the study published in the Journal of

Threatened Taxa. “It suggests that hares are
deviating from the norm and using a human-

altered landscape more than their natural
habitats”
Why could this be happening? The presence

New compound to strike H. pylori
With the World health Organisation listing H.
pylori among the 16 antibiotic-resistant bacteria
that pose the greatest menace to human health,
there has been a growing concern about the
bacteria and finding new treatments for the
infection.
Now, researchers from National Institute of
Cholera and Enteric Diseases (ICMR-NICED),
West Bengal have assessed a compound
(ellagic acid) against H. pylori and found
that it can kill almost all clinical strains of this
bacterium. Ellagic acid was also found to aid
in the healing of the damaged gastric tissue in
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mice model.

About 5-30 mg/L of ellagic acid was tested on

“Treatment for H. pylori infection has not these drug-resistant strains and about 74%
significantly changed over the last decade. The

of the bacteria were killed at 15 mg/L. The

co
m

efficacy of the conventional antibiotic therapy morphology of the bacteria changed when
is not always satisfactory and now H. pylori

treated with ellagic acid.

isolates have gained high-level resistance

“The H.pylori bacteria are normally motile and

to

spiral in shape but after treatment the bacteria

antibiotics,

tetracycline

signifying

shifted to non-motile spherical or coccoid form.

a serious dilemma,” says Dr. Asish K.

We think that ellagic acid is possibly killing

Mukhopadhyay from NICED and corresponding

the bacteria by apoptosis. More studies are

m.

and

metronidazole,
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clarithromycin,

including

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

author of the paper published in Journal of needed to fully understand the pathways of the
Antimicrobial Chemotherapy. “There is a strong

compound,” says Ronita De, the first author of

need to explore new non-antimicrobial agents

the paper.

that are cost-effective, safe and applicable to

M ice model studies also showed that ellagic

all H. pylori infection.”

acid given for seven days not only killed the

Plant-derived

bacteria but also almost completely restored

The researchers examined ellagic acid, a major

the gastric epithelial damage induced by the

polyphenolic component of fruits, vegetables

organism.

and nuts which has been previously reported to

“Ellagic acid is a good antioxidant and can boost

have antibacterial properties. The antimicrobial

immunity of the body. Also H. pyloriinduced

property was tested against 55 different H. oxidative stress is neutralised. It can prove
pylori isolates collected from gastric biopsies

to be an inexpensive, diet-based treatment

of patients. Most of the strains were resistant

supplement,” adds Avijit Sarkar, Post-Doctoral

to clarithromycin, metronidazole or amoxicillin.

Fellow and one of the authors of the work.
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not

managed

using

a

scientific, decision-support system’
As Kerala grapples with the aftermath of
unprecedented rains and inundation, Secretary,
Ministry of Earth Sciences M. Rajeevan
explained to The Hindu the challenges of
forecasting floods in the State with relatively

the local level despite weather alerts and dam

In terms of weather-modelling, how well did our
rain forecast models capture the possibility of
such heavy rains in Kerala?

As far as Kerala is concerned, in August we had
two spells — on the 4th and the 14th — and

both of these were captured by our short range
weather prediction system. Each of them were
forecast three days in advance. We (The India

Meteorological Department) gave a forecast for

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

It means that the IMD is expecting heavy rains,
so State officials shouldn’t just be waiting.
Typically our authorities don’t strongly react
based on a red alert alone...
That’s a different issue but from the IMD’s side,
we’ve already warned. An ‘orange’ means ‘be
on alert’ and a ‘red’ means take action. So for
instance, if a dam is full and you’ve been warned
of heavy rains, then that means you should have
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management.

A ‘red alert’ means that you must initiate action.

m.

small rivers prone to flash floods, inaction at

normal?

co
m

‘Reservoirs

heavy rains district-wise — in the form of orange
and red alerts.

But did these maps give an estimate of the

quantum of rains expected—after all rains were
on average 50% and some places double the

been careful. Unfortunately, I’ve been given to
understand that Kerala has no flood warning
system. The Central Water Commission (CWC)
doesn’t have a flood warning station in Kerala.
But they do monitor rivers and the water levels
in rivers…
In Kerala the rivers are relatively small. For
instance, if it rains in a hilly region, it can flood
within 25 minutes and in an hour the water will
come. Rivers like Cauvery and Narmada have
huge basins and such inundations are much
slower.

Is there any reason there’s no flood warning
system in Kerala?
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Well, it’s said that this kind of a calamity hasn’t

short…a river can flood in half-hour. We can

happened in the past anywhere. As I said,

also use radars… during all this time, we have

the focus [by the CWC] is on large rivers and a radar in Thiruvananthapuram and Kochi.

co
m

especially those that traverse multiple States. Our local meteorology offices there used to
give CWC ‘nowcasts’ (forecasts valid for two

any place can be flooded.

hours). This is based on how convective clouds

But from the earth sciences perspective,

form and the way they move. All these products

can’t these flows be observed via satellites

are being given. However they have to be

and forecasts prepared?
You use them for studying the oceans…

m.

The point is that, any river can be flooded and

intelligently used by the recipient.
I’m not blaming individuals, institutions or
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Frankly speaking, we don’t have the mandate. government but it’s a fact that in India, none of
This is entrusted to the CWC. We (IMD) have

our reservoirs are managed using a scientific,

11 flood warning offices such as in Ahmedabad, decision-support system. It’s left to a few
Bhubaneshwar etc.. They interact with the individuals to take a decision.
CWC every day during the monsoon. Every Is it because reservoirs are the property of
river is divided into basins and we give a two to States and managed entirely by them?
three day forecast for each basin and we give Dams are managed by States and they worry
a quantity — the average rainfall over the basin

about their own personal requirements such as,

and how much is likely — and we run them in hydro-power management.

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

weather models to generate a forecast. This

You [dam managers] should know that (in the

is given to the CWC and they in turn use it to case of Kerala this year) it’s July, the dams are
estimate how much water is likely in a river.

full, there are two months of monsoon left…I’ll

Now might be a good time to establish one in

stop at that and don’t want to interpret further.

Kerala.

Decisions should be made by talking to the

Unfortunately the lead time would still be

meteorological office, factoring inputs. I don’t
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think there’s such a mechanism in place.

University of Utah electrical and computer

What is the forecast for Kerala? Have we

engineering associate professor Rajesh Menon

passed the worst of the season for the State? and his team took a picture of the University of

co
m

Over the next four to five days, there’s no major Utah’s “U” logo as well as video of an animated
stick figure, both displayed on an LED light

be sure. Our extended range forecasts (15 days

board. An inexpensive, off-the-shelf camera

and ahead) suggest that only north India will be

sensor was connected to the side of a plexiglass

getting more rain.

window, but pointed into the window while the

m.

rain expected in Kerala. Beyond that we can’t

light board was positioned in front of the pane at

rain. The west coast however will still see rain —

a 90-degree angle from the front of the sensor.

Karnataka, Maharashtra but not really Kerala. I

The resulting image from the camera sensor,

do feel that the worst is over for Kerala.

with help from a computer processor running
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The southern and interior part won’t get much

New trends in technology right now

In the future, your car windshield could become

a giant camera sensing objects on the road
or a window in a home could be turned into a

security camera. University of Utah electrical
and computer engineers have discovered a way

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

to create optics-less camera in which a regular

pane of glass or any see-through window can

become the lens. Their innovation was detailed
in a research paper, “Computational Imaging
Enables a ‘See-Through’ Lensless Camera,”

published in the newest issue of Optics Express.

the algorithm, is a low-resolution picture but
definitely recognizable. The method also can
produce full-motion video as well as color
images, Menon says in a 21 August press
release.

Applications for a lensless camera can be almost
unlimited. Security cameras could be built into a
home during construction by using the windows
as lenses. It could be used in augmented-reality
goggles to reduce their bulk.
With current AR glasses, cameras have to be
pointed at the user’s eyes in order to track their
positions, but with this technology they could be
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positioned on the sides of the lens to reduce size. Telangana.
The Blockchain District is envisaged to be

along the edges to capture more information.

a Center of Excellence for Blockchain—

And the technology also could be used in retina

an incubator for technology and process

or other biometric scanners, which typically

development with innovative infrastructure and

have cameras pointed at the eye.

facilities to foster growth of Indian blockchain

Fake news detector algorithm

start-ups and companies.

How AI is helping firms tap users of

m.

An algorithm-based system that identifies tell-

co
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A car windshield could have multiple cameras

tale linguistic cues in fake news stories could

provide news aggregator and social media sites

fight against misinformation.

The University of Michigan researchers who
developed the system have demonstrated
that it’s comparable to and sometimes better

than humans at correctly identifying fake
news stories. In a recent study, the system
successfully found fakes up to 76% of the time,
compared to a human success rate of 70%.
India’s First Blockchain District
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Do you know that close to a million bookings
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like Google News with a new weapon in the

Indian languages

The Telangana State Information Technology,
Electronics and Communication department

has signed an agreement with the Indian IT
services provider Tech Mahindra to launch
India’s first Blockchain district in the state of

are done in local languages daily on the Ola
app? The Ola app features 11 different regional
languages with around 80% drivers using the
vernacular format. Ola is just a case in point.
HDFC Securities became India’s first trading
house to offer stock trading services in local
languages over “HDFC Sec” Android app,
enabling its customers to buy and sell stocks in
12 Indian languages.
Similarly, instant messenger Hike introduced
eight Indian languages in December 2015 and
has localized sticker sets in 40 languages,
which contribute more than 30% of the traffic on
its app. Over 40% of healthcare startup Practo’s
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and

patient

communication

a few, such as Dhundhari, Kangri, Malvi and

messages are in 11 Indian languages. And the

Nimadi on their proprietary Android keyboards.

government’s BHIM UPI app with over 25 million

Microsoft supports e-mail addresses in 15

downloads is available in 13 Indian languages.

Indian languages across its apps and services.

co
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appointments

Localization of languages has indeed come of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
age. The internet user base in the country, which

(ML) technologies have only helped in furthering

was under 100 million till a few years back, the cause of local languages online. The
advancements in Natural Language Processing

m.

has now reached over half-a-billion—primarily
led by the rapid adoption of smartphones

(NLP) technologies, for instance, are enabling

and decreasing mobile data prices. This has

machines to go beyond mere translation, with
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propelled the Indic languages internet user base the ability to extract meanings, context and
in the country as well. In 2016, close to 60%

provide sentiment and intent analysis for text

of the 409 million internet users in India were

across various languages.

Indic language users. This number is growing

Google, for instance, has its Google Neural

exponentially. A KPMG report estimates that of Machine Translation (GNMT) for translation
the next 326 million internet users in India, 93%

between English and nine Indian languages.

are expected to be local language-first users.

GNMT offers better contextual translation and

Global internet and technology players like

human-like speaking ability to the machines.

Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft and Google

This

January,

Microsoft

announced

the
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are gearing up to cater to this demand. integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Facebook prompts users to post content in

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to improve real-

Indian languages while Amazon provides

time language translation for Hindi, Bengali and

documentation and online support in Hindi for Tamil.
its Indian sellers. Google supports a number

Reverie, one of the first Indian technology-based

of Indian languages including those spoken by

languages localization company, provides a
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cloud-based Language-as-a-Service (LaaS) for its enterprise customers for real-time conversions
(transliteration and machine translation), search, intent and sentiment analysis, conversations
across text and voice platforms Vernacular.Ai’s B2B platform helps companies build multi-lingual

co
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chatbots in Indian languages.
Similarly, Dailyhunt—a news and local language content app—uses its proprietary Machine
Learning and Deep Learning algorithms to enable smart curation of content and to track user
preferences to deliver real-time, personalized content and notifications. Liv.Ai, on its part, uses

m.

speech recognition technology to provide speech application programming interfaces (APIs) to
enable developers to convert Speech-to-Text transcriptions using Neural Network models.
As Natural Language Processing and Understanding (NLP/NLU) technologies evolve to go
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beyond text to include voice and speech synthesis, and as voice-based applications become
commonplace, language localization needs and supporting AI & ML technologies will also evolve
to speech-to-Text, NLU engines.

We have already started witnessing the early adopters. These include e-commerce giant’s
Amazon’s Alexa being prepped up for Hindi, Reverie’s Gopal being tested for seven Indian
languages and Liv.AI’s engine that is being adopted by players across various industries.
Once neural network-based speech recognition engines come of age for Indian languages
localization, they will find wide adoption across use cases and applications including voice-based
searching from web based applications, query search on platforms of e-commerce, health, travel,
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media, entertainment, etc., video/audio transcription for subtitling and captioning, analysing
audio for semantics and categorization, command-based embedded services and voice based
assistants.
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Misc. News
and Events

Geochronology.
The discovery of several hundred Harappan
sites in the Sutlej–Yamuna interfluves led

co
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Paleo-rivers predated Harappans by archaeologists to infer that like other ancient
35,000 years

civilisations, Harappans too flourished on the

A recent study on direct dating of sediments

banks of mighty rivers. Presence of ephemeral

extracted

from

paleochannels

close

to rivers Ghaggar-Hakra and Chautang in this

m.

Harappan sites in the region of Sutlej-Yamuna area led people to suggest that these were
vestiges of the once mighty glacial rivers on

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad

whose banks the Harappan civilisation was

(PRL) and CNRS, France, indicate that these

established. This gained popularity when a

rivers changed their course nearly 35,000 years

paleo-channel (ancient remains of rivers) was

before the Harappans came to settle there.

discovered in this region.

Scientific evidence

The naming of a paleo-channel and associating

Along

Vol. 48 Aug 2018
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interfluve by a team of scientists from the

with

a

2017

paper

in

Nature

it with archaeological sites irked the curiosity

Communications by A. Singh from IIT Kanpur

of Prof. A.K. Singhvi from PRL. “To me this

and others, this study now provides scientific

appeared unrealistic and far-fetched. A ballpark

evidence that contradicts the suggestions on

analysis of Harappan site per unit time indicated

Harappans flourishing on the banks of the

that the numbers of settlements to be supported

mythical Vedic rivers, Sarasvati and Drishadvati.

[by a large river] were too few and the need to

These studies provide evidence that these rivers

invoke a mighty river was somewhat misplaced,”

changed their course much before the time of

he says.

Harappan settlements about 5,000 years ago.

For over three decades many papers were

The study was published recently in Quaternary

written but this premise was not tested
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scientifically using modern dating techniques till

“Care should be taken in making a linear

now.

association of river hydrology with abundance

Settlement patterns

of archeological sites,” he says.

study

analysed

the

distribution

of He points out that this inference is also

co
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This

Harappan sites along the two main rivers buttressed by the evidences of water harvesting
techniques of Harappans, the cropping patterns

and the Ghaggar-Hakra, which is ephemeral;

suggesting their dependence on seasonal

examined the mineralogy of river sediments

monsoon rather than constant supply of water.

m.

in the region – the Indus, which is perennial,

to establish their source and dated the entire

technique to establish the event chronology of
the evolution of the region.

The authors conclude thus: “Settlement patterns
and other analysis suggest that factors other
than perennial rivers dictated their [Harappan’s]
settlement” and that, “Major change in the

river dynamics occurred between 24,00045,000 years ago (most likely around 40,00045,000 years ago), and since 25,000 years the
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Ira Mukhoty’s history of women in
the Mughal royalty shines light on an
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sediment succession of the region using dating

landscape has not changed significantly.”

Prof Singhvi, who led the study, states that ipsofacto this study implies that so called paleo-river

features are far too old to be associated with
Vedic times.

obscure past
Ira Mukhoty’s Daughters Of The Sun promises
that it will not be a history of the great Mughals—
but, fortunately for us, that is exactly what it turns
out to be. It is not the kind of history we read
in school, littered with names and dates and
battles, the analyses of taxes, administrative
systems and agrarian reforms. But it is a history
nonetheless, a softer and more hidden history
about the lives and ways of the royal women
who lived in the zenana and how they saw the
world and viewed the always-turbulent times
in which they lived. For even as the empire
settled, the Mughal court was never placid or
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who helped her sometimes wayward husband

fathers and sons, the comings and goings of

rule with a firm hand. Some of us will recall Gul

embassies from foreign lands, royal bequests

Badan, Babur’s daughter, who wrote about the

and the practice of private and public religion,

life and times of her courageous father and

co
m

calm. Rivalries between brothers, between

festivals and state occasions—all these kept unfortunate brother, Humayun. The names of a
few other royal sisters and daughters crop up,

dislikes and their relatively fragile positions as

usually around the lesser-known monuments

favourites and wielders of power in their own

of the period and in the more tragic stories

right.

of the era. Jahanara Begum, for example,

m.

the women busy, as did their own likes and

lived with her father, Shah Jahan, when he
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Mukhoty goes a long way towards persuading

us that these women had a profound influence

was imprisoned in the Agra fort by his son,

on the men they birthed, loved, protected and

Aurangzeb, Jahanara’s brother. Zeenat Mahal,

advised. Because of who they were and what

wife of Bahadur Shah Zafar, watched helplessly

they did, how they lived out their ambitions

as the British swiftly dismantled the empire that

and aspirations, they are an important part of a

her husband’s family had built over centuries.

fuller understanding of what was, at its zenith,

But, in this book, Mukhoty’s research (which

the grandest empire the world had ever known.

appears to be a thorough reading of English

Mukhoty’s heavily researched book contributes

translations of primary sources) and her love for
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both colour and texture to this more detailed and her subject(s) bring many more court women to
infinitely more beautiful canvas of the Mughal

light and to life.

period.

Although the book is laden with riches, literally

Typically, our knowledge of Mughal queens is

and metaphorically, there are some jewels that

restricted to Mumtaz Mahal, who inspired the

shine especially bright. Mukhoty makes the point

empire’s greatest monument, and Nur Jahan,

that as long as the Mughals remained firmly
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attached to their Turkic roots through language,

Begums of the Mughal court. Photo: Alamy

marriage and culture, their women had more

Women acquired power within the Mughal

freedom. The veiled and separated zenana was court in a variety of ways, apart from

co
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formalized only after three generations of rank and the wealth bestowed upon them
Mughals had established themselves firmly in

through

imperial

firmans

and

the

grant

the subcontinent. Mukhoty seems to suggest

of mansabs and jagirs. For all that the emperors

that this had much to do with the fact that were often ruthless with their blood relatives,
they attached great importance to their “milk

m.

relations between the emperors and local rulers
were becoming ever more complex. Marriage

mothers”, the women who breastfed them as

alliances were critical tools of diplomacy and

infants. Milk mothers were accorded the same
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persuasion. By the time Jahangir became “the rights and privileges as the monarchs’ birth
emperor of the world”, the women of the court mothers and were often treated with greater
lived in physically segregated spaces. However, respect than the stepmothers. Akbar was
this did not diminish their political and social

profoundly attached to Maham Anaga, his milk

power, their personal wealth, their capacity

mother, and when he was still a teenager, she

to trade and do business across continents

was effectively his regent, ruling the nascent

and cultures or become expert hunters and

empire with much cunning and an iron hand.

markswomen.

Daughters Of The Sun challenges many
commonly held notions about delicate, cloistered
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princesses who did little other than perfume
themselves and lounge on divans eating
grapes and pomegranates. Even as we revel
vicariously in the details of the court’s dazzle

Zeenat Mahal was one of the ill-fated Padshah

and glitter, its apparently limitless opulence
and increasingly bloated extravagance, we
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period, a symbol that is the bulwark of modern

to the cooler climes of Kashmir in the blistering

India’s idea of its tolerant and inclusive past.

summers or accompanied its men to the

If research shows that the Jodha we know did

edges of battlefields, all its arrangements,

not exist, we will need to invent her. Now, more

from kitchens to entertainment, were presided

than ever, if we are to keep our faith in an India

over by a woman, the Padshah Begum. She

that celebrates difference rather than one that

was the highest-ranking woman in the Mughal

destroys it.

New copters to enable tech transfer

m.

court, often (but not always) the queen mother.

co
m

are reminded that whether the court travelled

Imagine the power she wielded, her capacity for

organization, imagine, in fact, the scope of her

Begum, as was the ill-fated Zeenat Mahal.

The royal woman conspicuous by her absence
in Mukhoty’s book is one whose story we grew

up on—Jodha Bai, the Rajput princess that

Akbar married and with whom he fathered
Salim, named after the Chishti saint whose

favour he represented. In The Enchantress Of
Florence, Salman Rushdie suggests, like many
other writers, that Jodha did not exist, she was
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to

release

project-specific
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imagination. Nur Jahan was one such Padshah

The Defence Ministry is shortly expected

a figment of Akbar’s imagination, the friend and

perfect companion who understood both his
reality and his dreams.

But Jodha and Akbar have come to symbolize
the syncretistic traditions of the middle Mughal

implementation

guidelines for the 111 naval utility helicopters
to be procured under the Strategic Partnership
(SP) model. However, foreign companies say
there is still some clarity required on crucial
legal, liability and technology transfer issues.
“There are two important issues that need
clarity. One is legal. We can’t sell a submarine
or fighter jet to a private company. Global
regulations do not allow that. It has to be to a
government-owned company. So, there has to
be a government-to-government component in
the end,” a top executive of a foreign company
said.
Large infrastructure
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For the first time, under the SP model, Indian reinventing everything. It will be risk mitigating
for everyone,” he said.

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and

There is need for some clarity from the MoD on

build major defence platforms in India under

production transfer and technology transfer as

technology transfer. So far, it was defence public

well, the executive added.

sector undertakings (DPSUs) which played the

In July-end, the Defence Acquisition Council

lead role.

(DAC) cleared the general as well as project-

The other issue, he said, was about the liability

specific implementation guidelines for the naval

m.
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private companies will get to tie up with global

helicopters that would lay emphasis on transfer

to the finished product built by a local company

of technology and high absorption of indigenous

is a problem. There has to be a back-end

content. The guidelines and the qualification

mechanism to enable us,” he said.

guidelines are yet to be communicated to the
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of the end product. “For us to stand guarantee

This liability issue was one of the major reasons industry.
the earlier medium multi-role combat aircraft

All procurements under the SP model would be

Vol. 48 Aug 2018

(MMRCA) deal for 126 jets got derailed at executed by specially constituted empowered
the contract negotiation stage, after Dassault

project committees (EPC) to ensure timely

Aviation refused to stand guarantee to the

execution, the Ministry said. Apart from the

aircraft manufactured by Hindustan Aeronautics

helicopters, the projects to be processed

Ltd. (HAL).

under the SP model are fighter aircraft, P-75I

Another senior executive observed that there

submarines and armoured vehicles.

is large infrastructure already present in the
country with DPSUs and this must be utilised

for the benefit of both the country as well as
form a business sense.
“We hope to try and use that. There is no point

TISS report points to model shelter
homes in Bihar
The social audit report by the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences (TISS), which exposed the
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of the NGO running the affairs of the centre was

shelter home in Muzaffarpur, has also pointed

found to be a sensitive person, dedicated to the

out that there are at least seven shelter homes

welfare of the inmates.

that could, in fact, be models for other such

“Yes, at these shelter homes, the staff and those

institutions in the State.

who run them on behalf of the government have

The 100-page TISS report has not been made

developed some appreciative mechanisms for

public yet.

the welfare of the children living there, which

co
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sexual abuse of 34 minor girls at a State-run

m.

There are 110 shelter and short-stay homes could be replicated at other centres, too,”
funded by the Social Welfare Department of Mohammad Tarique, who led the TISS team
that prepared the social audit report, told The

across the State. The TISS report pointed to

Hindu over phone.

15 of them in which minor girls and boys were

In another example, the children and staff of

physically and sexually abused.

the ‘Observation Home’ at Darbhanga enjoy a

But while speaking to reliable sources who were

cordial relationship. Whether it is gardening or

part of the social survey team, The Hindu came

cleaning the kitchen, they do it together. Regular

to know that one of the seven very well-managed

classes are held for the children and there

shelter homes is the Specialised Adoption

are facilities to play badminton and volleyball.
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the Bihar government and managed by NGOs
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Centre in Saran district. The infrastructure and The atmosphere at the centre was congenial,
management of the centre were found to be

according to the report, sources said.

good, and the staffs too were concerned and

At the ‘Children’s Home’ in Buxar, children were

sympathetic towards the children living there. seen learning painting and art. This home also
All children at the centre looked happy and

has a library from which children borrowed

healthy, the report has noted, sources said,

books to read at bedtime. This is an initiative

while suggesting that, “This centre could be

that other centres could follow, the report says,

called a model adoption centre.” The secretary

according to sources.
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At Shanti Kutir in Nalanda district, women inmates are taken to a nearby temple every evening,
and no women had tried to escape from it.
Positive atmosphere

co
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Concern for girl children was visible at the Children’s Home for Girls in Bhagalpur, where the staff
celebrated children’s birthdays. Despite a lack of space, sources said that the report pointed to the
atmosphere at the shelter as quite positive.

At the ‘Children’s Homes’ in Katihar and the neighbouring district of Purnia, senior boys bonded

outside.”

m.

with juniors by teaching them. At the Purnia home, children regularly interacted with “people

The report states, sources said, that the organisation also used a mobile application called Police
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Light to trace the families of children reported missing.

“Conditions were found to be very bad at 15 shelter homes, such as those in Muzaffarpur, Araria,
Motihari, Munger, Gaya, Madhepura, Kaimur and Bhojpur,” Mr. Tarique said. Earlier, Principal
Secretary of the State Social Welfare Department Atul Prasad had said the department had
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already taken the initiative to get things corrected at these centres.
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